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Summary

Transportation networks are engines of economic development and growth, moving goods

and providing human activities with their pivotal basic requirement, i.e., mobility. Con-

sidering the rapid urbanization and unprecedented increase in population of cities, the

efficiency of urban transportation networks has never been a more important issue. The

constant conflict with different forms of congestion is the most important factor compromis-

ing the efficiency of transportation systems. In urban road networks, traffic jams impose

immense additional costs to the society every day, by wasting time, exhausting energy, and

deteriorating citizen’s health.

Fundamental laws of traffic flow theory have been studied intensively for decades. There

is now a deep understanding of how congestion changes in road networks at different scales.

Especially, the relation between the traffic density and congestion on single road segments

and over the whole network is well studied. In comparison, however, the organization of

different traffic congestion levels in cities is rarely studied, and only recently the attention

to this is heightened in the area of complex networks. The criticality of the issues with traffic

congestion and increasing availability of pertinent real-world transportation data, warrant

further investigations into organization of congestion in urban transportation networks.

In the present dissertation, we focus on applications of percolation theory, a popular

tool in network science and statistical physics, in transportation network analysis. At its

core, percolation provides a framework to characterize the complex topological properties

of networks. Built upon the most recent advancement in network percolation analysis, we

tackle two different problems related to traffic congestion using percolation framework to

unpack the organization of different levels of congestion in transportation networks.

The first problem is the conflict between passenger flows in on-road (bus and tram) public

transportation network and congestion on road infrastructure. To tackle this, we use data

including over 120 million passenger smartcard records collected in real public transporta-

tion networks. From the available data we model the transportation network, augmented

with the temporal congestion and passenger flow information. We propose a percolation

analysis to measure network reliability, in terms of its ability to provide congestion-free

routes for traveling flows. A major finding of this study is a theoretical relationship be-

tween link-level congestion and network-level reliability, which allows for identifying the

most critical bottleneck links in the network. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our reli-
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ability measurement, and prove that the identified bottlenecks have guaranteed improving

effect on network reliability.

The second study is concerned with the propagation of congestion in road networks. We

utilize percolation analysis to characterize the phase transition from small isolated pockets

of congestion into a large congested cluster in the network. Based on this new knowledge,

we propose a percolation-based strategy to modify the timing of intersection traffic signals

in urban road networks. In particular, we control the signals on the time-varying boundary

of the identified congested cluster, to mitigate the congestion. Simulations demonstrate

that the proposed strategy can effectively reduce congestion and boost the traffic-carrying

capacity of the network, by dynamically balancing congested queues that form around a

hotspot region.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It has been more than a decade, since the world reached the point of having the majority
of its population living in cities [1]. Yet, worldwide rapid urbanization has not been slowed
down since and continues to increase the population of cities. Major cities, once viewed as
chaotic disordered systems, are far better understood over the past 40 years. Cities are
now viewed as highly ordered complex systems showing clear patterns in their evolution
and growth [1, 2]. Functioning, growth, and prospect of cities are highly dependent on
efficiency of flow-carrying infrastructures such as power grids, communication networks,
and transportation systems [3].

Urban transportation systems are critical components of cities, bringing access to goods
and providing the society with opportunities. The interplay between the demand for mo-
bility and the limited transportation infrastructure and supply produces different forms of
congestion in urban transportation networks [4], e.g., train delays due to excessive num-
ber of passengers and road traffic jams due to excessive number of vehicles and pedestrian
crowding. On the other hand, the unprecedented urbanization, highly correlated with the
availability of transportation supply [5], often adversely affects the congestion, especially
in mega cities around the world. Alleviating the effect of congestion is essential to the effi-
ciency of the transportation system and is the main focus of the present thesis.

Almost any user of urban road systems can recognize ‘congestion’ as a major problem,
wasting time andmoneywhile diminishing the convenience of most trips at least to some de-
gree. Vehicles fuel consumption increases by an order of 80% when riding along congested
roads [6], which leads to an increase in harmful emissions including carbon dioxide and
threatens public health [7]. TomTom, a leading multinational developer of location tech-
nologies, reported that during 2019 in the most traffic congested cities of the world, namely,
Bengaluru, Manila, Bogota, Mumbai, Pune, Moscow, Istanbul, Kyiv, and Bucharest, drivers
spent an average of over 50% extra travel time in traffic [8]. Due to the delay caused by
rush-hour traffic congestion, each commuter had lost an average of 128 hours during the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

year 2019 in Melbourne, Australia [9], while pedestrians are able to walk faster than a car
moves on the street in central Manhattan, New York [10].

Effective approaches towards resolving or mitigating the congestion problem can save
an immense amount of time and resources while contributing to the comfort and health
of countless number of users. To achieve the ultimate goal of freeing traveling flows from
congestion, a great deal of work is required on various aspects of transportation systems
including policy making, development, and operation.

Traffic congestion is a complex phenomenon and it is an inevitable product of economic
growth and increase in social activities [11]. It is very difficult to systematically study
all factors contributing to the onset of traffic congestion and determining its propagation
or dissipation dynamics. However, the complex interplay between the travel demand and
transportation supply is known to be the major determinant in traffic congestion dynamics
[4, 12]. Travel demand can be well explained by the number of passengers moving between
places. Transportation supply can be described by its quantitative properties such as the
structure and capacity of the transportation routes and the size of individual and Public
Transportation (PT) fleet. The pivotal factor driving the interplay between the travel de-
mand and transportation supply is travel behavior, which refers to how travelers choose to
move between places using the available transportation option.

Many congestion alleviation strategies have been developed and successfully applied in
urban transportation literature [4, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In one category of strategies to mitigate
the traffic congestion on roads, the base capacity of the system is modified, for example,
through increasing the size and number of the roads or providing more PT services [14, 15].
Another category of strategies attempts at reducing the congestion production by modifying
the demand through planning to encourage better travel and land use patterns [11, 13, 16,
17]. The aim of the work presented in this dissertation is not entirely detached from the
previous efforts in the above two categories. However, the general strategy to the problem
of congestion acquired here, belongs to a third category that aims at operating the existing
capacity more efficiently for the existing demand.

Tools in the area of transportation management and operation are widely investigated
as means to mitigate traffic congestion. However, the existing congestion alleviation mea-
sures in management and operation can be substantially improved if we better understand
the physics of congestion and its formation in cities. In the literature, more attention is
paid to investigating the local (in a road segment or a highway) formation of congestion
[18], or investigating the factors affecting global congestion (vehicle accumulation in the
whole system) [19]. The dynamics of congestion organization, i.e., distribution of different
congestion levels over a transportation system and its variation over time, have rarely been
studied. Thus, there is a gap in the understanding of congestion propagation dynamics,
the organization of different congestion levels over the system, and the interaction between
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

traveling flows and the congestion. Here, we study transportation systems and their ve-
hicular (or passenger) flows as complex ‘network’ systems, which offers the opportunity to
use advanced techniques to study congestion organization and system’s performance under
congestion.

In particular, the present work pays attention to less studied fundamental questions
with regards to congestion in transportation networks: “how does the traffic congestion
propagate and organize over the network?” and “how to characterize the conflict between
traveling flows and the formation of traffic congestion?”, given an existing travel demand,
travel behavior, and transportation supply. When tackling the above questions, we also
pay specific attention to further steps towards improving the transportation system. On
that account, the aim of our analyses is to pinpoint the problems in congested transporta-
tion networks and accordingly, propose possible measures and solutions that can effectively
optimize traveling over the network.

1.1 Studying congested transportation networks

Arguably, around two decades ago, the field of network science emerged as a result of the
most recent advancements in graph theory coinciding with a surge in the possibility of
computer-aided analysis of real-world data [20, 21, 22]. Network systems are ubiquitous
in nature and their structure determines how they function. Studying the structure of
complex network systems proved to be an effective path to advance the understanding of
mechanisms that our life depends on. Early empirical network analysis in different areas
of science and engineering shed light on a variety of systems, from biological and ecological
networks to critical infrastructure networks [23, 24, 25]. Ever since, network science has
been a rapidly developing field providing new tools to unravel the obscure properties of a
variety of complex network systems [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35].

Here, we focus on studying transportation systems as complex networks. Transporta-
tion systems can be well represented as network structures, where network nodes repre-
sent spatially distributed places of concern, and links connecting node pairs represent the
transportation infrastructure which enable movement in specific directions between places
[22, 36, 37]. Link dynamics such as traffic load or congestion and demand for movement of
vehicles and/or passengers can be embedded quantitatively on transportation networks. In
Fig. 1.1 a schematic framework is shown, where a complex transportation system is first
represented by its network structure, where links connecting nodes represent the direc-
tion of transport between different locations. Next, the enriched network representation
of the system can be generated by augmenting the travel demand between different places
and representing the congestion levels as link attributes. Enriched transportation network
representation allows for studying physics of congestion and at the same time, its conflict
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Figure 1.1: Enriched network modeling of complex transportation systems. A
complex transportation system can be represented well by its network structure, including
components and directed connections between them. An enriched version of this network
structure can be constructed by augmentation of flow-demand and link-dynamics (e.g., tem-
poral road congestion levels).

with traveling flows. This can lead to better understanding of transportation networks dy-
namics, which in effect, will aid addressing the congestion problem in different areas of
transportation system management.

Transportation networks are inherently difficult to understand due to their structural
and dynamical complexity. Additionally, these networks involve what is known as ‘meta-
complications’ referring to the fact that various components of these complex systems can
influence each other [38]. As an example, the relationship between road network geometry
and both travel demand [39] and route choice [29] is known, meaning that the structure of
road network influences the traveling flow dynamics. Mathematical network modeling of
transportation systems allows for utilizing the well-established theories in network science
and statistical physics. These tools enable us to effectively characterize the congestion-
and traveling flow-dynamics, analyze the conflict between congestion and traveling flows,
pinpoint the critical parts of the network, and provide mitigating solutions accordingly.

A set of tools heavily used in the network science area is developed within the realm of
percolation theory [40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. Percolation theory provides a mathematical frame-
work to characterize the structure and dynamics of networked systems and to study spread-
ing phenomena in such networks. Both road traffic congestion and traveling flows behave
similar to spreading phenomena, with the former spreading from a congested road to its
upstream roads (e.g., as a result of queue spillback [45]) and the latter spreading from ori-
gin points on different available paths until reaching the desired destination points. This
makes a great opportunity to analyze their dynamics and interaction on transportation
networks using percolation and network theories.

The research work for this dissertation is carried out around two distinct problems that
are commonly concerned with congestion and traveling flows on transportation networks.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

We tackle both of these problems using ideas from percolation theory applied together with
well-established techniques and concepts from network science and transportation engi-
neering. The first problem is analyzing the reliability of on-road PT networks (bus-tram
networks) under the congestion imposed by the road network condition. The second prob-
lem is traffic signal control to mitigate the propagation of congestion in road networks. In
the following two sections, these problems are outlined and themain knowledge gaps related
to each problem, which will be addressed via percolation approaches, are briefly discussed.

1.2 Reliability analysis of transportation networks

On-road PT systems are in constant conflict with traffic congestion on roads as trams and
buses share the road space with vehicular traffic and pedestrian crowds. With regards to
time-varying conditions on road networks, the reliability of on-road PT networks can be
viewed as their ability to provide passengers with less congested passages between origin-
destination locations. At a particular time of the day, congestion is distributed at different
levels of intensity over the PT network links. Percolation theory allows for unpacking the
hierarchical organization of congestion on the network. In other words, percolation analysis
involves dissecting the network into parts exposed to different road conditions, and examin-
ing how these network parts come together to connect different locations. We mainly seek
to achieve three objectives in tackling this problem:

• To formulate an analysis based on percolation theory that can account for different
important factors governing the dynamics of on-road PT networks.

• The analysis should allow for quantifying the reliability of on-road PT networks under
different travel demands and road conditions.

• Identifying the most critical links in the network, where the level of congestion has
the most impact on the overall reliability of the network.

In transportation networks the uneven travel flow demand between different places is a
major determinant of the global dynamics [46]. The signature of an urban transportation
network is a particular flow demand and its daily or day-to-day evolution patterns. However,
the demand is ignored by the existing percolation models which motivated us to improve
the existing paradigm. Here, a new theoretical framework is developed, which involves the
heterogeneity of the demand in percolation analysis of the network. By characterizing the
organization of congestion on the network via percolation analysis, the relation between
the demand and different levels of congestion can be monitored on the network. This allows
us to measure the macroscopic reliability of the network based on the adversarial effect of
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congestion on flow-movement with respect to the travel demand. In addition, we theoreti-
cally tie the microscopic congestion (i.e., congestion level on each link) to the macroscopic
reliability of the network, which is rarely done in the existing relevant literature. Thereby,
it is possible to find the most critical links (bottlenecks), most responsible for hindering the
traveling flows all over the network.

A reason behind the scarcity of attempts in the literature to comprehensively analyze
real-world networks for the conflict between passenger flows and congestion, is the unavail-
ability of appropriate data sources. Here, we use large-scale passenger smartcard data
collected in the on-road PT network of Melbourne and Brisbane, Australia. The detailed
transportation data is used to digitally reconstruct the PT network, estimate the level of
congestion on each link, and extract the passenger travel demand over time. To extract
passenger travel demand from PT smartcard data, a parameter-free procedure is developed
which unlike most existing approaches does not require extensive parameter tuning and is
applicable to various smartcard data settings. The proposed percolation-based reliability
analysis is applied to PT networks of Melbourne and Brisbane. The performed experiments
suggest the effectiveness of the proposed reliability measurement and bottleneck identifi-
cation approaches.

1.3 Traffic signal control in road networks

Perimeter signal control is a well-studied area of traffic engineering [47]. It refers to strate-
gizing the action of traffic signals on the boundary between particular regions of the net-
work. The goal of perimeter control is to regulate the traffic operation in the entire network.
A simple and effective example, is controlling signals of intersections placed on the bound-
ary of an important region of the network, say the city center, aiming to protect the region
from being overflown by delaying and balancing the unwanted traffic outside the protected
area.

A common issue with perimeter signal control is the development of congestion queues
outside an active perimeter that is trying to reduce the inflow of the protected region in-
side it. A possible solution to this is implementing multiple concentric perimeters, where
control at the innermost boundary aims at protecting the encompassed region but control
at each larger boundary mitigates the development of congested queues outside the next
boundary inside it. The issue with applying this solution is that congestion propagates in
a complicated and heterogeneous manner which makes it a difficult task to determine the
positioning of these extra perimeters to effectively combat the propagation. Working on this
problem, We mainly pursue the below two objectives:

• To apply percolation theory in order to effectively characterize the propagation of con-
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gestion resulted from gating at a perimeter signal control. In otherwords, the objective
is to tailor the classic percolation-based analyses for this specific purpose.

• The second objective is to develop a control scheme that incorporates the percolation-
based analysis of congestion when determining the timing of signals, so that the new
control strategy effectively prevents the congestion propagation.

Most traffic signal control methods are developed to modify the timing of a spatially
fixed set of intersections [47]. The control methods often function based on the condition
on individual roads or measuring the traffic flux between regions neighboring the fixed set
of controlled intersections. Even the state-of-the-art methods that account for congestion
propagation use simple measurements such as the length of individual congested queues
attached to the predetermined controlled intersections. Here, we improve this through
characterizing the propagation of congestion using percolation analysis. A region of the road
network can be protected by a fixed perimeter and the propagation of congestion outside this
perimeter can be analyzed by percolation analysis. We propose a strategy to control signals
at a time-varying second perimeter (outside the fixed perimeter). The boundary of this
second perimeter is determined at each point in time to effectively mitigate the congestion
propagation triggered by gating at the fixed perimeter inside it. The performance of the
proposed strategy is demonstrated using micro-simulations on a grid traffic network.

1.4 Dissertation content overview

In this chapter, we provided an overview of the problem of congestion propagation in trans-
portation networks and highlighted the research questions regarding congestion that re-
quire more attention. In particular we use percolation analysis on transportation networks
to tackle two problems outlined in sections 1.2 and 1.3 of this chapter (see the leftmost
panel in Fig. 1.2). In the next chapter, first, a brief background is provided on studying
traffic congestion and network percolation analysis. It is then followed by a detailed review
of the literature related to the defined two main problems. The first problem is studied on
real-world transportation networks, built upon raw transportation data. Hence, the next
chapter also provides a review of the literature on processing smartcard data and challenges
to extract networks’ travel demand from such data.

The first major research problem is tackled in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 3 is dedi-
cated to the detailed methodology used to extract information from raw smartcard records,
mainly, the passenger travel demand over the PT network. The chapter includes a brief
introductory section followed by the below journal publication [48], which covers our work
on PT smartcard data:
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Figure 1.2: Dissertation content flowchart. The flowchart shows the content of the
present dissertation, divided into 6 chapters (including three technical chapters). The im-
portant components of each chapter are highlighted above, and arrows indicate the logical
flow in the material presented in different chapters.

H. Hamedmoghadam, H. L. Vu, M. Jalili, M. Saberi, L. Stone, and S. Hoogen-
doorn, “Automated extraction of origin-destination demand for public transporta-
tion from smartcard data with pattern recognition,” Transportation Research
Part C: Emerging Technologies, vol. 129, p. 103210, 2021.

This work is complemented by the followingChapter 4, which presents our proposed percolation-
based framework to assess the reliability and identify the bottlenecks of transportation net-
works with respect to the conflict between organization of congestion and passenger flows.
This work is published in a journal paper accompanied by detailed supplementary informa-
tion, and these two published documents form the chapter together. Below is the complete
reference to this article[49]:

H. Hamedmoghadam, M. Jalili, H. L. Vu, and L. Stone, “Percolation of heteroge-
neous flows uncovers the bottlenecks of infrastructure networks,” Nature Com-
munications, vol. 12, no. 1, pp. 1–10, 2021.

The last technical chapter (Chapter 5) is written in standard form (no publication in-
cluded) and presents our proposed methodology and results regarding the second main re-
search problem, defined here. There, we optimize traffic in road networks using a signal
control scheme that is based on percolation analysis of congestion propagation.

Below is the list of the following chapters in this dissertation. A brief overview of the
content of each chapter is also provided below.

• Chapter 2: Literature review. Provides background to the theories and concepts
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used in this project, and reviews the existing literature related to the problems ad-
dressed here.

• Chapter 3: Smartcard data processing. This chapter reports a part of the work on
the first problem. It is mainly concerned with the method that we propose to extract
the enriched network representation of PT systems from their raw smartcard data.
The result is then used in the analysis presented in the following chapter.

• Chapter 4: Percolation-based reliability analysis. The chapter lays out our de-
veloped theoretical framework for percolation analysis of congested PT networks with
respect to a certain heterogeneous travel demand between different points. The theo-
ries are formulated, proved, and their application and effectiveness are demonstrated
on theoretical graph models and real-world systems.

• Chapter 5: Percolation-based traffic signal control. This chapter presents the
developed strategy for signal control in road networks, which is built upon a percola-
tion analysis of congestion propagation. The proposed methods are evaluated using
simulations on synthetic road networks.

• Chapter 6: Conclusions. This chapter summarizes the studies presented in the
previous chapter, mainly by encapsulating the main findings. It also describes the
limitations of the technical approaches used and depicts a roadmap for possible future
works to be built upon the work presented here.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Physics of traffic have been studied for decades since the early observational measurements
and analogies with fluid dynamics [50, 51, 52]. The theory is especially concerned with how
vehicles, drivers’ or travelers’ behavior, and the environment affect the traffic flow [53, 54].
Perhaps the grand problem related to traffic phenomena is that of congestion. The existing
literature has intensively studied the physics of congestion in a street or over a whole city,
and also factors influencing congestion outside the realm of physics, such as commuters’
and drivers’ psychological behavior, are investigated [55, 56]. To date, however, only a few
studies have been carried out on spatial dynamics of intra-urban traffic congestion, i.e., how
different levels of congestion organize and evolve with respect to the topology of the city road
networks [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. Our efforts in this dissertation are focused on this area that
was fairly neglected until receiving the recent attention in network science studies.

The structural evolution of Paris’ road network over time as a result of infrastructure
refinements and its effect on redistributing congestion is studied in [57]. A recent study [58]
suggests that the interconnections between arterial and local roads (the way they are entan-
gled) in the network explain the spatial transitions in road congestion (i.e., how congestion
level varies ). The same team of authors investigates the impact of the structural proper-
ties of city road networks on spatial transition of congestion levels [59]. They discuss the
structural features that seem to be able to control congestion displacement in the network,
suggesting that the findings have the potential to be applied in planning and developing
optimal city road networks.

Percolation analysis is shown to be an effective tool in analyzing the organization of
congestion against the network’s geometrical properties. In [62], the organization of traffic
congestion in a central area of Beijing is studied using percolation approaches, leading to
identification of congestion bottlenecks and their temporal evolution in the network. Study-
ing percolation properties of road networks has been able to successfully reveal the pivotal
role of congestion level on long-range connections (e.g., highways) in determining the be-
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havior of traffic flow circulation [60]. By applying percolation approaches to two real urban
road networks (enriched with dynamic traffic data), it is shown in [61] that there exists a
daily pattern in regime shifts between metastable states of the system, from which the op-
erators can benecritical transition to low-performance states can be identified and treated
by operators.

Just as the body of traffic flow theory, the recently growing literature on spatio-temporal
organization of network congestion applies to the whole spectrum of transportation system
analysis. They especially allow for profound understanding of the rules governing urban
transportation dynamics which is the prerequisite to undertaking the impressive tasks of
alleviating congestion and optimizing transportation via planning and operation in cities.

On the one hand, understanding the organization of congestion may be used to seek
congestion alleviation in the area of transportation planning. This often involves one or
more of the following conventional approaches: modifying the travel demand (e.g., based
on the impact of land use or pricing strategies), modifying the capacity of the network (e.g.,
adding/removing roads or adjusting their widths), and modifying travelers’ route or mode
choice (e.g., through public or active transportation encouragement strategies) [4, 10, 63, 64,
65, 66, 67]. On the other hand, here our percolation-based analyses allow for acting against
network congestion through practical solutions that do not require significant modifications
of the transportation network and may be classified as operational improvements.

In particular, our first analysis leads to identification of bottlenecks links in on-road
public transportation (PT) networks which can be treated by allocation of separated lanes
for bus and tram vehicles. In the second study, percolation of congestion allows for identi-
fying a time-varying congested cluster which can be treated well by adjusting the timing of
traffic signals at its boundary. We will discuss both of these treatments in more detail in
Chapters 4 and 5.

The remaining of this chapter is structured as follows. First, a brief historical back-
ground on percolation theory, and a preliminary technical introduction to percolation-based
analysis of congested transportation networks is provided in Section 2.1. This is followed
by a review of the existing literature on percolation-based network analysis (Section 2.2),
where we also identify the gaps that we attempt to address in our work. Our first study is
focused on analyzing PT networks based on real-world data, so in two subsections we cover
the background related to percolation analysis for these networks (Section 2.2.1) and the
challenges in processing PT smartcard data (Section 2.2.2). Our work on this study is then
laid out by presenting the methodology and results of passenger smartcard data processing
in Chapter 3 and the proposed network analysis in Chapter 4. The final section of this chap-
ter (Section 2.3), provides the background and reviews the literature related to our second
study on tackling the propagation of congestion by traffic signal control in road networks,
with the study itself presented in Chapter 5.
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2.1 Background on percolation analysis

The initial development of the classic percolation theory is credited to the works of Flory
and Stockmayer [68, 69] onmodeling polymerization, i.e. formation of a network of chemical
bonds between basic molecular units of polymers (monomers) [70]. Close to two decades
later, the theory was first named and framed more mathematically in a 1957 publication
[71] by Broadbent and Hammersley [40]. Due to its simplicity and applicability to diverse
problems, percolation had soon become a popular theory in the physics community.

Since the emergence of modern network science [72], percolation theory has found a
great deal of interest and a large number of applications, especially when it comes to study-
ing real-world networks. Network percolation analysis is often based on a simple perco-
lation process simulating a gradual addition or removal (inverse percolation) of network
nodes (site percolation) or links (bond percolation) [73], while the theory helps achieving a
deeper understanding of the network system by interpreting the network’s behavior during
the percolation process. In particular, the statistical properties of the network under per-
colation process, reveals the geometrical and functional properties of the network system
[44, 74]. Percolation models are heavily applied in the area of complex networks to address
a variety of problems in different contexts [44], with examples including virus transmission
in sexual contact networks [75], spread of information in social networks [76], prosperity
of cooperation (and resolution of dilemmas) in human populations [77, 78], and wiring in
human brain architecture [79, 80].

Although there are various approaches and the possibility of numerous objectives to per-
colation analysis, for our purposes, we study the network representation of transportation
systems via percolation processes on network links guided by links’ congestion dynamics.
Let us imagine a transportation network, where nodes represent physical locations of in-
terest and each link eij represents directed transportation between two points (node i to
node j). Nodes (links) represent intersections (road segments) for road networks and rep-
resent stops (service between consecutive stops) for PT networks. This approach to model
transportation systems is sometimes referred to as ‘primal’ network representation [81].
To augment the congestion dynamics on such a network representation, one approach is
to have multiple network structures corresponding to different snapshots of the system in
time, then for a particular time t, the level of congestion on each link eij can be simply
represented by the link ‘quality’ attribute qij(t). An example of such a network-snapshot in
time is shown in Fig. 2.1.a, where values of quality attribute are color-coded on links.

Let us define the link quality attribute within the range q ∈ [0, 1], inversely indicating
the level of congestion. The link quality can be also interpreted as the quality (or level) of
service for transportation between two nodes. The quality of transportation on a link is
high (q close to unity) when the traffic is moving freely, and the link quality is low (q close to
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zero) if the congestion level is high and slowing down the traffic. The quality attribute can
be calculated as the ratio between the instantaneous transportation speed and the free-flow
speed (or speed limit) on each link. Alternatively, the link quality may be calculated from
relative link density (instantaneous density divided by the jam density of the link), relative
link travel time, or more advanced measures of congestion level [82, 83].

The aim of our analysis is to characterize the organization of congestion over the conges-
tion of the network. Broadly speaking, this is to understand how congested links are placed
on the pathways between nodes or how pockets of congestion are forming, propagating, and
dissipating on the network. To do so, a possible starting point is to divide network links
into congested and free-flow (non-congested) classes, which requires defining a particular
threshold for quality attribute of links, separating the congested regime (low q) from the
free-flow regime (high q) [84]. Instead of studying congested links determined by a certain
fixed quality threshold, say, links with quality below 0.3, we choose to study the congested
links at all possible thresholds. Thus, starting with a very small quality-threshold, we can
examine only extremely congested links, and then by increasing the threshold, less con-
gested links and their relation to those extremely congested ones can be investigated. This
will be a more comprehensive way of analyzing the network’s congestion, and it can be nat-
urally mapped to a percolation process which is based on the congestion level of network
links. See two examples of such percolation processes illustrated in Fig. 2.1.b and Fig.
2.1.d.

We provide more details regarding the above explanations, especially in Chapters 4 and
5, but with this brief background, we move forward to review the literature related to the
main problems tackled here, i.e., conflict with congestion in on-road PT networks and con-
gestion propagation in road networks.

2.2 Percolation-based analysis of network reliability

Percolation theory has been frequently employed in modern studies of complex network sys-
tems to investigate the properties of natural [23, 85], technological [86], and social networks
[87], especially in terms of their robustness and resilience to perturbations. In percolation-
based approach to network robustness (or resilience) analysis, a percolation model is used
to simulate a series of link/node failures or dysfunctionalities, by progressively removing
links1 (or nodes) from the network [41, 72]. The network’s behavior during the percolation
process indicates the system’s response to link removals (simulating relationship termi-
nations, connection failures, etc.), and this response can be monitored and quantified to

1Here, we only deal with percolation on network links, which is sometimes referred to as bond percolation.
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Figure 2.1: Percolation on an example network with link dynamics. a An exam-
ple network representation of a transportation network, where link congestion level (color-
coded in the figure) is modeled as a link attribute. b,d Example percolation models are
applied to the network (shown in a) and the process is demonstrated at different points. A
shell of most congested links is removed from (added to) the network in b (d) progressively.
c,e Network’s percolation behavior during the percolation process, shown via the evolution
of one of its properties as a function of the threshold ρ. Different behaviors seen in c and e
correspond to different percolation models depicted in b and d, respectively.

characterize the network’s robustness [88, 89, 90].

A common approach to capture the percolation properties (reflecting the impact of link
removals) is measuring change in the size of the network’s largest connected component2, or
Giant Component (GC), during the percolation process [91, 92]. Different strategies for sim-
ulating link failures, make it possible to study a range of different network characteristics.
Two widely-applied percolation-based analyses are based on random (simulating errors)
and targeted (simulating attacks) link removals, respectively, to assess the vulnerability of
the networks to unplanned faults in its parts and targeted attacks on its important parts
of the system [25, 89, 93].

Let us formalize percolation on a networkG (orG0) as a process controlled by the thresh-
old parameter ρ, gradually increasing from 0 to 1. We use Gρ to denote the network under
percolation at a particular threshold ρ. Typically, error and attack tolerance of networks
are measured by monitoring Gρ as ρ is gradually increased and simultaneously the fraction

2The largest connected component (or giant component) of a network is its largest possible subgraph (i.e.,
a graph, comprised of a subset of the network’s nodes and all of the network links between those nodes), for
which there exists a path between every pair of nodes. The size of the giant component is the cardinality of the
set of its nodes.
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ρ of all links are being removed from the actual network G to obtain Gρ. Of special interest
is often the critical threshold ρ = ρc during the process at which the GC suddenly disinte-
grates into components of smaller size [94]. The percolation threshold ρc is a widely-used
informative measure of the network’s robustness, indicating that the network fails to pro-
vide global connectivity after critical fraction of its links are removed [41, 43]. Note that
when the percolation process is both governed and monitored by the network’s topologi-
cal features, the percolation behavior of the network can only be used to characterize the
structural properties of the network.

By modifying the mechanism or rules guiding the percolation simulation (e.g., [79, 95,
96]), more complicated network properties can be examined. For example, percolation pro-
cess can account for that failure of some partsmay trigger failure in new parts of the system.
This is a common phenomenon inmany systems ranging from infrastructure to human body.
For example, in ecological networks extinction of a species endangers some others or in fi-
nancial networks, failure of a bank puts some others at risk [85, 97]. Analyses based on such
percolation models have been carried out widely to study cascading failure on networks, es-
pecially in the case of critical infrastructure networks [98]. In these networks, coupling
between components of a certain network or interdependence between components of cou-
pled networks can magnify the damage caused by an initial problem [26, 92, 99, 100]. As
examples, failure of one connection can lead to overload in other links in a power grid, or
failure(s) in a power grid can fail parts of its dependent transportation network.

In real infrastructure networks, pervasive phenomena such as various forms of conges-
tion (e.g., packet congestion in communication or traffic jams in transportation) reduce the
quality of flow movement on links in a continuous manner rather than necessarily caus-
ing complete link failure. Despite numerous valuable studies on the impact of failures on
transportation networks [101, 102, 103], the hindering effect of congestion at different levels
over these networks is rarely explored in the area of complex network analysis. By involving
link-level dynamics (such as congestion) in the percolation process, the network’s behavior
under percolation will reflect its dynamical properties as well. As mentioned in Section 2.1,
to consider this we follow the state-of-the-art percolation analyses, which model link-level
flow dynamics on a network G by associating each link eij (connecting node i to node j) with
its own ‘quality’ attribute qij ∈ (0, 1] at each time [104, 105, 106].

The link quality indicates the temporal link performance relative to an observed or pre-
determinedmaximum level of performance. For example, in a communication network, link
quality can be the instantaneous delivery rate of packets on a link [107]. In a transportation
network, where susceptibility to congestion causes the speed on each link to change tempo-
rally, link quality qij can be defined as the ratio of instantaneous traffic speed to the speed
limit of link eij [60, 105]. To involve the link-level dynamics in the analysis, percolation is
simulated on such networks by increasing the threshold ρ from 0 to 1 and simultaneously
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removing all links having qij ≤ ρ from the actual network G to obtain Gρ [79, 108, 109]. See
this process illustrated on a small network in Fig. 2.1.b. The network’s behavior during this
percolation process is symbolically depicted in 2.1.b. which in practice can be examined to
characterize the network’s topological and dynamical features.

2.2.1 Reliability of on-road public transportation networks

Consider the percolation process during which the links are gradually removed in an order
determined by their quality attribute, i.e., inverse congestion level. The ‘percolation thresh-
old’ (or percolation criticality) during this process can be defined as the threshold ρ = ρc at
which the GC disintegrates into components of smaller size. (See the percolation critical-
ity marked in the example processes depicted in Fig. 2.1.c.) The percolation threshold ρc
can be an informative measure of network’s global quality, indicating that the network fails
to provide global connectivity with links only having quality above ρc [41, 88, 107]. Note
that rupture of network paths (or separation of network components) due to removal of con-
gested links, reveals how the congestion is separating different places in the actual network.
While the generic critical phenomenon is of vital importance for characterizing networks,
we will show that limiting attention exclusively to the GC and its sudden disintegration re-
veals only a part of the full picture when studying real-world problems such as the conflict
between passengers and congestion in transportation networks.

The primary goal in many critical infrastructures such as communication, power dis-
tribution, water supply systems, and transportation networks is to serve the demand for a
certain amount of flow; we refer to such systems as demand-serving networks. In reality,
the flow demand between Origin-Destination (O-D) node pairs is often distributed hetero-
geneously over the network. This is especially the case in transportation networks, where,
for example, the travel demand is much larger between O-D points when one or both of them
are hotspot locations [110]. The larger the passenger travel demand between two nodes, the
more crucial are the paths connecting the two nodes.

When studying percolation in demand-serving networks, despite the loss of global con-
nectivity at percolation criticality, there might be a substantial volume of flow (a large num-
ber of passengers) inside isolated components in subcritical phase. This highlights a prob-
lem with interpreting ρc as a reliability index (as per [62, 88, 111]) if the main interest is
on heterogeneous passenger flow demand. For example, at percolation criticality the bulk
of the passenger travel demand may be contained within small and medium-sized isolated
clusters3 (resulting from the disintegration of the GC). This reveals that most passengers

3Disjoint subgraphs of the actual network G, for which there remains no connecting path on Gρc , i.e., the
network under percolation at criticality.
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are traveling between places that are not separated by higher levels of congestion (q ≤ ρc),
which means that the network is highly functional with only its less congested links (q > ρc)
that remain unremoved after the GC collapse. In other words, the global dynamics in trans-
portation networks (and in general in demand-serving networks), is not only controlled by
the structure and organization of link congestion, but also by the distribution of the flow
demand. This motivated us to develop a new approach to capture the reliability of trans-
portation systems as heterogeneous demand-serving networks.

Our goal is to add further realism to percolation-based transportation network analysis
by inclusion of heterogeneous passenger travel demand. The concept of travel demand dis-
tribution is fundamental to transportation theory [112], but only in our work it has been
involved in percolation-based analysis of dynamical transportation networks (see the first
objective stated in 1.2). In Chapter 4, we provide detailed description of a percolation-based
framework to analyze the conflict between passenger flows and congestion on on-road PT
networks. Thereby, we measure the reliability of these networks (second objective in 1.2)
and identify themost critical links to enable optimal targeted improvements (third objective
in 1.2).

Application of the proposed framework is demonstrated on the bus and tram PT net-
works in two major Australian cities, Melbourne and Brisbane, modeled using smartcard
transaction data collected during September andOctober 2017 inMelbourne and overMarch
2013 in Brisbane. We use the large-scale real smartcard data, first, to digitally reconstruct
the temporal network representation of on-road PT systems enriched with link-level conges-
tion information. Also, we are especially interested in extracting the node-to-node passen-
ger flow demand from the smartcard data, which is often represented as a matrix referred
to as O-D travel demand matrix or simply ‘O-Dmatrix.’ The next section reviews challenges
and the existing literature related to extraction of O-D demand from smartcard data. We
report the methodology and results regarding the smartcard data processing in Chapter
3, before we lay out the details on the proposed percolation-based reliability analysis and
demonstrate its application to the data-driven transportation networks in Chapter 4.

2.2.2 Demand extraction from passenger smartcard data

Passenger smartcard data are collected by Automated Fare Collection (AFC) systems im-
plemented in PT networks. AFC systems rely on the accuracy of their equipment and pas-
sengers’ interaction with them, both of which are liable to perform erroneously. As a result,
PT smartcard data are often contaminated with inaccurate or missing information. Miss-
ing information can substantially lower the quality of smartcard data and the passenger
travel demand extracted from it. Missing transactions, especially missing ‘alighting’ trans-
actions, is themajor problem in our available smartcard data fromMelbourne’s PT network.
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Statistical inference based on passengers’ transaction history has been proved to be effec-
tive in estimating missing alighting transactions [113, 114, 115]. Also, there is consensus
in the literature that a missing transaction from a particular passenger can be estimated
with high accuracy if that passenger’s immediate previous and following transactions are
available [116, 117, 118, 119].

Often, estimation of missing alighting transactions has to be performed by relying on a
set of preliminary assumptions on passengers’ travel behavior. The common assumptions
used in majority of the existing methods are: i) at the end of each day, passengers return to
the first boarding location on the same or the next day, known as the ‘day’s symmetry trip
assumption,’ ii) a missing alighting point is most likely in a convenient walking distance
from the next boarding stop, iii) passengers alight at the closest possible point (closest op-
tion) to the location of their next boarding, or alternatively, at the point which leads to the
earliest arrival (fastest option) to their next boarding location [114, 120, 121, 122].

These assumptions are not consistently applicable to data from different cities. Regard-
ing the first assumption, for example, different PT networks have different schedules and
time-varying service supply, which can lead to different passenger travel behaviors at the
start and the end of a day. A convenient walking distance to access PT stops (the sec-
ond assumption), depends on factors such as availability of alternative transportation, PT
network design, walking environment, and passengers’ active travel behavior [123, 124].
Different values chosen by the existing studies as the maximum distance that passengers
walk to transfer between two stops, attests to the variability of this parameter with respect
to different environments; e.g., 750 m for London [125] and 400 m for Brisbane [126].

Another major challenge in generating an OD demand matrix from individual PT trips
is understanding the passengers’ ‘trip chaining’ behavior and aggregating rides belonging
to the same passenger journey [127, 128, 129]. More specifically, the problem is to identify
the sequence of single-leg PT trips that a passenger had taken to move from an initial
origin point to undertake an activity at the final destination point [130, 131]. A chain
of PT rides, linked to one another by transfers for the purpose of an activity at the last
destination, is often called an O-D trip or a ‘journey.’ The time between two consecutive PT
trips may be associated with either a ‘transfer’ within the PT system (passenger walking
between the stops and waiting for the next service), or an ‘activity’ outside the PT system.
The challenge is to process alighting-then-boarding (interchange) incidents appearing in
the data and to categorize them into transfers and activities. Then, consecutive single-leg
trips of each particular passenger connected via interchanges identified as transfers will be
aggregated into a single journey. The passenger journeys (as opposed to passenger trips)
are the appropriate input to the process of generating the OD matrix, as they accurately
describe the demand for travel between origin and destination locations.

Duration of an interchange event, between two consecutive trips taken by a single pas-
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senger, is sometimes referred to as Inter-Transaction Time (ITT). As transfers typically
have shorter ITTs compared to activities, the common practice is to determine a fixed time-
threshold and identify each interchange event as a transfer (an activity) if its corresponding
ITT is smaller (larger) than the threshold. Some existing studies have chosen a fixed time-
threshold within a wide range, from 30 to 90 min, based on the expert knowledge of the
particular PT system under study [116, 132], while others have explored the outcome of
different thresholds and used the one leading to more favorable results [117, 133]. Another
group of studies derive a set of quantitative rules and constraints governing the passengers’
trip-chaining behavior, and then test each interchange event against those rules to decide
if it should be identified as a transfer or an activity [125, 126, 129].

In our proposed methodology to extract the travel demand from smartcard data, our
contribution is toward elimination of system-specific assumptions. We develop a procedure
that minimizes the need for expert knowledge andmanual parameter setting for estimating
the missing alighting transactions and identifying transfers/activities. In order to estimate
missing alighting transactions, we develop a procedure that uses the information available
in the smartcard data to model passengers’ choice between possible alighting options that
have different advantages over one another. Thereby, for missing alighting information
from a trip, the model is used to predict the passenger’s alighting time and stop.

To identify the transfers/activities between consecutive passenger rides, we follow the
common approach of determining an ITT threshold. However, we propose a simple method
that systematically derives an appropriate ITT threshold for a PT network from the pat-
terns in the smartcard data. The idea is mapping this problem to a binary classification
problem, where interchange events described by their ITTs should be classified into two
classes: transfers and activities. Our approach is to first derive the statistical properties
of transfers and activities from the data, and then, to build an optimal classifier which is
able to effectively identify the transfers and activities between each passenger’s consecutive
rides. The proposed procedure processes and enhances the smartcard data and derives the
passenger O-D demand, and is applicable to various PT smartcard data settings.

2.3 Percolation-based signal control in urban road networks

Traffic signal control refers to adjusting the timing of road traffic signals to optimize the
traffic operation of the entire network [47, 134, 135]. The classic perimeter control regu-
lates the operation of traffic flows via traffic signals at the fixed boundaries between selected
partitions of the network to maximize the efficiency of the entire network. Traffic flow dy-
namics in a region of the network can be parameterized through the relationship between
the vehicular density and the vehicular flow within the region, explained by the so called
Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) which is also known as the ‘network fundamen-
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tal diagram’ and ‘network exit function’ in the literature [136, 137, 138]. TheMFD describes
the network’s traffic flow dynamics within two regimes marked by a critical density, below
(above) which the addition of vehicles increases (decreases) the vehicular flow in the net-
work (see Fig. 2.2). Perimeter signal control aims at restraining the density of the network
below the critical point of the MFD to prevent the overall flow from declining. With the
examples including [139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144], such control strategies are abundant in
the literature.

Recent studies have made extensive efforts in this research direction, and the state-
of-the-art methods are able to determine the optimal perimeter entry flow for single- and
multiple-regions, while recognizing and treating the heterogeneity of congestion and the
delayed effect of control on local queues at the perimeter. Representative studies include the
application of perimeter flow control in multi-region cities [143, 144, 145] and multi-modal
networks [146, 147], and also those analytically incorporating the local traffic performance
into the network-level control algorithms [148, 149, 150].

While perimeter control can be very effective in keeping a target region free of conges-
tion, its gating principle imposes a spillback effect on the approaching roads to the boundary
of the region [151]. The resulting dynamic queue spillbacks can cause congestion outside
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Figure 2.2: Macroscopic fundamental diagram for urban traffic. A symbolic de-
piction of macroscopic fundamental diagram, which relates vehicular flow [veh/h] to the
vehicular accumulation [veh] (or density [veh/km]) in urban road networks (or a region of
the network). The critical density marks the separation of the free-flow from the congested
regime; the critical value is characteristic of the network’s topological and infrastructural
properties.
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the region and cancel out the benefit of the perimeter control at a global level. We take a
new step toward resolving the spillback effect of perimeter control, by integrating the spatio-
temporal variations of congestion into the control scheme. Some initial efforts have been
made towards this direction. For example, [148] accounted for the total length of congested
queues at the perimeter when adjusting the metering (limiting the flow entry) rate, [149]
developed a multi-scale control scheme where the metering rate given to local signals at
the perimeter is queue-dependent. In [150], it is argued that since local queues affect con-
gestion dynamics and thus the target of control, it would be more efficient to adapt the size
and location of perimeter control in real time. Existing control schemes in the literature
have rarely touched on this type of control scheme. This is mainly because i) such control
requires detailed modeling of the local queue dynamics, which can impede the merits of a
parsimonious modeling approach such as those based on the MFD, ii) a size- and control-
changing network may have MFDs with different shapes that affect system dynamics and
control performances, and iii) traffic control based on dynamic network partitioning is yet
an open question in macroscopic traffic flow community.

Motivated by this challenging problem, we propose a multi-perimeter control scheme
that uses percolation-based analysis to characterize the propagation of congestion and re-
spond to it accordingly. In the proposed scheme, we assume a classic fixed perimeter control,
implemented at the boundary of a hotspot region attracting substantial traffic; this can be
the central business district of a city or an activity/shopping center. Although this classic
approach is known to be effective in optimizing the traffic within the protected region and
even improving the network’s overall flow [140], we are interested in mitigating the spill-
back effect of the perimeter and regulating the propagation of congestion at its upstream.

By representing static (e.g., road capacity or node connection) and dynamic (e.g., shock-
waves or traffic state) properties of the traffic system in its network model, percolation
analysis is able to characterize the evolution of small pockets of congestion growing into
a congested cluster of substantial size. (See the first objective stated in Section 1.3.) Fig-
ure 2.1.d illustrates a percolation model based on link congestion-levels which can be used
for such an analysis; this is actually the simple representation of the model we use in our
proposed control scheme.

The spatio-temporally evolving traffic congestion around the fixed perimeter is an es-
sential input to the proposed controller. Thus in our control scheme, a second perimeter on
top of the single-region perimeter control will be triggered with the aim of preventing the
phase transition from small pockets of congestion to a large congested cluster as a result of
queue spillback from the fixed perimeter. The formation and boundaries of this congested
cluster are determined through percolating analysis of congestion (see the symbolic exam-
ple in Fig. 2.1d,e) at different points in time, leading to a time-varying second perimeter.
(See the second objective stated in Section 1.3.)
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In Chapter 5, we show that controlling the travelling flows in a hierarchical manner
both at the fixed perimeter around the primary hotspot region and then at the perimeter of
the time-varying buffer space, leads to improvement of overall traffic flow over the network.
Building upon the pioneering works on percolation-based analysis of transportation sys-
tems [60, 62, 101, 106, 107], our proposed method is the first attempt to examine congestion
dynamics using percolation approaches for the purpose of road traffic signal control. The
application of the percolation analysis in signal control for urban road networks is demon-
strated in detail in Chapter 5 of this manuscript.
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Chapter 3

Smartcard Data Processing

The conflict between congestion and passenger flows is a significant issue in transporta-
tion networks which is worthy of attention from various aspects. In this dissertation, our
aim is to achieve a better understanding of this conflict and devise mitigating solutions to
the problem through application of percolation theory. In particular, in the first study, the
analysis is performed on real on-road (bus and tram) Public Transportation (PT) networks,
where sharing the road space involves the operation of the PT system with road congestion.
This chapter is the first of the two chapters covering this study. Real passenger smart-
card data, collected in public transportation networks of two Australian cities, are used
to demonstrate the real-world application of the proposed analysis. Processing smartcard
data involves certain challenges concerned with enhancing the quality of the data and ex-
tracting useful information from raw transaction records. In this chapter, the methodology
used to estimate missing transactions and extract the passenger travel demand from PT
smartcard data is presented by a journal publication [48]. The enhanced data and its prod-
ucts, especially the travel demand, are important ingredients of the analysis proposed and
performed in the next chapter.

3.1 Publication

The rest of this chapter is covered by the following article:

H. Hamedmoghadam, H. L. Vu, M. Jalili, M. Saberi, L. Stone, and S. Hoogen-
doorn, “Automated extraction of origin-destination demand for public transporta-
tion from smartcard data with pattern recognition,” Transportation Research
Part C: Emerging Technologies, vol. 129, p. 103210, 2021.
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A B S T R A C T   

Origin-destination travel demand matrix is the signature of travel dynamics in transportation 
networks. Many fundamental analyses of transportation systems rely on the origin–destination 
demand matrix of the network. Although extraction of origin–destination travel demand for 
public transportation networks from ticketing data is not a new problem, yet it entails challenges, 
such as ‘alighting transaction inference’ and ‘transfer identification’ which are worthy of further 
attention. This is mainly because the state-of-the-art solutions to these challenges, are often 
heavily reliant on network-specific expert knowledge and extensive parameter setting, or multiple 
data sources. In this paper, we propose a procedure that effectively applies statistical pattern 
recognition techniques to address the main challenges in extracting the origin–destination de-
mand from passenger smartcard records. Learning from patterns in the available data allows the 
procedure to perform well under minimum case-specific assumptions, thus it becomes applicable 
to smartcard data from various public transportation systems. The performance of the proposed 
framework is tested on a dataset of over 100 million smartcard transaction records from Mel-
bourne’s multi-modal public transportation network. Evaluations on different aspects of the 
proposed procedure, suggest that the identified tasks are well addressed, and the framework is 
able to extract an accurate estimation of the origin–destination demand matrix for the system.   

1. Introduction 

Timestamped location is now constantly recorded on land, sea, and in the air, with hundreds of millions of GPS-equipped devices 
from personal smartphones to hardware serving public systems. Primarily, this can be attributed to the popularity of location-aware 
services, and that the value of longitudinal data applications has been increasingly materialized (Ferraro and Aktihanoglu, 2011; Hazas 
et al., 2004). Among countless applications of spatio-temporal data, those regarding urban human mobility are of special significance. 
Human mobility management is one of the most important aspects of smart cities, enabling efficient public services and optimal use of 
resources and assets (Batty et al., 2012). With applications of automated data collection being recognized and the recent advancements 
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in information technology solutions, Public Transportation (PT) systems are progressively shifting from paper ticketing to contactless 
smartcards ticketing. Pervasive PT smartcard data are a rich source of information which can substitute data collected through time- 
and resource-consuming traditional processes (Pelletier et al., 2011; Utsunomiya et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2018). Yet, when it comes to 
effective processing of smartcard data, there are still some gaps to be filled. 

A primary product of mining PT smartcard data is the Origin-Destination (OD) travel demand, which in the past could be only 
generated through expensive surveys (Ickowicz and Sparks, 2015; Wong et al., 2005). Often described by a matrix, the OD demand is 
the volume of passengers traveling from each origin to each destination location via the transportation system. The OD demand matrix 
is an essential input for many transportation network analyses, such as studying passengers’ route and mode choice behavior, modeling 
passenger loads and flows in transportation supply systems, and measuring the efficiency of transportation networks (Hamedmog-
hadam et al., 2021; Hamedmoghadam et al., 2019; Mohamed et al., 2016; Shafiei et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2018). The procedure of 
estimating the OD matrix from smartcard data can vary depending on the PT network design, its fare collection system design, and the 
employed method of data collection. However, OD estimation from almost any smartcard data involves two major challenges, namely, 
i) missing and inconsistent records in the data as a result of either ticketing system fault or human error, and ii) the absence of any 
explicit indicator in the data on whether a sequence of rides by a passenger are aimed at visiting multiple destinations (unlinked trips) 
or only reaching a single destination (linked trips). Respectively, the above problems are often dealt with through performing two tasks 
known as: i) ‘inference of missing alighting transactions’ and ii) ‘identification of transfers/activities.’ 

Our approach in this study, is to merely rely on information available from the raw smartcard data to derive the OD passenger travel 
demand of the PT system. The state-of-the-art approaches, not only sometimes rely on additional data sources such as the time-table of 
the PT services, but also often take a set of assumptions and parameters which require the expert knowledge of the particular PT 
network under study (Hussain et al., 2021). Relying on system-specific assumptions and parameters, reduces the generalizability of the 
OD estimation process. Our proposed approach, however, uses statistics to learn from the available data and infer what used to be 
manually set or assumed based on expert knowledge. In particular, our main focus is eliminating two commonly predetermined as-
sumptions (or parameters), one about the passengers’ choice of alighting stop and the other about the duration of transfers between 
linked trips. Each of these assumptions play a pivotal role in addressing the two major OD estimation tasks identified above. The idea 
here is to map each task to a classification problem. Then, instead of taking advantage of any predetermined assumption or parameter, 
we find the optimal solution to each classification problem, through an automated process of pattern inference from the observations 
provided by the available data. The effectiveness of the proposed framework is demonstrated by applying it to passenger trip data from 
the large-scale PT system of Melbourne, Australia. Melbourne’s PT system functions in three modes, namely, train, tram, and bus, and 
it is equipped with an Automated Fare Collection (AFC) subsystem where passengers’ payments are made by a contact-less smartcard, 
named ‘Myki.’ The available smartcard data used in this study are collected during a two-month period, containing over 100 million 
smartcard transaction records. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, the background on the two well-known challenges in OD matrix extraction from 
PT smartcard data is provided through a review of the existing relevant literature. These two problems are ‘inference of missing 
alighting transactions’ to enhance the PT smartcard data and ‘identification of transfers/activities’ to perform trip chaining. Then, the 
Methodology section lays out the proposed procedure to perform the above tasks and extract the OD matrix of a PT network from its 
smartcard transaction records. Next, a section is devoted to description of the smartcard dataset used in this paper which also covers 
the data preparation stage in detail. Finally, the proposed methodology is applied to the pre-processed PT smartcard data and the 
results are presented, validated, and discussed. 

2. Literature review 

2.1. Inference of missing alighting transactions 

Smartcard usage in different PT systems is often following one of the two common schemes. One scheme requires passengers to 
validate their smartcards only when entering the system; such a system is sometimes called a ‘tap-in system’ (He and Trépanier, 2015). 
In the other scheme, passengers are required to tap their smartcard also when exiting from the system (tap-in and -out). Also, the fare 
policies of a particular PT system impact the way passengers interact with the AFC system. For example, in systems where tapping-out 
is optional, a distance-based pricing encourages passengers to tap-out while flat-rate pricing makes it unnecessary, and thus, reduces 
the passenger alighting information in the collected data. Regardless of the validation scheme in use, the smartcard data is often 
contaminated with inaccurate and/or missing information. This is mainly due to the nature of the AFC subsystem which relies on the 
accuracy of both its equipment and passengers’ interaction with them. Furthermore, the quality of the data collected by AFC systems is 
largely dependent on the manner in which the AFC system is implemented in the PT system. We discuss the latter in more details in the 
Data Preparation section. 

Missing information in PT smartcard data lowers the quality of the resulting data-driven products. In datasets containing only the 
boarding information, statistical inference based on the history of transactions in the network have been shown effective in estimating 
passengers’ alighting transactions (He and Trépanier, 2015; Ma et al., 2012; Trépanier et al., 2007). Also, there is consensus in the 
majority of the existing studies that a missing transaction from a passenger can be estimated with high accuracy using the passenger’s 
immediate previous and following transactions (Alsger et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2013; Munizaga et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2011). The 
evaluation process in many existing methods for estimating missing transactions is limited to reporting the proportion of missing 
transactions that they can handle, as there is often no ground-truth data to compare the estimation results against (He and Trépanier, 
2015; Munizaga and Palma, 2012). Alternatively, the OD matrix extracted using the estimated transactions, can be validated by 
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checking its consistency with another available source of travel information (Barry et al., 2009). In this paper, the available data 
contain the boarding and alighting information of a sufficient number of trips. This enables us to properly evaluate the accuracy of the 
proposed method by masking different portions of the data and then comparing the estimation results against the available ground- 
truth. 

Estimation of missing alighting transactions is usually performed based on a set of preliminary assumptions on passengers’ travel 
behavior. The assumptions commonly used in most of the existing methods include: i) at the end of each day, passengers return to the 
location of their first boarding of the day (or the next day), ii) a missing alighting point is most likely in a convenient walking distance 
from the next boarding stop (a maximum convenient walking distance is determined according to a rule of thumb), iii) passengers 
alight at the closest possible point to their next boarding location, or in an alternative approach, at the point which leads to the earliest 
possible arrival to their next boarding location (Kurauchi and Schmöcker, 2017; Munizaga and Palma, 2012; Trépanier et al., 2007). 

The first assumption may result in different outcomes when applied to data from different cities. For example, different PT networks 
have different schedules and time-varying service supply, which can lead to different passenger travel behaviors at the start and the 
end of a day. A convenient walking distance to access PT stops (the second assumption), heavily depends on features such as avail-
ability of alternative transportation, PT network design, walking environment, and passengers’ active travel behavior (Estgfaeller 
et al., 2017; Guo, 2009). This makes this parameter specific to each particular urban environment, and it can even vary between 
different local areas in a single urban environment. As a result, different values have been chosen by the existing studies as the 
maximum distance that passengers walk to transfer between two stops; e.g., 750 m maximum walking distance for London (Gordon 
et al., 2013) and 400 m maximum walking distance for Brisbane (Nassir et al., 2015). Our proposed methodology eliminates these 
conventional assumptions, yet, as it will be demonstrated via detailed evaluations, it performs effectively. However, if a behavioral 
trait is well-established for passengers in a specific PT network, it can be easily considered in our framework. 

In order to estimate missing alighting transactions, we pay particular attention to the third assumption. For a passenger on-board of 
a PT vehicle and intending to take a subsequent PT trip at a particular boarding point, two alighting options are considered to be of 
particular importance. The first option is alighting at the closest stop to the next boarding point, i.e. the alighting point offering the 
least amount of walking. The second one is to alight at an earlier-visited stop, which requires more walking but leads to the passenger’s 
earliest possible arrival to the next boarding point. For simplicity, let us refer to the former as the closest alighting point, and the latter 
as the fastest alighting point. As mentioned, different studies choose one over the other according to their own reasoning, but as our 
results will show, the effect of this naïve assumption about passengers’ behavior should not be undermined. Here, we develop a 
procedure that uses the information available in the smartcard data to model passengers’ choice between a pair of possible alighting 
time-stop points with different advantages over one another. Thereby, when alighting information is missing from a trip, the model is 
able to predict the passenger’s choice in every pair of points from the set of all possible alighting points, which allows us to predict 
passenger’s final choice of the alighting point. This choice behavior prediction is the main component of our proposed method for 
estimating the missing tap-off transactions in PT smartcard data. What we discussed here, makes an important stage of our framework 
applicable to any PT smartcard data with no adaptation or manual parameter-setting required. 

2.2. Identification of transfers and activities at interchanges 

Another major challenge in generating an OD demand matrix using the information from individual PT trips is understanding the 
passengers’ ‘trip chaining’ behavior and aggregating rides belonging to a single passenger journey (Adler and Ben-Akiva, 1979; Pri-
merano et al., 2008; Robinson et al., 2014). More specifically, the problem is to identify a sequence of PT trip-legs taken by a single 
passenger to move between two anchor locations for the purpose of undertaking an activity at the anchor destination point (Li et al., 
2018). The anchor locations are the boarding point of the first trip and alighting point of the last trip in the chain of trip-legs taken by 
that single passenger (Alsger et al., 2015). A chain of single-leg trips, linked to one another by transfers between different PT services or 
modes for the purpose of an activity at the last destination, is often called an OD trip or a journey. The time between two consecutive PT 
trips may be associated with either i) passenger walking between the stops and waiting for the next service which is considered as a 
‘transfer’ within the PT system, or ii) passenger undertaking an ‘activity’ outside the PT system. So, the challenge is to process 
alighting-then-boarding (interchange) incidents recorded in the data and then, to categorize them into transfers and activities. Any 
sequence of single-leg trips taken by a particular passenger should be aggregated into a journey (OD trip) if the interchange events 
between those trip-legs are identified as transfers. The passenger journeys (as opposed to passenger trips or rides) are the appropriate 
input to the process of generating the OD matrix, as journeys accurately describe the passengers’ demand for movement between origin 
and destination locations. 

Duration of an interchange event, between two consecutive trips taken by a single passenger, is sometimes referred to as Inter- 
Transaction Time (ITT). ITT is one of the most important descriptive features of an interchange event and is often used to deter-
mine whether an interchange event is associated with a transfer or an activity. As transfers typically have shorter ITTs compared to 
activities, the common practice is to determine a fixed time-threshold and identify each interchange event as a transfer (an activity) if 
its ITT is smaller (larger) than the threshold. Some studies have chosen a fixed time-threshold often within a wide range from 30 to 90 
min based on the expert knowledge of the particular PT system under study (Munizaga et al., 2014; Nassir et al., 2011), while others 
have explored the outcome of different threshold choices and finally used the threshold leading to more favorable results (Alsger et al., 
2016; Alsger et al., 2018). A group of studies, has focused more on improving the accuracy of transfer and activity identification 
(Gordon et al., 2013; Nassir et al., 2015; Robinson et al., 2014). They derive a set of quantitative rules and constraints governing the 
passengers’ trip-chaining behavior, and then test each interchange event against those rules to decide if it should be categorized as a 
transfer or an activity. 
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Here, we follow the common approach of determining an ITT threshold to identify the transfers/activities between consecutive 
passenger rides. However, we propose a method that for the first time systematically derives the appropriate transfer/activity ITT- 
threshold for a PT network from its smartcard transaction data. The idea is mapping this problem to a binary classification prob-
lem, where interchange events described by their ITTs should be classified into two classes: transfers and activities. Conforming with 
the broad aim of this study, our generalized approach first derives the statistical properties of transfers and activities from the data. 
This allows for building an optimal classifier which is able to effectively identify the transfers and activities between each passenger’s 
consecutive rides. 

3. Methodology 

Here, we present our general approach to address the two main tasks in estimating OD travel demand of any PT networks from its 
smartcard data. An overview of our framework is illustrated in Fig. 1. The first main task is estimating the missing alighting infor-
mation in bus and tram modes, and the second task is identifying transfers to connect the linked passenger trips (marked as Task I and 
Task II in Fig. 1). The framework follows a standard process, starting with a data preparation stage (the top panel in Fig. 1) which is 
detailed in the Data Preparation section, where the smartcard dataset used in this study is also introduced. The preparation stage 
produces a cleaned smartcard record dataset and trajectories of PT vehicles, which become the inputs to the next stages. Next, each of 
the two major tasks is solved through an exploratory data analysis and modeling procedure, followed by a model deployment stage (see 
Task I and Task II in Fig. 1). In this section, the pivotal second stage is detailed, which is aimed at characterizing the patterns in the data 
and mathematically modeling them, in order to address each of the major tasks. 

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed framework. Three main stages in the framework are seen in different colors. Dark blue arrows show the 
workflow, starting with smartcard data pre-processing and ending with the origin–destination matrix of the public transportation network. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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3.1. Characterizing the choice of alighting stop 

We propose a procedure to estimate the missing alighting transactions (Task I in Fig. 1) on bus and tram modes. Inputs to the 
procedure are the cleaned smartcard data and trajectories of bus and tram vehicles. The estimation method is applicable where a 
passenger tap-on record has a missing tap-off pair, but it is immediately followed by another tap-on record from that passenger during 
the same or the very next day on any PT mode. As pointed out in the previous section, we do not uphold the commonly-used 
assumption that a missing tap-off has to be within a predefined radius from the next boarding point. More importantly, unlike 
most existing procedures, we do not assume that all passengers choose to alight at the stop with minimum walking distance to their 
next boarding point (closest choice), or alternatively, at the stop leading to the earliest arrival to their next boarding point (fastest 
choice). The proposed procedure considers all possible choices for the passenger to alight at, and predicts the passenger’s choice for 
each missing alighting transaction using a model that is built from the available trip data. 

3.1.1. Finding plausible alighting points 
Suppose that for a particular passenger a valid tap-on transaction is recorded on a bus or tram vehicle associated with the vehicle 

identifier vid, but the passenger’s paired tap-off transaction is missing from the records. Also, the next recorded transaction for the 
same passenger is a tap-on during that very day or the next day on any PT mode. Let us denote the two consecutive boarding 
transactions, respectively as Rb0 and Rb1, where Rbi = (sbi, tbi) is an ordered pair indicating the stop identifier and the timestamp 
associated with the transaction. Figure 2a illustrates an example of this scenario from real data, where Rb0 and Rb1 are recorded at 
green and red stops, respectively. 

Our method begins by following the trajectory of the embarked vehicle vid, which can be represented by a sequence of stop-visits 
TRvid = (TR1,TR2, ...), where each stop-visit is a tuple TRi = (si, tai , tdi ) with its elements indicating the stop identifier, arrival time, and 

Fig. 2. An example scenario of a missing tap-off transaction. (a) The map illustrates a scenario from the actual data where a tap-on record for a 
passenger (green) is followed immediately by another tap-on (red), and the tap-off pair for the first boarding is missing. Figure is created using a 
map tile from OpenStreetMap (OpenStreetMap Copyright and License, 2020). (b) Shortest walking path (cyan) found between two PT stops 
(magenta) in Melbourne’s footpath network. (c) Representation of a PT vehicle’s stop-visits after a particular passenger embarks the vehicle, where 
position of crosses on the plane indicates the time and walking distance from every stop-visit (potential alighting point) to the passenger’s next 
boarding. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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departure time from that stop, respectively. (Here, for simplicity we use the mid-dwell time of a stop-visit instead of using both arrival 
and departure time of the vehicle, and represent each stop-visit as TRi = (si,ti = (ta

i + td
i )/2).) In the example of Fig. 2a, the trajectory of 

the embarked PT vehicle is shown in blue, and the mid-dwell time at each stop is shown (in minutes) relative to the timestamp of 
passenger’s first tap-on tb0. An initial set of candidates CS for the missing alighting transaction can be made from the vehicle’s stop- 
visits after the passenger’s first boarding (at time tb0) which allow for the passenger to walk to the next boarding point sb1 in time. This 
can be formulated as 

CS = {(si, ti) ∈ TRvid|tb0 < ti < tb1 ∧ d(si, sb1)/(tb1 − ti) < vwalk }, (1)  

where vwalk is the average walking speed for passengers set as 4.5 km/h in this study (Hof et al., 2002; Montufar et al., 2007), and 
function d(., .) returns the walking distance between the locations of its input stop identifiers. The walking distance between two 
locations is calculated using the detailed footpath network with the link weights expressing the length of each footpath segment. The 
returned distance between the two input locations, is the shortest weighted path between the two network nodes, which are the closest 
nodes to the two given locations (see Fig. 2b for an illustrated example). 

It is unlikely that passengers hold onto a ride after it is turning (e.g., to service another direction of the route), only to alight slightly 
closer to their intended destinations. Therefore, we update the candidate set CS by eliminating those stops that the passenger is able to 
reach sooner than the embarked PT vehicle, by alighting and walking from any previously-visited stop. In other words, we keep only 
those points (si, ti) ∈ CS for which there exists no other point (sj, tj) ∈ CS that satisfies both following conditions: i) it is visited by the 
vehicle earlier in time (i.e., tj < ti), and ii) its walking distance to the stop si can be traversed faster than it takes the vehicle to move 
between the stops sj and si (i.e., d

(
si, sj

)/
vwalk < (ti − tj)). So, updating the candidate set can be formalized as 

ĊS =
{(

si, ti)∈ CS|∄(sj, tj) ∈ CS : tj < ti ∧ d
(
si, sj

)/
vwalk < (ti − tj)

}
. (2)  

In Fig. 2, the part of the vehicle’s trajectory removed via Eq. (2) is shown with a fading red line. 
We use the illustrated example in Fig. 2c to explain the rest of the process of modeling and predicting passengers’ alighting 

behavior. Consider the aforementioned two consecutive boarding transactions (Rb0 and Rb1) from a single smartcard. Each cross (“x”) 
in Fig. 2c corresponds to a stop-visit by the vehicle vid after the stop sb0 (or time tb0) at which the passenger has embarked the vehicle. 
The position of each cross in Fig. 2c indicates the walking distance d(si, sb1) and arrival time (or travel time from the first boarding) to 
the passenger’s next boarding stop sb0. For simplicity, we denote the arrival time at the next boarding stop, as a function τ(si, ti) of 
candidate alighting points (si, ti), calculated as the sum of on-board time (from sb0 to si) and the walking time (from si to sb1), i.e., 

τ(si, ti) = (ti − tb0) + (d(si, sb1)/vwalk). (3)  

The dashed green arrow shows the trajectory of the vehicle with its stop-visits. Red crosses at the top (in Fig. 2c) are examples of 
unfeasible alighting points (removed by Eq. (1)) as they are visited by the vehicle after the passenger’s next boarding (tb1). We divide 
all the candidate alighting points in ĊS, into implausible (gray crosses) and plausible (blue crosses) alighting points. For an alighting 
point (si, ti) to be plausible, there should be no other point (sj, tj) ∈ ĊS with both smaller walking distance (d

(
sj, sb1

)
< d(si, sb1)) and 

arrival time (τ
(
sj, tj

)
< τ(si, ti)) to the next boarding stop sb1. This can be formally written as below to define the set of plausible 

alighting points: 

C̈S =
{(

si, ti) ∈ ĊS|∄(sj, tj) ∈ ĊS : τ
(
sj, tj

)
< τ(si, ti) ∧ d

(
sj, sb1

)
< d(si, sb1)

}
. (4) 

The set C̈S is the Pareto front of all alighting points with respect to i) walking distance and ii) arrival time at the next boarding point. 
Thus, an important feature is that for every implausible alighting point (Pareto dominated), there is a plausible alighting point (Pareto 
optimal) in the set C̈S that has both a shorter walking distance and earlier arrival time to the next boarding stop. Thus, it is intuitive that 
under normal circumstances a passenger chooses an alighting point from those within C̈S. Note that the set C̈S always includes the 
closest and fastest alighting points (respectively, orange and yellow stops in the example illustrated in Fig. 2a), one of which is taken as 
the passenger’s final choice in most of the existing studies (as discussed earlier). 

3.1.2. Characterizing the choice between each pair of plausible alighting points 
To model the passengers’ choice of alighting stop, we perform the below procedure (involving steps ‘i’ to ‘v’):  

i) First, we collect all instances of consecutive boarding transactions in the data, i.e., Rb0 and Rb1, where Rb0 is paired with an 
available alighting transaction (Ra0 = (sa0, ta0)).  

ii) Then, for each of those instances the set of plausible alighting points C̈S is found.  

iii) We filter these instances to keep only those with 
⃒
⃒
⃒C̈S

⃒
⃒
⃒ > 1 and also C̈S including the stop-visit (si, ti) ∈ C̈S associated with the 

passenger’s actual chosen alighting point (i.e., si = sa0). 

Moving along the trajectory of the PT vehicle, any plausible alighting point in C̈S compared to the next one, has necessarily a larger 
walking distance but a smaller arrival time to the passenger’s next boarding point (see the order in which the plausible alighting points 
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(blue crosses) are visited by the PT vehicle in the example of Fig. 2c). The idea behind our modeling is that as the PT vehicle approaches 
a plausible alighting point, the passenger makes a ‘binary choice’ between alighting at that stop (fast stop) versus continuing the ride to 
alight at any other plausible alighting point (close stop). In this sense, for any set C̈S from step ‘iii’, the passenger has chosen the close 
stop in the binary choice between sa0 and any plausible alighting point visited before that, but has chosen the fast stop between sa0 and 
any alighting point visited later along the PT vehicle’s trajectory.  

iv) From each set of plausible alighting points C̈S associated with transactions Rb0, Ra0, and Rb1, we extract 
⃒
⃒
⃒C̈S

⃒
⃒
⃒ − 1 ‘binary choices’ 

made by the passenger, where each choice is between the passenger’s actual choice and another plausible alighting points in C̈S. 
Each binary choice between a pair of fast/close alighting points is then treated as a data sample for which we calculate three 
attributes to describe the relation between the two options.  

v) Finally, all available samples are used to train a model. The trained model will be able to predict a passenger’s choice between 
any pair of fast/close alighting options, given a pair of consecutive boarding transactions (Rb0 and Rb1) and plausible alighting 
points (C̈S) between boardings. Thereby, the model can be used to predict the final choice made by the passenger. 

Consider a binary choice made by a passenger between two plausible alighting points, e.g., alighting points marked as sp2 and sp3 in 
Fig. 2c, where sp2 leads to a relatively early arrival and sp3 having a smaller walking distance to the passenger’s next boarding point. Let 
us generally denote these two options participating in a binary choice with stop-time pairs (sf , tf ) and (sc,tc), respectively representing 
the fast and close alighting points relative to one another. The binary choice between these two options can be denoted as (sf ,tf )↔ (sc,

tc). We generate three attributes to describe (sf , tf )↔ (sc, tc) with respect to transactions Rb0 and Rb1. Let us formally show this with 

X
( (

sf , tf
)

↔ (sc, tc),Rb0,Rb1
)
= (x1, x2, x3), (5)  

where X is a mapping function of the binary choice between two plausible alighting points with respect to the passenger’s immediate 
boardings before and after, and (x1, x2, x3) is an attribute vector describing the binary choice as a data point in 3-dimensional space. 

The first attribute is the ratio between in-vehicle times to reach the two alighting points (i.e., x1 = (tf − tb0)/(tc − tb0)), and the 
second attribute is the ratio between walking distances from the two alighting points (i.e., x2 = d(sc, sb1)/d(sf − sb1)), both always in 
the range [0,1). The fast alighting option becomes more attractive when the in-vehicle time ratio is closer to zero (significantly less in- 
vehicle time) or when walking distance ratio is closer to unity (insignificant extra walking). 

We also found another attribute for a binary alighting choice (comparing the two plausible alighting options), which fairly 
characterizes the decision between the two options. This third attribute is the difference in journey times divided by the difference in 
riding times. The difference between journey times, or in other words, time saved by choosing the fast option over the close option is 

tc − tf −
d(sf ,sb1)− d(sc ,sb1)

vwalk
. This, divided by the extra riding time to alight at the closest stop (i.e., tc − tf ), gives the third attribute describing 

the binary alighting choice. The third attribute (x3), can be formally written as 

x3 = 1 −
d
(
sf , sb1

)
− d(sc, sb1)

vwalk.(tc − tf )
. (6) 

It is not difficult to show that always x3 ∈ (0,1). For a pair of plausible alighting options, the journey time to the next boarding point 
via a fast alighting point is lower than the journey time via a close alighting point, thus, tc +d(sc, sb1)/vwalk > tf +d

(
sf , sb1

)/
vwalk which 

follows tc − tf > (d
(
sf , sb1

)
− d(sc, sb1))/vwalk. As the walking distance from the fast alighting point is larger than that of the close point, 

we have tc − tf >
d(sf ,sb1)− d(sc ,sb1)

vwalk
> 0. Furthermore, as the in-vehicle time is larger for the close alighting point, we get 1 >

d(sf ,sb1)− d(sc ,sb1)

vwalk .(tc − tf )
>

0 from which it is straightforward to see that 0 < x3 < 1. When the extra walk required from the fast option is not much larger than that 
of the close option (i.e., d

(
sf , sb

)
− d(sc, sb) is small), but relatively large riding time is required to reach the close option (i.e., tc − tf is 

large), x3 will be close to unity. This is when a short extra walk saves a relatively significant journey time. Thus, for larger values of x3 

passengers are expected to choose the fast alighting option easier over the close option. When extra walking distance from the fast 
option is large relative to the extra riding time to the close option, x3 will be close to zero. This implies that taking the shortcut is not 
effective in saving time, and thus, passengers are expected to choose the close option over the fast one for low values. This third 
attribute (x3) indicates the effectiveness of extra walking in lowering the journey time when taking the shortcut (choosing the fast 
option) to the next boarding point; therefore, we refer to it as shortcut effectiveness. 

Without loss of generality, we can use the example of Fig. 2c to explain how to construct a model that captures the passengers’ 
alighting behavior (i.e., steps ‘iv’ and ‘v’ of the procedure described in the beginning of the section). In the example of Fig. 2c there are 
four plausible alighting points for the passenger, i.e., C̈S =

{(
sp1, tp1

)
,
(
sp2, tp2

)
,
(
sp3, tp3

)
, (sp3, tp3)

}
. We extract three binary choices, 

each between the known actual chosen point 
(
sp3, tp3

)
and one other plausible point, and calculate the 3-dimensional attribute vector 

that compares the two alighting points. As previously explained, the attribute vector contains the ratio between the in-vehicle times to 
arrive at each point (x1), the ratio between walking distances from each point (x2), and the shortcut effectiveness (x3) associated with 
the pair of plausible alighting points. Thus, each choice will be a data point in a 3-dimensional space. When the final chosen point is 
known (here sp3) we can use two labels (say, ‘+’ and ‘-’) to categorize the samples into those with the close or the fast options chosen. In 
the example, the close option (sp3) is chosen in the binary choices (sp1, tp1)↔ (sp3, tp3) and (sp2, tp2)↔ (sp3, tp3), while in the choice (sp3,
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tp3)↔ (sp4, tp4) the passenger has taken the fast option. 

3.1.3. Modeling passengers’ alighting behavior with random forest classifier 
To model the passengers’ choice of alighting stop, we train a random forest model (Ho, 1995) using all labeled samples made from 

passengers’ choice between pairs of fast-close alighting options. Random forest is an ensemble of decision trees (Mitchell, 1997) and 
classifies a new data point by feeding it as input to each tree and combining the prediction of all trees according to the majority vote. 
Decision tree models start with a root with branches leading to nodes in the next level and possibly each of those nodes branching into 
new nodes. Each node splits an attribute at a threshold into different ranges represented by branches, unless the node is a leaf which 
determines the label for the data point. For a new data point, at each node a question is asked about one attribute and depending on 
that attribute’s value in the data point one branch is taken to the next level in tree, until a leaf node is visited which provides the label 
predicted for the data point. Decision trees are trained based on the information entropy concept. Given a set S of samples, each labeled 
as ‘+’ or ‘-’, the entropy of the Boolean classification is defined as 

E(S) = − p+log2p+ − p− log2p− , (7)  

where p+ and p− are the proportions of positive and negative samples in S, respectively. Let samples in S be split into subsets S
<̃xi 

and 

S
>̃xi 

with respect to the attribute xi and the threshold x̃i. The conditional entropy for this split is defined as 

E
(

S, x̃i

)

=

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒S<̃xi

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

|S|
E
(

S
<̃xi

)

+

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒S>̃xi

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

|S|
E
(

S
>̃xi

)

. (8)  

To train a decision tree using a set of training samples, at each node (where a set of samples S end up) an attribute xi with a threshold ̃xi 
is selected to yield the maximum information gain defined as 

I(S, xi) = E(S) − E(S, xi). (9) 

Random forests use bootstrap aggregating (or bagging) technique to train decision trees. From all available data samples in the 
training set, random forest takes a random subset of samples with replacement to train each decision tree and classifies a new sample 
by taking the majority vote of all trained trees. As a result, although the decision trees are prone to overfitting and the prediction of one 
decision tree can be sensitive to noise in its training set, the random forest model made of uncorrelated trees is not prone to overfitting 
and has better performance than decision trees. The trained random forest model separates the 3-dimensional attribute-space into two 
regions associated with two labels ‘+’ and ‘-’ that best describes the choice of passengers to alight at the close versus the fast option 
between two plausible alighting points. 

In a scenario where two consecutive passenger boarding transactions (Rb0 andRb1) with missing alighting transaction in-between 
appears in the travel data, we find the set of plausible alighting options C̈S and sort them temporally so that for any (si, ti) and (si+1, ti+1)

from the set we have ti+1 > ti. Then, for the first plausible alighting point (si, ti) in the set C̈S we generate all possible choices (si, ti)↔ 
(sj, tj) with j > i, and construct the corresponding attribute vector with X

( (
si, ti)↔ (sj, tj),Rb0,Rb1

)
. The attribute vectors are then fed to 

the trained random forest model. 
If the model predicts the passenger to take the fast alighting point (si, ti) in all these choices, the final prediction for the missing 

alighting transaction will be made using the time-stop pair (si, ti). However, if the model predicts at least one close option (sj, tj) to be 
more attractive than (si,ti), we rule out the alighting point (si, ti) as the passenger’s final choice, and investigate the choice between the 
next plausible point (si+1, ti+1) and all (sj, tj) in the set C̈S with j > i+ 1. This is repeated until the fast option is chosen over all close 
options or there is only one option left, and the final chosen point is then used to reconstruct the missing transaction. 

As discussed, some PT systems around the world function only with passengers’ boarding transactions. Smartcard dataset from such 
systems does not provide information directly showing how passengers choose between a pair of fast-close alighting points. However, 
i) trajectory of vehicles can be reconstructed using time-location of tap-on transactions, and then, from each pair of consecutive 
boarding transactions recorded for a passenger, ii) the set of plausible alighting points can be derived using Eq. (4), and iii) the choice 
between each pair of plausible alighting points can be mapped to a 3-dimensional vector of attributes (Eq. (5)). There is no known label 
for these data points showing the actual decision made, however, ‘unsupervised learning’ is theoretically able to separate data points 
into classes with the goal of maximizing intra-class similarity and inter-class dissimilarity. In the Results section and further in the 
Appendix A, we explain the application of clustering on the set of binary alighting choices mapped to the 3-dimensional attribute space. 
In case of a smartcard dataset including only tap-on transactions, where the passengers’ decision on binary alighting choices is not 
known, clustering can replace the random forest model used in our proposed procedure. Our results, show that the proposed clustering- 
based procedure (see Appendix A), can lead to an acceptable accuracy in estimating missing alighting transactions for tap-on-only 
smartcard data. 

3.2. Characterizing transfer and activity duration 

The building blocks of an accurate OD demand matrix are passenger OD trips (or journeys) rather than their single-leg trips, as OD 
trips reflect the actual passengers’ demand to travel from different origin locations to their intended destinations to undertake their 
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desired activities. Therefore, after enhancing the smartcard data information by estimating the missing alighting transactions, one 
needs to identify OD trips (or journeys) made up of a single or multiple trip-legs in order to construct the OD demand of the PT system. 
Let us refer to an alighting-then-boarding event between two consecutive PT rides (recorded for a passenger), simply as interchange and 
its duration as Inter-Transaction Time (ITT). The goal is first, to identify whether each interchange is associated with an activity or a 
transfer, and then, to integrate consecutive passenger trips linked together by transfers, into passenger journeys. 

In order to develop a simple and yet effective approach, we focus on determining whether an interchange is associated with a 
transfer or activity based on its duration. Following the common practice in the existing literature, we make use of a maximum 
allowable ITT (ITT threshold). If the ITT between two consecutive passenger trips is larger than a threshold, it is more likely that the 
passenger is undertaking an activity and not merely transferring between PT services. Unlike the common practice though, we propose 
a solution to find the optimum maximum allowable ITT in any PT system from its smartcard data. 

Similar to characterizing the choice of alighting point tackled previously, we solve the transfer identification problem as a binary 
classification problem. Each interchange with a particular ITT value belongs to either the transfer class or the activity class. The goal 
thus becomes finding the optimum threshold which divides the domain of ITT values into two regions, each being more representative 
of one of the target classes, i.e., transfers or activities. To find this optimum threshold, we first need to know the actual distribution of 
transfers and activities with respect to their ITT. This information is not directly accessible from smartcard data. Thus, we propose a 
method (Alg. 1) to estimate these two distributions from any given PT travel data where both end-points of trips are available. 

3.2.1. Extracting the distribution of transfer and activity duration 
To estimate the ground-truth distribution of activities and transfers over their ITTs, we detect a set of return trips for which it can be 

intuitively concluded if the intermediate interchanges are associated with activities or transfers. Here, we use the aid of the visualized 
example in Fig. 3 to explain the procedure. Imagine two anchor locations, the return and the target point, far from one another and 
possibly a number of other locations in between the two. We define a return trip as a sequence of trips starting from and ending to the 
first anchor location (the return point) through one or more interchange events. In Fig. 3, the sequence of trips 1, 2, and 3 provide an 
example of a return trip in Melbourne’s PT network, starting and ending at the return point marked by a pink cross. It is intuitive that 
such return trips involve at least one activity, most likely at the target point located furthest away from the return point (the target 
point is colored red in Fig. 3). 

In order to eliminate the PT trips possibly connected via a motorized non-PT trip, we require each interchange between two rides to 
be between stop clusters with a walking distance that can be feasibly traversed in time with a walking speed of 4.5 km/h. Also, to 
exclude the return trips likely to entail multiple activities we limit the return trips to those in which ITTs between all trip legs are 
shorter than the ITT at the target point. 

The high-level pseudo-code in Alg. 1 describes the proposed procedure for detecting a set of credible return trips and estimating the 
distribution of transfer and activity durations between PT trip-legs from those return trips. Algorithm 1 processes a temporally sorted 
sequence of trips carried out by a single passenger, and runs through the smartcard data one passenger at a time. Lines 4–14 in Alg. 1 
pick the first boarding transaction of a passenger and search through the rest of that passenger’s transactions to find a possible return 
trip to that location. If the algorithm fails to detect a return trip to/from the picked transaction, that transaction will be removed from 

Fig. 3. Example of a detected return trip. The map visualizes a return trip from Melbourne’s smartcard data, comprised of three public trans-
portation trips, numbered 1, 2, and 3 according to their order in time. The pink cross marks the location of the return point. The red and purple 
crosses mark the midpoint between alighting-then-boarding locations. Dashed circles indicate interchange events between trips and the length of 
each interchange event is annotated in minutes next to the associated circle. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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the transactions sequence and the process is repeated until all return trips are detected or there is no transaction left in the sequence.  
High level pseudo-code for estimating the distribution of transfer and activity durations 
Input: R: The set of paired smartcard transaction records from all public transportation modes during a day, each as a tuple with timestamp, location, and 
transaction-type.  
Output: hα, hτ : histogram of transfer and activity durations.  

(1) Initialize empty sets of observations: αobs ← { },τobs ← { }

(2) For each smartcard ID cID in R:  
(3)  T ← A sequence of temporally sorted trips (T1,T2,⋯) for cID, with the i-th trip Ti explaining the location Ti

Bs 
(Ti

As
) and timestamp Ti

Bt 
(Ti

At
) of boarding 

(alighting) stops.  
(4)  While T contains more than two trips:  
(5)   j ← Find the earliest trip Tj (j > 1) in T where Tj

As
= T1

Bs
.  

(6)   If j was not found then: remove the first trip in T and go to Line (4); else: pret = T1
Bs 

and I = Interchanges(T).  
(7)   dtarget ← − ∞; α0 ← { };τ0 ← { }

(8)   For each interchange event Ii in I:  
(9)    If Iid/Iit > vwalk then: remove first i+1 trips from T and go to Line (4).  
(10)    If d(Iip, pret) > dtarget then: dtarget = d(Iip , pret); τ0 ← τ0 ∪ α0; α0 ← Iit ; else: τ0 ← τ0 ∪ Iit .  
(11)   End For 
(12)   If ∀x ∈ τ0 : x ≤ α0 then: αobs ← αobs ∪ α0 and τobs ← τobs ∪ τ0  

(13)   Remove the first j trips from T.  
(14)  End While 
(15) End For 
(16) Return histogram(αobs),histogram(τobs)

(17) Function Interchanges(T):  
(18)  For each pair of consecutive trips Ti and Ti+1 in T:  
(19)   Iid ← d

(
Ti

As
,Ti+1

Bs

)

(20)   Iip ← (Ti
As

+ Ti+1
Bs

)/2  
(21)   Iit ← Ti+1

Bt
− Ti

At  

(22)   Ii ← (Iid, I
i
p , Iit); // i.e., (walking distance, location, duration) of the interchange  

(23)  End For 
(24)  Return the ordered sequence of interchange eventsI = (I1, I2,⋯)

(25) End FunctionInterchanges   

Algorithm 1. Estimating the distribution of activity and transfer durations. Pseudo-code details the process of detecting a set of return 
trips to extract activity/transfer durations. Function d(., .) returns the shortest walking distance on the walking pathway network between the 
two input locations (see Fig. 2b). All locations (Ti

Bs
, Ti

As
, Ii

p, and pret) are points in a 2-dimensional space and any operation involving them 
should be regarded as a vector operation. 

In Alg. 1, for each detected return trip, the location of the return point is stored as pret . Interchange events between consecutive trip 
legs of the return trip are then extracted as tuples describing the interchanges’ location (Ii

p), duration (Ii
t), and alighting-to-boarding 

walking distance (Ii
d); see lines 17–25 in Alg. 1. The location of each interchange is calculated as the midpoint of the line connect-

ing the location of the alighting point from the first trip to the boarding point of the next trip. The information of the detected return 
trip is used, only if the interchange furthest away from the returning point (i.e., the target point) has also the longest duration among all 
interchange events (line 12). Finally, for an acceptable return trip, such as the example shown in Fig. 3, duration of the interchange 
event at the target point (79 min at the red cross) is added to the set of activity durations, while duration of all other interchange events 
(14 min at the purple cross) is appended to the set of transfer durations. 

Alg. 1 returns two histograms for the duration of transfers and activities observed in the data, which provide an estimation of the 
actual distribution of transfer/activity durations. Evidently, transfers are generally shorter than the activities, yet the remaining 
question to be answered is: what is the ITT threshold that optimally separates all ITTs into those associated with transfers and ac-
tivities. Next (in section 3.2.2), we propose a method to analytically determine a decision threshold, which guarantees achieving the 
highest possible classification performance when ITTs shorter than the decision threshold are labeled as transfers and those longer than 
the threshold are labeled as activities. 

3.2.2. Finding the optimal threshold for binary classification 
Here, the feature ITT associated with consecutive trip-legs will be used to classify each interchange event into either a transfer or an 

activity (Task II in Fig. 1). Here, we describe a method to solve the above binary classification (thresholding) problem. The method 
finds the optimum threshold value in the characteristic feature (ITT) domain, to build a model which optimally performs the transfer/ 
activity identification task. 

To formulate the method, let Xt and Xa be the two random variables respectively denoting the values associated with samples from 
‘transfers’ and ‘activities’ target classes. Each sample is associated with a value of the characteristic feature ITT denoted by θ. The 
distribution of samples from A and B over θ, corresponds to the distribution of activity and transfer events for ITT values. It is evident 
that under normal circumstances, transfer between PT services takes less time than undertaking activities between PT trip legs. Thus, 
we can assume that samples from the transfer class have lower θ values on average compared to those from the activity class. An 
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example is illustrated in Fig. 4a, where samples from the two classes have Gaussian distributions with different means and standard 
deviations over the domain of θ. (Note that the important feature in the provided example, is the different mean θ between the samples 
from each of the two distributions, and the methodology presented here is independent of the shape of these two distributions.) Using a 
decision threshold θT, samples are labeled as transfers if θ ≤ θT or otherwise as activities. The problem is to find the optimal threshold 
θopt

T for which the classifier achieves the best classification performance. 
We find the optimum threshold θopt

T to perform the classification, according to Youden’s J statistic, also called informedness (Youden, 
1950), which evaluates a dichotomous (binary) classifier. Informedness J ∈ [0, 1] is the probability that a decision made by the 
classifier is an informed decision as opposed to a random guess, taking into account all predictions made by the classifier (Powers, 
2011). Informedness (J) can be defined as below: 

J = TPR + TNR − 1, (10)  

where TPR (TNR) stands for True Positive Rate (True Negative Rate) which is better known as recall (inverse recall) in information 
retrieval and pattern recognition literature. Assume that the actual labels of samples belonging to classes ‘transfers’ and ‘activities’ are 
positive and negative, respectively. Then, recall (TPR) and inverse recall (TNR) can be defined as: 

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
, (11)  

TNR =
TN

TN + FP
, (12)  

where TP (FN) is the number of positive samples labeled correctly (incorrectly), and FP (FN) is the number of negative samples labeled 
correctly (incorrectly). So, given our definition of the problem, TP is the number of samples in class ‘transfers’ with a θ value below the 
selected threshold and TN is the number of samples in class ‘activities’ with a θ value above that threshold. 

Let Pt(θ) and Pa(θ) be the distribution of samples over the characteristic feature θ, respectively for transfer and activity classes. 
Then, for a binary classifier which uses the decision threshold θT to classify samples into our two target classes, we can rewrite the 
definitions in Eqs. (11) and (12) with respect to θT: 

TPR(θT) =

∫ θT

− ∞
Pt(θ)dθ = P(Xt ≤ θT), (13)  

TPR(θT) =

∫ +∞

θT

Pa(θ)dθ = P(Xa > θT). (14)  

P(Xt ≤ θT) is the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the random variable Xt and P(Xa > θT) is the Complementary CDF (CCDF) 
of the random variable Xa. Equations (13) and (14) can be used to rewrite the definition of informedness J in Eq. (10), this time 

Fig. 4. Example procedure to build a binary classifier to separate samples from different classes. (a) Histogram of θ values for samples from 
Xt (transfer class) and Xa (activity class) random variables. (b) Finding the optimal decision threshold based on the histograms in (a). 
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allowing to calculate J as a function of the decision threshold θT (see Fig. 4b): 

J(θT) = P(Xt ≤ θT) + P(Xa > θT) − 1. (15) 

Accordingly, the optimal decision threshold that maximizes the informedness J of the resulting classifier can be calculated as: 

θopt
T = argmax

θT

J(θT). (16) 

We can now build an optimal classifier which uses the decision threshold θopt
T , and labels each sample represented with a θ value, as 

‘transfer’ if θ ≤ θopt
T or as ‘activity’ if θ > θopt

T . According to the definition of our performance measure J, a decision made by this 
classifier has the maximum probability of being an informed decision as opposed to a random guess (Powers, 2011). 

The example in Fig. 4 can aid summarizing the proposed procedure. First, from the histogram of observed ITT values (θ) associated 
with samples from Xt (transfer class) and Xa (activity class) random variables (Fig. 4a), CDF of Xt (the red curve in Fig. 4b) and CCDF of 
Xa (the cyan curve in Fig. 4b) over θ are calculated. Then, using the CDF of Xt (P(Xt ≤ θT)) and CCDF of Xa (P(Xa > θT)), informedness 
of the classifier is calculated as a function of the ITT threshold θT according to Eq. (15) (dashed black curve in Fig. 4b). This allows for 
finding the optimal decision threshold θopt

T for the classifier (Eq. (16)) which maximizes its Informedness J(θT) (dotted gray line in 
Fig. 4b). The resulting model trained from the passenger behavior data optimally separates the ITTs into those associated with transfers 
and activities. 

4. Data preparation 

In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, we apply it to real smartcard data, recorded in the PT network of 
Melbourne, Australia. In this section, we provide a detailed description and necessary statistics of this smartcard dataset. Also, the 
application of the components in the data preparation stage of our proposed framework (see Fig. 1) to the available data is discussed in 
this section. 

4.1. Data description and pre-processing 

The data includes all passenger transactions made on train, tram, or bus recorded during 61 days of September and October 2017. 
The available data from the three PT modes include an average of over 2,120,000 and 912,000 daily transactions on weekdays and 
weekends, respectively. A schematic view of the relation between the PT system and the compartments of the AFC system in charge of 
the data collection is depicted in Fig. 5. Smartcard transaction data are recorded through fare gates in train stations and on-vehicle fare 

Fig. 5. Schematic view of the smartcard data collection in Melbourne’s Public Transportation (PT) system. The graph highlights the dif-
ference between the data collection in train mode versus the on-road (bus and tram) PT modes. 
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collection devices in trams and buses. Each smartcard transaction record consists of several attributes among which we use those listed 
below:  

• Hashed smartcard identifier (card ID): An integer corresponding to a unique physical smartcard being used by a passenger; the 
physical card serial numbers are anonymized.  

• PT mode: A one-digit integer which determines whether the transaction is made on a bus, tram, or at a train station. 
• Vehicle identifier (vehicle ID): An integer value corresponding to a unique bus or tram vehicle. This attribute is empty in trans-

action records associated with the train mode.  
• Stop identifier (stop ID): An integer corresponding to a unique stop or station, which is functional for at least one mode in the PT 

system. Each stop ID corresponds to a unique physical coordinate.  
• Timestamp: Date and time of the transaction with the temporal resolution of one second. Transaction time domain is the daily 

functional period of the system, starting at 4 am on each day and finishing at 4 am on the next day.  
• Transaction type: Whether the transaction is a tap-on (scan-on) or tap-off (scan-off). 

Stops IDs in transactions recorded for bus and tram modes are inferred from Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) devices installed on 
bus and tram vehicles. Transaction type is determined and recorded by the AFC devices, which sometimes requires the aid of the 
transaction history of smartcards. For a new transaction made by a particular smartcard, if the previous record is a tap-on associated 
with the same vehicle (in case of bus and tram modes) or same mode (for train mode), then simply a tap-off transaction will be 
recorded. If the previous transaction is a tap-on on a different mode or vehicle (for bus and tram modes), meaning that there is no tap- 
off transaction recorded for the previous trip leg, first, a tap-off transaction is recorded (called forced tap-off in the system) before the 
actual transaction. 

During data cleaning process, invalid records with missing values of necessary attributes or attributes with invalid values were 
removed from the dataset. A transaction record may have attribute values which are within the valid ranges, but along with other 
transactions, imply unrealistic (e.g., too fast) vehicle/passenger movements between locations; we assume that vehicles/passengers 
cannot move on the great circle distance between two locations with a speed of higher than 60 km/h. Accordingly, we detect and 
remove the transactions which imply unrealistic passenger movements in the train network. For the tram and bus modes, we only 
remove such records if they cannot be rectified. To rectify an unrealistic movement, assuming that the transaction timestamps are 
error-free, we find the inconsistent records in a set of related transactions. Here, a set of related transactions is either a collection of 
records from a particular card ID, or records from different cards made on a particular vehicle. We identify inconsistent records in each 
set of related transactions, and adjust the stop ID (and timestamp) attribute of an inconsistent transaction to the next or previous stop 
visited by the associated PT vehicle, if it resolves the unrealistic movement. Otherwise, the inconsistent record is removed from the 
data. This has been successfully applied to rectify a few thousand inconsistent transactions on each day; approximately 0.1% of the 

Fig. 6. Paired and unpaired transactions in the cleaned data. The daily counts of paired and unpaired transactions in each mode are shown over 
the course of the available data. An unpaired tap-on (tap-off) transaction corresponds to a trip with no tap-off (tap-on) information. Note that the 
unpaired tap-offs are visible only as a line at the bottom of each subplot due to their insignificant count. 
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daily transactions. 
Fig. 6 shows the daily number of transactions in the cleaned data, divided into paired, unpaired tap-on, and unpaired tap-off records 

in different PT modes. In all PT modes, only for an insignificant number of trips the tap-on record is missing, as demonstrated by the 
hardly visible portion of transactions colored as unpaired tap-offs in Fig. 6; this is especially the case for the train mode. For the train 
mode, the number of unpaired tap-on transactions is also insignificant, mainly due to the use of ticket barriers at train station fare-gates 
and the more frequent ticket control patrols in this mode (Delbosc and Currie, 2016). Trip data in bus and tram modes suffer from a 
large number of missing tap-off transactions. Especially, most tap-on transactions recorded in tram mode are missing their tap-off pair. 
Overall, Melbourne’s PT smartcard data contains an average of about 1,021,000 tap-on records per day while the number of tap-off 
records is around 761,000, which indicates the existence of a significant number of missing tap-off transactions. 

As train transactions are collected at stations’ fare-gates (see Fig. 5), understanding the route choice and tracking the passengers in 
train mode become very different problems compared to doing the same in bus and tram modes (Kusakabe et al., 2010; Min et al., 
2016; Sun et al., 2012). So, considering the scope of this study and the insignificant number of unpaired transactions in train mode, we 
limit our attention to estimation of missing alighting records in bus and tram modes, where we also take advantage of the information 
in train transactions. 

4.2. Reconstructing vehicles trajectories 

The last component of our data preparation stage (see Fig. 1) is building the trajectory of every single bus and tram vehicle in the 
network using all (paired and unpaired) records in the cleaned data. To do so, first, the smartcard transactions made on each vehicle is 
separated and then, each bus or tram vehicle is tracked using the temporally sorted sequence of stop-timestamp pairs extracted from its 
associated records. A vehicle trajectory is determined as a sequence of visited stops each with arrival, departure, and dwell time. For a 
vehicle’s single visit to a particular stop, arrival, departure, and dwell time are respectively the timestamp of the first transaction, 
timestamp of the last transaction, and the time span between them, derived from the uninterrupted sequence of transactions made at 
that particular stop on the vehicle. If there is only one transaction recorded for a vehicle’s stop-visit, the dwell time is considered to be 
5 s with the timestamp of that single transaction being the midpoint; this is consistent with most reports in the literature, e.g., (Meng 
and Qu, 2013). 

Transactions can be recorded while the vehicle is moving between two stops as passengers may tap-on after the vehicle departs 
from a stop, or tap-off before the vehicle arrives at the next stop. These transactions will in effect have a wrong timestamp or may 
become associated with the wrong stop. By following the sequence of transactions performed by each passenger and on each vehicle, 
we detect such transactions according to a constraint that restrains a vehicle to travel between two locations with any speed over 60 
km/h (maximum speed limit for a collector road). The timestamp of invalid transactions is then adjusted to the midpoint of the dwell 
interval of its corresponding vehicle if i) the previous (next) valid transaction on the vehicle corresponds to the same stop as the invalid 
transaction, and ii) the timestamp for the invalid transaction is closer than 15 s to the dwell interval of the vehicle at the previous (next) 
stop. If the timestamp of an invalid transaction could not be adjusted with the above procedure, it will be eliminated from the data. 

5. Results 

5.1. Estimating missing smartcard tap-off records 

The first major task to be addressed in the proposed framework (see Fig. 1) is estimation of missing alighting information in on-road 
PT modes (bus and tram). As explained in the Methodology (section 3.1), from trips with both boarding and alighting transactions we 

Fig. 7. Classifying passengers’ choice between fast versus close alighting options. Each data point in the figure represents a choice between a 
pair of plausible alighting stops (derived from a regular weekday in the available smartcard data). The three attributes, namely, walking distance 
ratio, riding time ratio, and shortcut effectiveness describe the choice between the pair of alighting options and the prediction of the trained random 
forest model is indicated by the color of data points. 
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extract choices between pairs of fast-close alighting points, i.e., 
(
sf , tf

)
↔ (sc, tc). Then, passengers’ alighting behavior is characterized 

based on three attributes (Eq. (5)) explaining each binary choice between two plausible alighting points for the passenger’s trip. The 
attributes are calculated according to two given consecutive boarding transactions, namely, the passenger’s boarding transaction used 
to embark the vehicle and the passenger’s first boarding transaction after alighting that vehicle. To characterize passengers’ alighting 
behavior, samples of known alighting choices are used to train a random forest model. The random forest model used here is an 
ensemble of 9 decision trees with maximum depth of 3 corresponding to the number of independent data-point attributes describing 
passengers’ choice between a pair of plausible alighting stops. The model splits the 3-dimensional feature space into two regions one 
associated with the fast stop being chosen over the close stop and the other one vice versa. 

Fig. 7a-c shows the data points from the first day of the smartcard data, each corresponding to a binary choice between a pair of fast- 
close plausible alighting options. The position of data points in the 3-dimensional feature space is visualized through three 2-dimen-
sional plots, each associated with two out of the three attributes. The color of data points indicates the prediction of the random forest 
classifier for the binary alighting choice made by passengers. (Regions of different colors indicate the split of the attribute space, done 
by the random forest classifier.) Testing the model on paired smartcard transactions using 5-fold cross validation, showed that the 
trained random forest model has a 74.0% accuracy in predicting a passenger’s choice between a pair of plausible alighting stops. 

In section 3.1.3, we discussed the implications of smartcard data only including passengers’ tap-on transactions. Appendix A presents 
an unsupervised learning approach based on clustering to train a similar random forest model, when only tap-on transactions are 
available. This alternative approach leads to a model with 69.0% accuracy in predicting passengers’ choices between pairs of fast-close 
plausible alighting stops. 

When riding time to the fast alighting option is much lower than that of the close alighting option, or walking distance to the next 
boarding point from the fast option is similar to that of the close option, it is more likely that passengers choose the fast option over the 
close one. Also, when extra walking from the fast option results in a significant time saving compared to alighting at the close option, i. 
e., when the shortcut effectiveness attribute approaches unity, the passengers tend to take the fast alighting option. The statistical 

Fig. 8. Evaluating the inference of missing alighting transactions. The results describe the outcome of the proposed method to estimate missing 
tap-off transactions for (a) bus and (b) tram modes. We start by masking 10% of the tap-offs and then at each step increase this gradually up to 100% 
(horizontal axis). The results are averaged over 10 realizations of each step (i.e., for a particular proportion of the transactions masked). 
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pattern in passengers’ alighting behavior is therefore well-characterized by the three attributes that we calculate (Eq. (5)) for the 
binary alighting choices, and the random forest model is able to capture this data pattern in the attribute space. In Fig. 7, it is seen that 
depending on the value of the three attributes, the random forest model predicts a passenger to take the fast stop over the close one or 
the opposite, in agreement with the above intuitive explanation about passengers’ behavior according to each attribute. 

As section 3.1.3 describes in detail, for a passenger trip missing tap-off and an available consecutive tap-on, first, different plausible 
alighting points are found by Eq. (4). Then, we start from the first plausible alighting point and pair it with each of those visited later in 
time by the vehicle; in each pair the point visited earlier is the fast option. If the random forest classifier predicts that the passenger 
prefers the close options in one of the pairs, the fast alighting point will be ruled out and we repeat this for the rest of the set of plausible 
alighting points, otherwise the fast option will be picked as the chosen alighting points. 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method in estimating missing transactions, we first exclude all transactions with a 
missing pair from the data. Then, from the dataset containing both tap-on and tap-off records for each trip, a proportion of the trips is 
selected at random for which we assume the tap-off transactions are unknown, or in other words we mask those tap-off transactions. 
For trips with masked tap-off, if we cannot find another tap-on recorded for the same passenger later in time, there is no way of 
estimating the masked tap-off and these instances will be counted as ‘no following transaction.’ If a following boarding transaction is 
available, then we can find the set of plausible alighting stops and use the trained choice-behavior model to estimate the missing tap-off 
between the two available boarding transactions. The estimated record is then compared with the actual record that was masked, and 
the result is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed estimation method. 

We perform the evaluation process for different numbers of masked transactions, i.e., 10%, 20%,…,100% of all tap-off transactions 
at each step. Each step is then repeated in 10 independent realizations (random selection of transactions to mask, estimating them, and 
validating the estimations) and the average results are reported. Note that PT vehicles’ trajectories used in the estimation process are 
derived from all available transactions and we do not use the masked transactions to reconstruct the trajectories. As the number of 
masked tap-off transactions is increased there would be less information on vehicle movements, which negatively affects the accuracy 
of reconstructed PT vehicles’ trajectories. So, increasing the number of masked tap-off transactions over different steps of the eval-
uation process, is expected to lower the estimation accuracy. 

Fig. 8 evaluates the output of the proposed procedure for inferring missing tap-off transactions, separately for bus (Fig. 8a) and tram 
(Fig. 8b) modes during weekdays (left panel) and weekends (right panel). Among trips with missing tap-offs, approximately 25% 
(33%) of those using the bus mode and 26% (30%) of those using trams during weekdays (weekends) are not followed by any other trip 
recorded from the same passenger, thus, our algorithm has no way of estimating the missing record (white area in graphs of Fig. 8). 

When 10% of the tap-off records is masked, the estimation method is able to exactly regenerate 36% (33%) of bus and 31% (30%) of 
tram records from weekdays (weekends); the blue area in Fig. 8. Note that this means when multiple trips are recorded for a passenger, 
in approximately 49% (43%) of the cases for the bus (tram) mode the procedure successfully generates the exact missing record. 
Removing more transactions (moving along the horizontal axes in Fig. 8) only slightly affects this result. When all alighting trans-
actions are masked, the procedure correctly returns 31% (29%) of the bus and 29% (28%) of the tram records during weekdays 
(weekends). For only 6–8% (3–4%) of the cases in bus (tram) mode (orange bands in Fig. 8), our algorithm is unable to retrieve any 
estimation of the missing record from other records of the same passenger. This may be a result of data error or can be the case, for 
example, when a passenger takes a taxi to connect two PT trips and as a result no plausible alighting point is found that allows the 
passenger to walk to the next boarding point in time. 

Depending on the number of masked tap-off transactions, for between 33 and 35% of them in bus mode and 39–41% of them in 
tram mode during weekdays, the alighting stop-timestamp estimation is not exactly equal to the target (dark-cyan areas in Fig. 8). 
Figure 9 reports the error for this portion of estimated records, in terms of walking distance (Fig. 9a) and time-gap (Fig. 9b) between 

Fig. 9. Performance of the proposed estimation method. For transactions estimated with an incorrect timestamp, stop, or both, (a) distance and 
(b) time error is calculated over different numbers of masked transactions. For a certain proportion of the tap-off transactions masked, the mean and 
the standard deviation of estimation error is calculated over 10 independent realizations. Solid lines (dashed lines) indicate mean and shaded areas 
(dotted areas) indicate standard deviation of the error for weekdays (weekends). 
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the actual and estimated alighting events. Average estimation error and its standard deviation is smaller for missing tap-off trans-
actions on weekdays compared to weekends. Incorrectly estimated missing transactions for bus (tram) mode are on average around 
0.54 km (0.57 km) and 237 s (250 s) far from the target, when 10% of the alighting transactions are masked. As the proportion of the 
masked tap-off records is increased (moving along the x-axis in Fig. 9), both time and distance error of estimation increase (faster for 
the bus mode). Yet, even when all the alighting transactions are masked, the proposed method is able to exactly regenerate 
approximately 32% of them. Furthermore, for over 36% of the masked tap-off transactions (when all tap-off records are masked), the 
proposed method returns an estimation with an average distance (time) error of approximately 0.61 km (281 s). 

The proposed method is also compared with common approaches in state-of-the-art frameworks, where either the closest or fastest 
alighting point is assumed to always be the passengers’ choice. All methods return estimations for the same number of missing 
transactions. However, the proposed method increases the number of exact estimations by 6.7% (and 9.1%) compared to when the 
fastest (and closest) stops are deemed as default passenger choices. For Melbourne’s smartcard data this improvement means that the 
number of exactly reconstructed transactions by our proposed method on a regular weekday is between 16,000–21,800 more than that 
of the conventional approaches. 

The error of approximate estimations for the three methods are compared in terms of distance and time in Fig. 10. The estimation 
errors are reported as a function of the proportion of randomly masked tap-off records in the data. The solid lines indicate the mean and 
shaded areas indicate the standard deviation of the error. It is seen that taking the closest alighting point as the default choice, results in 
the worst estimation accuracy among the three approaches. The proposed method shows superior performance to the other methods, 
and decreases the distance error by approximately 51% (49%), and reduces the time error by approximately 25% (21%) compared to 
the approach choosing the closest stop (fastest stop) to estimate the missing alighting transactions. 

In summary, the results of applying the proposed method show that when a missing passenger tap-off is followed by at least one tap- 
on from the same card, in approximately 47% of the cases the method is able to find the exact missing alighting point (Fig. 8). For 
approximately another 46% of the cases, the method estimates the transaction, which on average is only a couple of PT stops away 
from the target (Fig. 9). Given the large metropolitan area of Melbourne and especially the low density of the network in the majority of 
the regions covered by its services, retrieving missing transactions with such an average error is an immense enhancement of the 
passenger trip data. There are records from more than 490,000 (230,000) bus and tram trips per weekday (weekend) collected in 
Melbourne during September and October 2017, out of which the alighting information is missing in 240,000 (115,000) of the cases. 
Applying the proposed procedure leads to successful estimation of close to 170,000 (80,000) missing transactions, during weekends 
(weekdays), which is a significant enhancement to the passengers’ travel data. 

5.2. Linking trips at transfers 

To identify transfers linking the passenger trips, an allowable transfer time needs to be determined. We solve this as a binary 
classification problem (see the section 3.2), where the time span between two trips (ITT) performed by a single passenger is used as 
input to the classifier and the classifier labels the interchange event as either a transfer or an activity. Here, we only deal with 
consecutive trips recorded for the same passenger where alighting time and location of each trip in the sequence allow the passenger to 
reach the next boarding point in time. 

Fig. 10. Comparison between the proposed and the conventional approaches. The (a) distance and (b) time error between the estimated and 
the actual transactions when the exact transaction could not be regenerated by the estimation methods. The reported results compare the per-
formance of the proposed method (blue) to the conventional approaches in the literature, where it is assumed that passengers always choose the 
closest (dark-cyan) or the fastest (orange) alighting points with respect to their next boarding point. Solid lines indicate the mean and shaded areas 
indicate the standard deviation of error, calculated over 10 realizations for each particular proportion of the transactions masked. (For interpre-
tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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First, using the proposed Alg. 1, we detect a set of return trips performed using any of the three modes in Melbourne’s PT network, 
separately for weekdays and weekends. Let us denote the IIT between consecutive trips with θ. Algorithm 1 returns the histograms of 
transfers and activities over the variable θ. The histogram of activities and transfers provide a very good estimation for the distribution 
of the duration θ of transfers (P(Xt = θ)) and activities (P(Xa = θ)) in Melbourne’s PT network; see Fig. 11a for weekdays and Fig. 11c 
for weekends. Histogram of the transfer durations demonstrates a very large number of transfers associated with small θ, while the 
number of observed transfers decreases drastically as θ increases. The activity duration histogram for weekdays depicts three local 
maxima, approximately at 1.5, 7, and 8.5 h; see Fig. 11a. Evidently, the first peak is associated with common daily non-occupational or 
short activities. The other two peaks in the distribution, roughly at 7 (i.e., θ = 7) and 8.5 h long, are in surprising agreement with 
regular school day and daily working hours, which are 6.5 h (School Policy and Advisory Guide Hours, 2019) and 7.6 h (Fair work 
ombudsman Employees, 2019), respectively; consider the access/egress time to/from PT services. 

The optimal decision threshold is found (see section 3.2.2 for details) for a classifier with maximal informedness, to identify the 
transfers and activities in the travel data. Based on the CDF of the transfer durations and CCDF of the activity durations, the optimal ITT 
threshold for weekdays (weekends) is found to be θopt

T = 47 min (θopt
T = 52 min); see Fig. 11b and Fig. 11d associated with weekdays 

and weekends respectively. The search for the optimal threshold in the threshold domain is performed with 1 min resolution. In order 
to derive each passenger’s journeys (OD trips), first the trip legs should be sorted chronologically. Then, each pair of consecutive trips 
are assigned to a single journey if the ITT between alighting from the first trip to boarding for the second trip does not exceed the 
determined time threshold θopt

T . Each journey is the result of connecting those single trip-legs which are assigned to it via the above 
rule. Each resulting journey can be described with two location-timestamps pairs associated with the boarding for the first trip-leg 
(origin) and alighting from the last trip-leg (destination) in the identified chain of linked trips. 

We detect an average of approximately 116,400 (48,600) transfers on weekdays (weekends) in Melbourne’s PT trips during 
September and October 2017. Figure 12 shows the difference between the distribution of travel times for single-leg trips (blue) and that 
of the journeys (red). The distributions have similar shape (approximately log-normal). But aggregating passenger trips at transfers to 
build journeys, increases the mean travel time (from 28.0 min for single-leg trips to 33.2 min for journeys), hence, the distribution of 
journey travel times becomes less right-skewed compared to that of the single-leg trips. 

5.3. Generating the origin–destination (OD) travel demand 

The reconstructed passenger journeys are described by their exact origin/destination locations in the network, which has a 
downside when this information is used for generating the OD travel demand. The issue is that considering each unique stop as a row 
and column of the OD matrix leads to an excessively large and sparse matrix which is not an efficient way of storing the information. 
Also, it does not provide the best representation of the travelling flows across a large area, for further analyses. In particular, in PT 
networks there may be multiple stops close to each other at different sides of a road serving different route directions, at hubs where 
different routes meet, or at intersections usually serving different routes. In these cases, a passenger trip or PT service between the 

Fig. 11. Classifying the inter-transaction (interchange) events. Distribution of activities and transfers for the inter-transaction time θ, during (a) 
working days and (c) days off. Using the estimated distributions of transfers and activities for θ, the optimal decision threshold θopt

T (dotted gray line) 
for classifying events into transfers and activities is found for (b) weekdays and (d) weekends. 
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closely situated stops is very unlikely to happen, as passengers can conveniently walk between such stops. Therefore, we perform 
spatial clustering of the stops in the PT network and merge the closely located stops into fewer stop clusters. Stop clusters are then 
mapped to nodes in the OD demand network of the PT system. See Appendix B for details on our suggested method of spatial clustering 
to be performed on the set of stops in a PT system prior to generating its OD demand matrix. 

The OD demand matrix for the PT network can be generated for a desired time period, say, a 3-hour period or a day, using the OD 
trips starting and ending within the selected time period. Alternatively, for a particular time t, the OD matrix can be generated using 
the ongoing OD trips, i.e., trips that started before t but ended after that time; this is the approach used here. The OD demand matrix 
Ft = [fij]n×n at a particular time t is an n × n matrix, where n is the number of origin or destination points in the network. Here, we take 
the stop clusters found by Alg. B.1 (see Appendix B) as origin/destination points. Entry (i, j) of the matrix F (i.e., fij) shows the number of 
‘journeys’ started at origin i and ended at destination j. The calculated total demand (number of instantaneous journeys) from the 
smartcard data on the PT network at different times of the day is shown in Fig. 13, separately for weekdays and weekends. Here, the 
total demand at any time t is calculated as the sum of all entries of matrix Ft, i.e., 1T

nFt1n, where 1n is a column matrix of all n entries 
equal to unity. 

We finish this section by presenting two visualizations of the OD travel demand matrices generated from Melbourne’s smartcard 
data using the proposed framework in this study. Figure 14 shows all nodes in the PT demand network of Melbourne during weekdays 
(Fig. 14a) and weekends (Fig. 14b), where the size of each node shows its daily average in-flux (blue) or out-flux (red). A relatively low 
number of destination points (mostly train stations) have a significantly larger size than the rest, especially over weekdays. Note that 
the total in-flux is equal to the total out-flux, so larger size of the hotspot destinations compared to hotspot origins suggests that 
passenger flows are relatively more convergent to the hotspot destination nodes than being divergent from the origin hotspots 
(compare left and right panels of Fig. 14a). 

The OD demand network of Melbourne’s multi-modal PT system is illustrated at different times during a regular weekday in Fig. 15. 
For better clarity, we removed the links with lower than 5 passenger journeys from the network. The approximate location of the 
central business district (CBD) in Melbourne is easily noticed, as the CBD area happens to be one end of a majority of links in the 
demand network which has a star-like structure. In order to aid understanding the direction of passenger flows, network links are color- 
coded based on how they change passengers’ distance from the CBD. It is interesting to see the transition in network’s total demand 
and flow direction over the day by looking at different snapshots of the network from 8:00 AM (morning peak) to 5:00 PM (evening 

Fig. 12. Trip duration distribution. Histograms show the distribution (solid lines) and mean (dashed lines) of travel time for single-leg trips (blue) 
and OD trips or journeys (red) during the month of October 2017. Consecutive passenger trip-legs are chained at identified transfers to make 
journeys. As both distributions have long tails, where both have very small frequencies, the figure is presented in log–log scale to clearly show the 
discrepancy between the distributions both for low and high travel times. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 13. Temporal network volume. The curves show the total number of passenger journeys happening on the network at each time of the day. 
The curves depicted here are the result of averaging over all days during the course of the available data. 
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peak). As one may expect, the majority of passengers is headed toward CBD at morning peak, while the direction is gradually changed 
and becomes almost in the opposite direction at evening peak. 

6. Conclusion 

In this study, the major problems in the standard process of OD demand estimation from PT smartcard data were tackled: ‘inferring 
missing alighting records’ and ‘identifying transfers and activities.’ The existing methods are often based on a number of pre-
determined assumptions and parameters, which reduce the accuracy of the outcomes. Even if these parameters are carefully tailored 
for a particular PT system, they can easily fail to perform well for others. Our approach eliminates the need for devising a system of 
assumptions and parameters using the expert knowledge or additional data sources. The proposed method here, makes use of statistical 
pattern recognition tools to extract knowledge from the available data. Derived data patterns are then used to build optimal classifiers, 
which can predict the parameters required to tackle the main challenges in smartcard data processing. In particular, our approach is 
flexible to model passengers’ choice of alighting point and transfer/activity duration from any smartcard data. Hence, the proposed 
framework can be applied to various smartcard data settings. 

We demonstrated the performance of the proposed procedure by applying it to the large-scale PT smartcard data collected in 
Melbourne mainly to i) enhance the data by inferring missing tap-off records and ii) identify linked passenger trips via transfers, in 
order to generate the smartcard-based OD demand matrix of the PT network. Elaborate evaluations showed that substituting con-
ventional assumptions with predictive models effectively improves the performance in estimating missing alighting transactions. We 
also estimated the distribution of activity durations between PT rides, which apart from capturing short activities was surprisingly 
consistent with the daily school and business hours. The temporal OD matrix of the network as the final product of the proposed 
procedure, reflected the expected demand profile of the PT system. Visualization of the generated Melbourne’s PT demand network 
(from the OD matrix), demonstrated the temporal evolution of the demand volume and its directionality. Overall, the results suggest 
that the framework is effective in processing and enhancing PT smartcard data to extract passenger journeys in PT networks. 

The proposed framework is designed to deal with challenges of extracting smartcard-based OD demand for PT networks. In future 
works and applications, potential use of additional information sources to build on top of the methods presented here, can be 
investigated. Alternative data sources can used to rectify issues arising from the limited quality of smartcard data and shortcomings of 

Fig. 14. Spatial distribution of origins and destinations in Melbourne’s public transportation (PT) network. Origin (left panel) and desti-
nation (right panel) points in Melbourne’s PT demand network during (a) weekdays and (b) weekends. The size of the scattered points indicates the 
daily average number of outgoing (incoming) passenger journeys from (to) network nodes as origins (destinations). 

Fig. 15. Temporality of Melbourne’s PT Origin-Destination demand network. The Origin-Destination demand network of Melbourne’s PT 
system at different times in a regular weekday. The direction of passenger flow is depicted by link colors, where green indicates moving toward the 
central business district and red demonstrates the opposite. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.) 
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specific PT systems in recording passenger data. As examples of system-specific defects in the data, Melbourne has a small tram zone 
where it is not mandatory for passengers to perform transactions, or some PT systems function with both smartcard card and paper 
tickets, and these result in a portion of trips to be missing from the AFC records. A widely-used solution for such issues is using travel 
data available from sources such as household travel survey and Automated Passenger Counts (APC) to scale the whole OD demand 
matrix or the number of trips between some OD node pairs (Kumar et al., 2018). Smartcard-based OD demand can be also corrected 
using APC and fare evasion report data (Munizaga et al., 2020). Finally, passenger behavior modeling presented in this study can be 
enhanced by the aid of alternative transportation data sources. For example, characterizing passengers’ alighting behavior may be 
improved with demographic data input, or estimation of transfer/activity durations may benefit from the use of survey data. 

In addition to the features used in behavior modeling here, e.g., the shortcut effectiveness and the inter-transaction time θ, new 
features can be sought for better characterizing the passengers’ behavior and enhancing the predictive models used in this study. 
Future research can also be conducted on augmenting the proposed framework here, with probabilistic models built from historical 
individual (or collective) smartcard usage. 

Appendix 

Appendix A. Unsupervised learning to capture alighting behavior 

Here, we tackle the problem of capturing the alighting behavior assuming that there are no tap-off transactions available. Consider 
a passenger’s choice between a pair of plausible alighting time-stop points with respect to the next boarding stop, where one alighting 
point leads to earlier arrival at the next boarding point (fast alighting point) and the other has less walking distance to the next 
boarding stop (close alighting point). In section 3.1.1 we explained how to find the set of all plausible alighting points based on two 
consecutive boarding transactions from a single passenger. In section 3.1.2 it is shown that the choice between each pair of these 
plausible alighting points can be viewed as a ‘binary choice’ between a fast versus a close stop with respect to the passenger’s next 
boarding. There, we map these binary choices to data points with three attributes (see Eq. (5)). These attributes are i) riding time ratio 
(x1), ii) walking distance ratio (x2), iii) and shortcut effectiveness (x3), calculated to characterize the difference between two alighting 
options. (Note that here we assume that the outcome of the choices is unknown and thus the data points have no label.) 

In Fig. A.1, three graphs each representing two of these attributes, show all binary alighting choices extracted from one day of 
smartcard data. When the value of one of the above attributes approaches the domain extremes (0 or 1), the fast or the close alighting 
option becomes significantly more attractive than the other one (see section 3.1.2). So, if two binary choices are mapped to similar 
attribute vectors (the distance between their corresponding data points is small) it is likely that they have the same outcome, e.g., in 
both choices the fast stop is picked by the passenger. Thus, in effect, the distance between data points in the attribute space indicates 
whether or not the same option is picked in corresponding choices. 

Clustering can be used to find structure and pattern in unlabeled data by categorizing data points into classes, with high similarity 
among data points in each class and high dissimilarity between data points from different classes. Here in particular, clustering is used 
to categorize data points into two classes, aiming to separate choices that are likely to have different outcomes. We applied the well- 
performing BIRCH (balanced iterative reducing and clustering using hierarchies) algorithm (Zhang et al., 1996) to the alighting 
choices in Melbourne’s PT network. BIRCH method allows us to predetermine the number of clusters (i.e., 2 clusters are desired here). 

Fig. A.1 shows the result of applying BIRCH algorithm to our data with the goal of clustering similar (dissimilar) data points into 
same (different) clusters. By comparing the class centroids, we can easily associate each class with one of the possible outcomes for 
alighting choices; one cluster has lower x1 and higher x2 and x3 which should be associated with choices where the fast stop is 
significantly more attractive than the close option (and vice versa). 

Several approaches can be taken to predict the passengers’ choice. BIRCH is an incremental clustering method, meaning that it 
processes all data points to find the best clusters, but with new incoming data point it does not need to reprocess the existing data and 
can update the clusters. Using BIRCH to study PT smartcard data allows for implementing procedures that can take the stream of input 
data as it is recorded and process it online. Here, we perform clustering on one day of the available data and then label the data based 
on the clustering results and finally, train a random forest model using the labeled data. This model predicts the passengers’ choice 
between fast-close pairs of alighting options with 69% accuracy (random forest trained on data including tap-off transactions has 74% 
accuracy). 
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Appendix B. Spatial clustering of public transportation stops 

The spatial clustering algorithm presented here (Alg. B.1), has a simple implementation and is generally applicable to any set of 
spatial data points. It uses a key parameter which is easily adjustable for different contexts. The goal here, is to merge closely located 
public transportation (PT) stops on different sides of the road or in PT stop hubs, into a stop-cluster. Stop clusters mapped to network 
nodes provide a better representation of the PT system’s structure.   

Pseudo-code for spatial clustering of stops 
Input: {s1, s2,⋯, sm}; a set of stop identifiers associated with specific locations.  
Output: {c1, c2,⋯, cm}; a set of labels where each ci assigns the stop si to a cluster.  

(1) Initialize the label variablel ← 1  
(2) S ← Initialize the set of unvisited stops with all the input points {s1, s2,⋯, sm}

(3) While the set of unvisited stops S is nonempty:  
(4)  si ← select an unvisited stop from S  
(5)  C ← Form Initial Cluster({si},S)
(6)  While |{si ∈ C|d(si, centroid(C) ) > rmax } | > 0:  
(7)   C ← C − argmax

sj∈C
d(si, centroid(C) )

(8)  End While 
(9)  S ← S − C  
(10)  For each si in C:  
(11)   ci ← l  
(12)  End For 
(13)  l ← l + 1  
(14) End While  
(15) Return{c1, c2,⋯, cm}

(16) Function Form Initial Cluster(C’,S’):  
(17)  C’’ ←

{
si ∈ S’|∃sj ∈ C’ : dE(si, sj) ≤ rmax

}

(18)  ReturnC’ ∪ Form Initial Cluster(C’’,S’ − C’’)
(19) End Function  

Algorithm B.1. Spatial clustering for stops. Given a set of stops with their corresponding location, the algorithm labels the stops with a 
cluster number. The aim is to cluster the stops in a hub, or different sides of the road together while limiting the radius of the cluster to grow more 
than rmax. Here, dE(., .) returns the Euclidean distance between the location of its two inputs. 

The algorithm starts with recursively merging the stops located closer than a predefined distance rmax, into a cluster. However, 
there may be a chain of pairwise closely located stops (especially in high-density areas) forming a very large stop-cluster. To handle this 
issue, the algorithm limits the radius of each cluster below rmax; cluster radius is the maximum distance between the cluster centroid 
and a member of the cluster, where the cluster centroid is the center of mass in the cluster assuming that the members have equal 
masses. After each initial cluster is formed with the recursive procedure, the cluster radius is checked and if it is larger than rmax, the 
stop with the highest distance from the centroid is excluded from the cluster. A cycle of i) checking the radius, ii) finding the furthest 
stop from the centroid, and iii) exclusion of the found marginal stop, is repeated until the stop radius meets the requirement. 

Fig. A.1. Clustering passengers’ binary alighting choices between fast-close options. Each data point represents a passenger choice between a 
pair of plausible alighting stops (derived from Melbourne’s smartcard data on a regular weekday). The three attributes, namely, walking distance 
ratio, riding time ratio, and shortcut effectiveness describe the ‘choice’ by comparing the pair of alighting options. Clusters of different choice- 
outcomes found by BIRCH algorithm are color-coded. 
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Chapter 4

Percolation-based Reliability
Analysis

Effective approaches towards resolving or mitigating the congestion problem in transporta-
tion networks can save an immense amount of time and resources while contributing to
the comfort of countless users. In this chapter, a percolation-based analysis is proposed to
unpack the organization of congestion at different levels with respect to the heterogeneous
passenger flow demand in transportation networks. In the previous chapter, a procedure
was elaborated to enhance the smartcard data and extract the travel demand from it. The
results are used in this chapter in percolation-based analysis of real-world public trans-
portation networks with the aim of effective measurement of the impact of congestion on
traveling flows and identifying bottlenecks to decisively reduce that negative impact. The
chapter is presented by a published journal paper [49] which embodies a main article and
a supplementary information document, both presented respectively in the following.

4.1 Publication

The following of this chapter includes an article with its accompanying supplementary, as-
sociated with the citation information below:

H. Hamedmoghadam, M. Jalili, H. L. Vu, and L. Stone, “Percolation of heteroge-
neous flows uncovers the bottlenecks of infrastructure networks,” Nature Com-
munications, vol. 12, no. 1, pp. 1–10, 2021.
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ARTICLE

Percolation of heterogeneous flows uncovers
the bottlenecks of infrastructure networks
Homayoun Hamedmoghadam 1✉, Mahdi Jalili 2, Hai L. Vu 1 & Lewi Stone 3✉

Whether it be the passengers’ mobility demand in transportation systems, or the consumers’

energy demand in power grids, the primary purpose of many infrastructure networks is to

best serve this flow demand. In reality, the volume of flow demand fluctuates unevenly across

complex networks while simultaneously being hindered by some form of congestion or

overload. Nevertheless, there is little known about how the heterogeneity of flow demand

influences the network flow dynamics under congestion. To explore this, we introduce a

percolation-based network analysis framework underpinned by flow heterogeneity. Thereby,

we theoretically identify bottleneck links with guaranteed decisive impact on how flows are

passed through the network. The effectiveness of the framework is demonstrated on large-

scale real transportation networks, where mitigating the congestion on a small fraction of the

links identified as bottlenecks results in a significant network improvement.
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Recent theoretical advances in network science have con-
siderably contributed to our understanding of complex
systems, cutting across many disciplines from the social

and technological sciences to the fields of ecology and biology1–12.
In many modern studies, percolation theory13 has been fre-
quently employed to characterize the structure, functionality, and
resilience of network systems. In this approach, link failure is
simulated by a percolation model which progressively removes
links from the network14,15. The impact is usually measured via
a reduction in the size of the network’s largest connected
component, or giant component (GC), as links are gradually
removed16–18. Different strategies for simulating link failures, e.g.,
random (error) or targeted (attack)19, make it possible to study a
range of different topological characteristics.

In real infrastructure networks, however, pervasive phenomena
such as various forms of congestion (e.g., traffic jams in trans-
portation or packet congestion in communication networks)
reduce the quality of flow movement on links in a continuous
manner rather than necessarily causing a complete failure. To
consider this, link-level flow dynamics on a network G can be
modeled by associating each link eij (connecting node i to node j)
with its own “quality” attribute qij∈ (0, 1], which at any time
indicates the link performance relative to an observed or pre-
determined maximum level of performance20,21. For example, in
a road traffic network with the speed on each road changing
temporally, link quality qij can be defined as the ratio of instan-
taneous traffic speed to the speed limit of the link eij22,23, or in a
communication network, quality can be defined as the instanta-
neous delivery rate of packets flowing along a link24.

Percolation models have been used to study the organization of
link-qualities in networks23,25,26. The basic concept requires
examining a single network G which may change in time, but at
each particular time, the structure and link qualities represent the
system’s state. The percolation process on G may be seen as a
function of a threshold ρ where 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. For any specific
threshold ρ, the idea is to delete any link in G with quality qij for
which qij ≤ ρ, leaving the subnetwork Gρ; see the process on a
small network in Fig. 1. We can then gain insights into the net-
work G’s properties by monitoring the geometrical phase tran-
sitions in Gρ as ρ varies from ρ= 0 to ρ= 1. (Note that the whole
percolation process is performed on one network snapshot, thus
the quality of links representing the state at that snapshot remain
fixed during the process.)

Of special interest is the critical percolation threshold ρ= ρc at
which the GC suddenly fragments into components of smaller

size. The percolation threshold ρc is an informative measure of
the global quality of network structure, indicating that the net-
work fails to provide global connectivity only with paths of links
having quality above ρc24,27,28. While this generic critical phe-
nomenon is of vital importance for characterizing networks, we
will show that limiting attention exclusively to the GC and its
sudden fragmentation reveals only a part of the full picture when
studying real-world problems.

The primary goal in many critical infrastructure networks such
as communication, power distribution, and water supply systems
is to serve the demand for a certain amount of flow between each
pair of nodes; we refer to such systems as “demand-serving net-
works.” In reality, the flow demand is often distributed hetero-
geneously over the origin–destination (O–D) node pairs in the
network. For example, in transportation networks, the passenger
travel demand is much larger between O–D points when one or
both of them are hotspot locations29. The larger the flow demand
between two nodes, the more crucial is their connecting paths30.
When studying percolation in demand-serving networks,
although the global connectivity is lost at percolation criticality,
yet a substantial proportion of the network’s flow demand might
be between O–D node pairs that remain connected in the sub-
critical phase. For example, if the bulk of the flow demand is
contained within isolated small and medium-sized clusters
(resulting from the GC fragmentation), the network can remain
highly functional even after the GC collapse (see the example in
Fig. 1b). In other words, the global dynamics in demand-serving
networks is not only controlled by the structure and organization
of link qualities, but also by the distribution of the flow demand.

The goal of the present paper is to add further realism to
percolation-based network analysis by the inclusion of hetero-
geneous flow demand. We restrict our attention, first to real
transportation networks as exemplary instances of demand-
serving networks, but then demonstrate the generality of our
proposed analysis. We introduce a theoretical framework to
quantify the impact of each link’s quality (congestion) on flow
movements through the network and use it to identify the net-
work bottlenecks. We show that the percolation analysis sug-
gested here can lead to different conclusions compared to those
obtained solely from studying structural critical phenomena.

Results
The case of real infrastructure networks. We demonstrate the
application of the proposed framework, on the bus and tram
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Fig. 1 Percolation on an example demand-serving network. a Network G with size n= 5, where quality qij of each link eij is color-coded (according to the
color-bar). Matrix F quantifies the flow demand between all pairs of nodes which sums up to 100 units in total. b The percolation process is simulated by
increasing a threshold ρ while removing links eij with qij≤ ρ. Subnetwork Gρ is visualized at different ρ’s with its corresponding affected (red) and unaffected
(blue) flow demand color-coded in matrix F. In this example, by definition, the system collapses at ρc= 0.4, when the 5-nodes strongly connected GC
disintegrates into two strongly connected components of sizes 2 and 3, while unaffected demand (UD) is still at 75%. The reliability of the network G is
α= 0.65, found by calculating the area under the curve of UD versus ρ.
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(on-road) public transportation (PT) systems in two major
Australian cities, Melbourne and Brisbane, modeled using smart-
card transaction data collected during September and October
2017 in Melbourne and over March 2013 in Brisbane. On-road
PT systems are in constant conflict with road conditions, such as
crowds, traffic, and signals, all negatively affecting the traveling
flows by decelerating the PT vehicles. Separation of high demand
O–D points by local pockets of congestion is an issue of con-
siderable concern in transportation systems. The concept of travel
demand distribution is fundamental to transportation theory31,
but to date, has not been considered in percolation-based analysis
of dynamical transportation networks.

We are first interested in the network representation of the
transportation system (PT services with disregard to the
passenger activity). In this respect, network G(V,E,t) at different
times t of each particular day, was generated using the data time-
stamped within the 2-h window centered at t (see “Methods” and
Supplementary Note 1). Each node i∈V corresponds to a cluster
of closely situated bus and tram stops. A directed link eij∈ E
connects its source node i to its target node j, if there is at least
one PT service visiting node i and then j without any intermediate
stops. A directed path from node o to node d is a sequence of
links (all in the same direction) joining a sequence of distinct
nodes, where the first node is o and the last node is d. In the
second step, for each network G, the flow demand matrix F=
[fod] was generated with fod counting the number of passengers
traveling from node o to node d, respectively, as the origin and
destination points. Melbourne’s on-road PT network was
comprised of approximately an average of 5500 (2800) nodes,
10,500 (4500) links, and a flow demand derived from a part of
470,000 (210,000) trips performed during a normal weekday
(weekend day). Brisbane has a relatively smaller network with
approximately 1400 nodes and 3400 links on average over a
regular weekday.

In order to quantify the link-level road conditions, we assign a
quality attribute to each link eij, calculated as

qijðtÞ ¼
min
t0

ðτijðt0ÞÞ
τijðtÞ

; ð1Þ

where τij(t) is the travel time on the link eij at time t of the day.
The quality attribute qij(t) indicates the effect of temporal link-
level congestion on flows passing through eij. At any point in
time, a high-quality link has relatively low travel time (or
equivalently high velocity) compared to the rest of that day. In the
following, for simplicity, we refer to the network and its attributes
without the time parameter t. Figure 2a, b shows the spatial
distribution of qij on the snapshot of the on-road PT network of
Melbourne and Brisbane at 8:00 A.M. on a typical weekday. Note
that the flow-demand matrix is determined from the passengers’
activity data, while the network G and its link qualities are
determined from PT vehicles’ activity data.

The percolation process on a snapshot of Melbourne’s PT
network is illustrated in Fig. 2c, indicating a percolation threshold
of ρc= 0.39 when global connectivity is lost. However, as our
analysis shows, over 80% of trips are between O–D node pairs
that still remain connected even though ρ has reached the
percolation threshold (when only the links with quality q > ρc are
present). This highlights a problem with interpreting ρc as a
reliability index (as per refs. 26,27,32) if the main interest is on
heterogeneous passenger flow demand. This motivated us to
develop a new approach to capture the reliability of hetero-
geneous demand-serving networks.

Unaffected demand and network reliability. In this study, link
removal in the percolation process should be viewed as a

hypothetical procedure that unpacks the organization of con-
gestion within a snapshot of the network in time. As explained
before, the procedure is built upon constructing the subnetwork
Gρ which inherits all the links from the original network G except
the most congested (lowest quality) links with qualities q ≤ ρ. By
gradually increasing ρ, and at each step removing the shell of
most congested links, the procedure extracts a series of subnet-
works Gρ, each providing a different level of flow movement on
the actual network. The impact of different levels of congestion
on flows can then be examined by studying the properties of
subnetworks Gρ, ρ∈ (0,1].

Our approach is based on monitoring what we refer to as
unaffected demand (UD), and requires keeping track of the flow-
demand between all O–D node pairs during the percolation
process. The network’s flow-demand is represented by the matrix
F= [fod] of order n equal to the network size, where entry fod is
the amount of passenger-flow from origin node o to destination
node d (see Fig. 1a). The matrix is normalized by dividing by the
total demand 1Tn F1n, to give F=ð1TnF1nÞ. (Here, 1n is a column
vector of all n elements equal to one).

Using F that gives the flow-demand between any O–D pair, we
can then calculate the UD as the percolation procedure proceeds
and as low-quality links are removed. At any threshold ρ, the flow
demand between an O–D pair is said to remain “unaffected” by
link removals if there is at least one directed path from o to d
remaining on Gρ. To assist in interpreting this, consider a link
that is part of a path that begins from origin node o and reaches
destination node d. When the link is removed (because it has
fallen below threshold in quality), then the fraction of the
demand f od=ð1TnF1nÞ remains unaffected by the link removal if
and only if there is still at least one other directed path from o to
d. We thus define UDρ as the fraction of the total flow between all
the O–D pairs that remain unaffected at threshold ρ of the
percolation process. In other words, UDρ is equal to the fraction
of the demand on G that can travel between their O–D nodes
without having to traverse any link with quality below the
threshold ρ. See “Methods” for the formulation of UDρ.

It is instructive to examine how UDρ varies with increasing ρ
on the example network shown in Fig. 1a, where the total volume
of flow demand is 100 by some arbitrary unit of measurement
and UD0= 100/100 initially. When ρ= 0.3 (Fig. 1b), two links of
the lowest quality (colored red) are removed, but this does not
affect the flow between any pair of nodes, and thus UD0.3= 1.
When ρ= 0.4, however, removal of the link 1→ 4 prevents flows
from reaching nodes 2 or 4 from either node 1, 3, or 5, by any
path on G0.4. The proportions of affected flows sum up to 25/100,
thus the UD drops to UD0.4= 0.75.

We now present our key index for assessing the reliability of
demand-serving networks. We define the demand-serving
reliability α, as the area under the curve of UDρ over the domain
of ρ (hatched area under the curve in Fig. 1b). In compact form,
this can be formulated as

α ¼
Z 1

0
UDρdρ ¼

Z 1

0

tr ðRρF
TÞ

1T
n F1n

dρ; ð2Þ

where tr(.) is the trace of the n × n square matrix. As seen in Eq.
(2), it is also possible to formulate UDρ, and as a result α, in
simple mathematical terms making use of the network’s so-called
reachability matrix R and the flow demand matrix F (see
“Methods”).

The meaning of UDρ and α, becomes clearer from viewing
plots as in Fig. 2d. In such plots, if UDρ rapidly drops at relatively
low ρ values, then most of the flow demand is constrained to
traverse low-quality (congested) links. This in turn lowers the
area under the curve of UDρ, and the reliability α will
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consequently be low. If UDρ does not drop rapidly until much
larger ρ values, then most of the demand is between node pairs
that are connected via paths of high-quality links, and the
reliability α will be high. Hence, reliability α gives an indication of
how well the flows pass between their O–D points given the
organization of congestion on the network. (See Supplementary
Note 2 on the relevance of the links’ flow-capacity to our
reliability analysis.)

Let ∣GCρ∣ be the size (number of nodes) of the GC in Gρ. In the
“Methods”, we show that when flow demand distribution is
homogeneous (i.e., the passenger flow fod is the same between all
reachable pairs of nodes o and d), then on any large-enough
undirected network, we have jGCρj � n:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
UDρ

p
at any threshold

ρ during the percolation. Thus, only by assuming a uniform flow
demand over the network, UD is able to replicate the percolation
analysis based on monitoring the GC; this is also confirmed
numerically later in the paper. Second, with heterogeneous flow
demand, the above relation no longer holds, and the fall-off of
UD as a function of ρ provides its unique description of the
system dynamics. By aggregating UD’s description of the system,
α provides a simple and useful indication of network reliability.

Bottleneck identification. Improving the infrastructure networks
via protection or enhancement of a minimal set of links is cur-
rently receiving intense research interest20,33,34. Our framework
suggests a new approach for identifying network bottlenecks.
Here, inspired by the work on the maximum capacity paths
problem35, we introduce the link criticality score sij, which
quantifies the overall role of each link eij in impeding the
network flows.

Suppose there is a set of different directed paths Ψod that
connect node o to node d (see Fig. 3a). On each path ψ∈Ψod, we
search for the link with the minimum quality (Fig. 3b). Among
those particular links, we choose the link with the maximum
quality (Fig. 3c), denote it by e�od , and refer to it as the “limiting
link” associated with the O–D node pair (o,d). For simplicity, let
us assume that each link quality value on the network is unique.
Then, there will be only a single limiting link between any
reachable pair of nodes. For a link eij, if it is never found to be the
limiting link between a node pair, it will have a criticality score of
zero. If eij ¼ e�od for only a single pair (o,d), then the link
criticality score sij will be the fraction of the total demand that

flows from o to d, i.e.,

sij ¼
f od

1TnF1n
: ð3Þ

The index relies on the feature that, for a given O–D pair, during
the hypothetical percolation process, as soon as the threshold ρ
reaches the quality of the associated limiting link, removal of the
latter causes complete rupture of all paths between the O-D pair
on Gρ. This means the limiting link has the lowest quality, that
flows are constrained to traverse in order to travel between their
origin and destination nodes on the actual network G. If the link
eij is the limiting link between several node pairs (see
Supplementary Fig. 3A), Eq. (3) extends to

sij ¼
X

o;d2V;e�od¼eij

f od
1TnF1n

: ð4Þ

We have identified an important relationship that connects the
link quality (qij), the link criticality score (sij), and the network
reliability (α), namely X

eij2E
sij:qij ¼ α; ð5Þ

as proven in “Methods” (and illustrated in Supplementary
Fig. 3B). It can be rigorously shown that for any link eij,
increasing qij within a non-empty range will increase the network
reliability α, with the magnitude of increase being proportional to
sij (see Supplementary Note 3). (This is a nontrivial problem since
alteration of the quality of any link in the network can change the
criticality score of multiple links.) Therefore, after ranking the
links according to their criticality scores, a desired number of the
top-ranked links can be identified as network bottlenecks.

Numerical simulations were used to test how accurately the
ranking of links based on link criticality scores (CS ranking) can
identify network bottlenecks. To this end, first, a simple intuitive
method was used to find the true bottleneck links, i.e., the ground
truth. The method requires perturbing the quality qij of individual
links by a small positive amount ε (we chose this to be ε= 0.01),
one by one, and then ranking the links according to their ability
to perturb the reliability score α. The link whose perturbation
increases the reliability α the most is deemed to be the most
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Fig. 2 Real on-road public transportation (PT) networks. a, b The network representation of the PT system with color-coded link qualities q at t= 8 (8:00
A.M.), for Melbourne on 1 September 2017 (a), and for Brisbane on 1 March 2013 (b). c Percolation process on Melbourne’s network shown in (a). The size
of the giant component ∣GC∣ and the size of the second-largest component ∣SC∣ are plotted as functions of the threshold ρ. The critical threshold ρ= ρc is
determined as the point of maximal ∣SC∣ (vertical dashed gray line). d Percolation process on Melbourne’s network shown in (a). Unaffected demand is
plotted as a function of ρ (UDρ) which at percolation critical threshold shows the value of UDρc

� 0:8 (marked by dashed gray lines). The area hatched in
red corresponds to the reliability α of the network in (a). Streetmap layers in a and b ©OpenStreetMap contributors44.
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critical link etc. Through this brute-force procedure, the true
ranking (TR) of the criticality of all links are obtainable.

We applied the ranking schemes on random geometric graphs
(RGGs) with n= 100 nodes spread over the space [0,10]2

uniformly at random, and links connecting any pair of nodes
with distance less than r0= 1.5 (which ensures connectivity and
having over 300 links36).

To compare CS and TR rankings, we took the set of k top-
ranked links in each ranking and counted the number of common
links between them. Figure 4 shows the number of common links
between the CS and true top-bottlenecks of the network for k=
1, 2,…, 150, averaged over 500 realizations. We also compared
against the ranking obtained by the conventional index edge
betweenness centrality37 (EB), and a randomly shuffled ranking.
The set of CS bottlenecks was found to be almost exactly the same
as the set of true bottlenecks (TR) with (on average) 98–100% of
their elements matching for different k values. The EB and the
shuffled rankings were by far inferior to the CS scheme as Fig. 4
shows, although as might be expected, the EB ranking had a
higher accuracy compared to the shuffled ranking. Note that
unlike the brute-force approach used to find TR, the criticality

score s of all network links can be calculated via scalable
algorithms, e.g., our suggested modified Dijkstra’s algorithm (see
Supplementary Note 3).

Application to public transportation networks. We return now
to using the above tools to study the PT networks of Melbourne
and Brisbane. Figure 2c illustrates the percolation process on
Melbourne’s bus and tram (on-road) PT network (at 8:00 A.M.
on 1 September 2017) through ∣GC∣ and the size of the second-
largest component (∣SC∣) as functions of ρ. In practice, the per-
colation threshold is determined as the threshold ρ= ρc at which
∣SC∣ is maximal38. In Fig. 2c, the point of maximal ∣SC∣ captures
the GC collapse, however, this was not always the case at other
times and dates. The GC fragmentation during the percolation
process was often blurred out rather than demonstrating a drastic
change in ∣GC∣, or in other cases, appeared as multiple peaks in
∣SC∣ which makes it difficult (if not impossible) to identify the
critical threshold (Supplementary Fig. 4); ref. 39 reports similar
observations in the road network of multiple cities. The index α
evaluates the network according to the whole percolation process
and does not depend on the existence of a clear phase transition,
making the above issue irrelevant.

Figure 2d demonstrates the percolation process shown in
Fig. 2c, but this time with UD as a function of ρ. As pointed out
before, at the critical percolation threshold ρc= 0.39 where the
global connectivity on Gρ breaks down, we see that UD0.39= 0.8.
Thus, 80% of all the trips on the network G are between O–D
node pairs that remain connected after the breakdown of the GC,
and only via paths of links with q > 0.39. This empirically
demonstrates how characterizing a network based on ρc alone
can be misleading when flow demand distribution is hetero-
geneous. In effect, during the percolation process, UD does not
necessarily decline with the same rate as pairwise connectivity
(see Supplementary Note 4 and Supplementary Fig. 5). For
Melbourne’s PT network, the number of connected node pairs
on Gρ decreases faster than UDρ, meaning that demand is higher
within clusters of high-quality links in the network.

We also examined both reliability α and ρc on Melbourne’s
(Brisbane’s) PT network over the main functioning hours of the
system during September and October 2017 (March 2013),
separately for weekdays and weekends. Temporally, ρc had
relatively large fluctuations over the day, and there appeared to
be no repeating pattern on a day to day comparison (see Fig. 5a, c
for Melbourne and Brisbane networks, respectively). In contrast,
the proposed reliability measure α followed a clear daily pattern
(see Fig. 5b for Melbourne and Fig. 5d for Brisbane’s PT network)
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Fig. 3 Finding the limiting link between an origin-destination node pair. a A small network with color-coded link qualities q, where as an example, we
demonstrate the process to identify the limiting link between the O–D node pair (1,4) having a directed flow demand of f1,4. b The available paths from node
1 to node 4 (and path’s minimum-quality link) are 1→ 2→ 3→ 4 (e2,3), 1→ 5→ 2→ 3→ 4 (e2,3), 1→ 5→ 6→ 4 (e5,6), 1→ 5→ 6→ 9→ 4 (e5,6), 1→ 7→
8→ 9→ 4 (e7,8). c Among the minimum-quality links on these paths, e2,3 has the maximum quality. Just below the threshold ρ= 0.6, still, two paths
connect node 1 to node 4, but then with e2,3 removed, node 4 becomes unreachable from node 1 on G0.6. The limiting link associated with node pair (1,4) is
e2,3, thus, an increase in q2,3 will increase the lowest quality that the flow from node 1 to node 4 is constrained to interfere with. The ratio of f1,4 to the total
demand, is added to criticality score s2,3 of the link e2,3 to reflect the importance of its quality q2,3 for flow movement over the network.

Fig. 4 Assessing the accuracy of link criticality score index in identifying
the true bottlenecks. The true ranking of links (TR) in terms of their
improvement effect on network reliability α, is compared to rankings based
on link criticality score (CS), edge betweenness centrality (EB), and
randomly shuffled rankings of links. Each curve shows the number of
common links between the set of top-k true bottlenecks and top-k
bottlenecks of another ranking scheme. A ranking equal to TR leads to a line
lying on the diagonal dashed line.
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with variations that have a relatively small standard deviation.
(Supplementary Note 5 and Supplementary Fig. 6A, C provide
more details concerning ρc and α and their comparison.) The
approximately 10% drops in α at 8:00 and between 16:00 and
18:00 are associated with weekdays’ morning and evening peak
commuting periods when high rates of congestion and large
numbers of commuters predictably increase the conflict between
PT system and road conditions. Consistency of the daily
evolution of α (for both Melbourne and Brisbane networks) with
the circadian rhythm of urban human mobility and its low
variability over different days indicate its success in unraveling
the repeating daily pattern in complex interactions between major
constituents of the system, namely, supply network structure,
link-level congestion, and passenger flow demand (see Supple-
mentary Note 5 for more detail). The results also suggest that
Melbourne’s PT network is relatively stable over a day, despite
multiple periods of intense traffic, which is partially due to more
available PT services during the rush hours which increase the
number of links and thus network density (see Supplementary
Fig. 7).

Despite the larger flow demand and more extensive conges-
tions during weekdays, α was larger for weekdays compared to
weekends in Melbourne (Fig. 5b). This is because Melbourne’s PT
network is fine-tuned for weekday demand, operating with a
higher number of services during weekdays as compared to
weekends. The larger number of PT services not only resulted in a
larger number of network links but also led to a significantly
higher link density during weekdays when compared to weekends
(see Supplementary Fig. 7B). Higher link density of the network
on weekdays means the availability of more paths between nodes
and that if a path between two nodes includes congested links, it

is generally more likely that an alternative less congested path
exists. We also observed that in Melbourne’s PT network during
weekends a significantly larger proportion of the trips are to/from
the central business district (CBD) area, where the links are often
subject to a higher level of congestion than elsewhere in the
network. Lower link density of the network together with the
large proportion of the passengers traveling to/from CBD on
weekends, results in more conflict between flows and congestion
(that is what α measures) which is reflected with the lower
network reliability α during weekends. (From UD’s perspective, a
larger proportion of the network demand has to pass through
lower-quality links during weekends compared to weekdays.) In
Brisbane, however, although the network has more links during
weekdays, links (PT services) are supplying the transportation
between a larger number of nodes, which keeps the link density of
the network approximately the same between weekdays and
weekends. As a result, unlike Melbourne, α fluctuated within
approximately the same range during both weekdays and
weekends for Brisbane’s PT network (Fig. 5d). Yet, similar to
the case of Melbourne’s PT network, the daily evolution of
Brisbane’s PT network reliability α on weekdays had distinct
patterns from that of weekends.

Bottlenecks of real transportation networks. Link criticality
scores vary over time in temporal on-road PT networks. There-
fore, we calculated the mean criticality score of each link over the
course of the available data, and identified the network bottleneck
links as those with the largest mean criticality scores, separately
for weekdays and weekends. The identified bottlenecks were
found to be robust, appearing with high criticality scores on most
days (Supplementary Fig. 8).

The spatial distribution of link criticality scores over
Melbourne’s weekday PT network is portrayed in Fig. 6a (see
also Supplementary Fig. 9A for Melbourne’s weekends and
Supplementary Fig. 10A for Brisbane). Pockets of traffic
congestions and crowds, which decrease the quality of PT
network links, are usually formed around the high-demand urban
hotspots. As a result, links with large criticality scores were found
to be situated in urban hotspots and the areas surrounding them,
making the spatial distribution of link criticality scores in
surprising alignment with the urban morphology. Specifically,
Melbourne’s biggest urban shopping center was surrounded by
links with high criticality scores, and the top bottlenecks were
mostly distributed around the single most significant hotspot of
Melbourne which is the CBD. Furthermore, universities are good
examples of urban hotspots that are only fully active on weekdays.
Among the top bottlenecks of Melbourne’s network, we observed
links to and from major universities (Fig. 6b) emerging only on
weekdays (see Supplementary Fig. 9B). Given that the proposed
method does not incorporate any geospatial information from the
network, the surprising alignment between the locations pinned
by identified bottlenecks and the urban hotspots, suggests that the
method is capturing the actuality.

We also observed that four out of the top ten pain points on
Melbourne’s road network reported in the media40 are over-
lapping with or in very close proximity to our identified top
bottlenecks at morning rush hour. Since almost half of the
reported ten points do not have bus or tram services in conflict
with the road conditions, the results suggest that our methodol-
ogy does indeed work well.

Bottleneck amelioration. It is interesting to compare the effec-
tiveness of our proposed CS-based bottleneck identification
scheme, to other well-established bottleneck identification
schemes. In particular, we compare against the bottlenecks

a
Melbourne

b

c
Brisbane

d

Fig. 5 Reliability of the on-road public transportation (PT) networks.
a, b Temporal evolution of ρc (a) and α (b) for Melbourne’s PT network,
during weekdays (green) and weekends (purple). At each time t, curves
show the mean, and shaded areas indicate the standard deviation of values
around the mean, over September and October 2017. c, d Temporal
evolution of ρc (c) and α (d) for Brisbane’s network averaged over the days
in March 2013, separately for weekdays and weekends.
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identified based on the widely used edge betweenness (EB) cen-
trality measure, here referred to as EB bottlenecks. We also use an
extended version of the EB scheme, which incorporates the
demand distribution by weighting the O–D node pairs when
calculating the EB centrality of links, here referred to as Weighted
EB or simply WEB. Alternatively, bottlenecks can be identified
among the links removed at percolation criticality as used in
ref. 26, which we refer to as PC bottlenecks. These bottlenecks
termed “red bonds” in percolation theory41, glue the GC together
by connecting the communities of higher-quality links. (For a
more detailed description of the above approaches, see Supple-
mentary Note 6.)

To compare these approaches, we separately ameliorated the
bottlenecks of each type and monitored the response of the
network in terms of changes to the demand-serving reliability α.
In practice, the most obvious proposal for enhancing the
reliability of an on-road PT network is to reduce the conflict of
PT vehicles with road conditions at network bottlenecks, which
can be achieved, for example, by giving signal priority to PT
vehicles or allocating segregated (exclusive) PT lanes. Here, the
bottlenecks are taken to be the top 2% most critical links in
the network over time, according to each approach. Let B denote
the set of bottlenecks identified by one of the schemes.
We ameliorated the bottlenecks by synthetically increasing the
qualities of bottleneck links eij∈ B, to unity (qij= 1). Figure 6c
(Supplementary Fig. 9A) compares the impact of ameliorating the
bottlenecks identified by the four different approaches, as
functions of time during weekdays (weekends) in Melbourne;
see Supplementary Fig. 10B for Brisbane’s PT network.
Amelioration of the CS bottlenecks resulted in more than 23%
(26%) improvement in reliability α of Melbourne’s PT network,
on average during weekdays (weekends). However, on average
over both weekdays and weekends, amelioration of PC, EB, and
WEB bottlenecks, only increased α by approximately 16%, 8%,
and 6%, respectively. See Supplementary Fig. 10B, C for
comparison between the effectiveness of different types of
bottlenecks for Brisbane’s PT network.

The investigation was extended by verifying the impact of
bottleneck amelioration on reducing the delay in passenger travel
times. In order to calculate the delay caused by congestion, we
first generated a congestion-free copy of the network at each time
of a day by synthetically changing the actual travel time on each
link to the minimum travel time observed on that link during the
day. We assumed that each trip took place on the directed path
with the minimum sum of the link travel times, between its origin
and destination nodes. Then, for any particular network, the total
delay was calculated as the absolute difference between the total
travel time on the actual and the congestion-free copy of the
network. Delay indicates the extent of the impeding effect of link
congestions on passenger trips.

Separately for weekdays and weekends, we simulated the
amelioration of the top CS, EB, WEB, and PC bottlenecks (the top
2% most critical links based on each scheme) of Melbourne’s PT
network. The delay per passenger trip of 5.3 min (5.7 min)
decreased to 3.8 min (4.2 min) by ameliorating the CS bottlenecks
of weekdays (weekends). Figure 6d shows the delay per passenger
trip on the actual and ameliorated networks at different times
during the first five weekdays of September 2017; Supplementary
Fig. 11B extends the results to two months of data. The time
saved by amelioration of CS bottlenecks was 25% more than that
of WEB bottlenecks while it was twofold compared to those of EB
and PC bottlenecks. Ameliorating the top CS bottlenecks
saved close to 2,000 hours of passenger travel time during a
single morning peak period (7:00–9:00 A.M.), and approximately
11,000 hours of passenger travel time over a normal weekday.

The generality of the proposed framework. In order to
emphasize the generality of the proposed framework, we used
undirected RGGs as a generic proxy of spatial networks and
showed that the framework is able to reflect the true global flow-
properties of the network. Here, RGG structures were generated
by first distributing n= 2500 nodes uniformly at random on the
plane ½0; ffiffiffi

n
p �2, and then connecting any pair of nodes with
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Fig. 6 Bottleneck identification and amelioration on a real-world network. a Spatial distribution of the link criticality scores sij over Melbourne’s public
transportation (PT) network during weekdays. The central business district (CBD) and the biggest shopping center in Melbourne are pinned on the map.
b Top 100 weekday bottlenecks of Melbourne’s PT network, identified based on link criticality scores. Major university campuses outside Melbourne’s CBD
area are pinned on the map. c, d The impact of ameliorating perturbations on bottlenecks identified by different approaches, i.e., criticality score (CS), edge
betweenness centrality (EB), demand-weighted edge betweenness centrality (WEB), and percolation criticality (PC). The number of identified bottlenecks
by each approach is equal to 2% of the average number of links that appear on the network. c Daily evolution of α calculated for the actual (yellow) and
ameliorated networks associated with different bottleneck identification approaches. Results show the average (solid line) and standard deviation (shaded
area) over the weekdays of September and October 2017. d Delay per trip (in minutes) caused by road congestions, on the actual and improved networks.
Streetmap layers in a and b ©OpenStreetMap contributors44.
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Euclidean distance below r0= 1.6. We chose r0 to be greater than
the threshold rc0 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln ðnÞ=π

p
� 1:58 for which it is known42 that

the network will be a.a.s. connected. The quality of each link was
drawn uniformly at random from (0,1], making percolation a
random link removal process depending only on the network
topology. RGGs are built of clusters with high intra-connectivity,
glued together by bridging links (Fig. 7a). This structure
demonstrates a clear phase transition during the percolation
process, as removal of a sufficient number of intercluster links
causes an abrupt fragmentation of the GC (Fig. 7b).

Over each RGG instance, we distributed a fixed volume of flow
demand, according to three different scenarios, namely, uniform,
short-range, and long-range. In the uniform demand scenario, the
total flow demand volume was divided equally among all
reachable (o,d) node pairs; i.e., all entries of F, which correspond
to a reachable node pair, are equal to a constant. Let Dod be the
Euclidean distance between nodes o and d, and Dmax the distance
between the most distant node pair in the network. Then, to
generate the short-range (long-range) flow demand scenarios, we
picked a node pair (o,d) uniformly at random and then with
probability 0:2e�0:2Dod (0:2e�0:2ðDmax�DodÞ) added one unit to the
volume of flow demand between that O–D pair fod, and repeated
this until the fixed total flow volume was completely allocated to
the node pairs over the network.

We simulated the percolation on 100 realizations of RGG
structure for each one of the above flow demand distributions.
During the percolation, we monitored the GC and SC, which are
independent of the demand distribution, and also monitored the
UD for different demand distribution scenarios (Fig. 7b, c).
Remarkably, in Fig. 7c for the case of uniform flow, the
percolation diagram as a function of ρ is the same for UD as it
is for the square of ∣GC∣ (normalized by the network size). Thus,
simulation results confirm the previously discussed theoretical
relationship UDρ � ðjGCρj=nÞ2 between evolution of the GC and
UD when demand is uniformly distributed over the network. This
shows that by assuming a uniform flow demand over the
network, our method can provide an analogous analysis to that of
monitoring the GC. Furthermore, UD shows logical sensitivity to
the nonuniformity of flow demand distributions over the
network. Long-range flows are more likely to get caught up in

lower-quality links because each time they have to pass between
clusters their choices become limited to a few bridging links. This
resulted in lower reliability (α= 0.43) compared to when the
flow-demand is uniformly distributed (α=0.50). In contrast,
short-range flows are more likely to stay within the well-
connected clusters of RGG, where there are more alternative
paths available to bypass low-quality links. Hence, the network is
more reliable for a short-range flow demand, which was fairly
characterized by a higher α(= 0.58).

Here, we use RGG networks with different flow demand
scenarios to verify the success of link criticality score in
identifying network bottleneck links. We use the link overlap
η∈ [0,1] to determine whether a link belongs to a community
(high overlap) or acts as an intercommunity bridge (low overlap);
overlap of a link eij is defined as ηij ¼ jΓðiÞ\ΓðjÞj

jΓðiÞ∪ ΓðjÞj�2 where Γ(i) is the
neighborhood set of node i. In Fig. 7a, links are color-coded
according to their overlap index. The criticality score of intra-
community (high overlap) links was found to be higher for the
short-range flow demand scenario compared to the long-range
scenario (Fig. 7d). This is consistent with the fact that short-range
flows are more likely to have their origin and destination within a
community, which makes the flow-carrying role of intra-
community links more critical. Inter-community (low overlap)
links have a stronger role in bridging between the remote points
of the network, thus, the larger the proportion of the demand
flowing between the distant nodes, the more critical these links
become for the network. As expected, the criticality score of inter-
community links was higher in the long-range flow scenario
compared to the short-range flow scenario.

Discussion
Percolation analysis is a powerful tool for understanding the
global flow properties of networks. However, most conventional
percolation-based analyses become less effective in the presence
of a heterogeneous flow demand between different node pairs
over the network. We have developed a method that makes use of
a newly introduced percolation-driven property, namely, UD, in
order to quantify network reliability. Based on the concept of UD,
we presented a bottleneck identification scheme, that proved
more effective than other state-of-the-art methods reported in the

b

c

d ×10-4a

Fig. 7 Capturing true properties of the demand-serving networks. a A sample RGG of size n= 400 with color-coded link overlap index η. b Normalized
∣GC∣ and ∣SC∣ during the percolation process averaged over 100 realizations of RGG structure with n= 2500 nodes and random link qualities. c Unaffected
demand (UD) versus ρ for different flow demand scenarios on the RGG structure, averaged over 100 realizations. As predicted, the evolution of the GC size
during the percolation process is approximately equal to n:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
UDρ

q
(see Methods) when the flow demand is uniform, which is the reason for the similarity

between the blue and the dashed black curves. d Link criticality score s versus link overlap η, compared for short-range and long-range flow demand
scenarios. See Supplementary Note 7 for extension of this analysis to the square grid and random graph structures.
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literature, in terms of both improving the reliability and reducing
the delay imposed on flows by congested links. Note that the
direct effect of congestion organization on travel time delay
cannot be studied using the existing percolation models, because
the removal of a congested link simply cannot help quantify the
effect of its congestion on flow travel times. But it is an intriguing
problem that suggests an important direction for future research.

Our proposed ideas are generally applicable to demand-serving
networks including most physical infrastructures where there is an
inherent demand for movement of an uneven amount of flow
between different pairs of nodes in the network. With the ever-
increasing availability of detailed data from real-world critical
infrastructure networks, this study can be a helpful starting point
for new research avenues and the development of more sophis-
ticated theoretical tools to analyze flow demand, in order to
achieve a more profound understanding of these complex systems.

Methods
Smart-card data. The data used in the real-world case study, are the smart-card
transaction records, collected by the automated fare collection system for PT in
Melbourne and Brisbane, Australia. Passengers are supposed to perform a scan-on
transaction at the start and a scan-off at the end of their trip. Every smart-card
transaction record contains multiple attributes, namely, anonymized card identi-
fier, PT mode (bus, tram, or train), vehicle identifier (a unique number for each bus
or tram vehicle), stop identifier, time-stamp, and transaction type (scan-on/off).
For Melbourne’s network, we used an average of over 2,120,000 and 912,000 daily
transactions associated with all PT modes on weekdays and weekends, respectively,
collected during 61 days of September and October 2017. Brisbane data was col-
lected during March 2013. After applying a cleaning process, we used the data to
generate the temporal network of on-road PT supply and its corresponding pas-
senger travel flow demand (see Supplementary Note 1 for details).

Network and demand matrix construction. To generate the network repre-
sentation of the on-road PT system on a particular day at time t, the structure and
link attributes were estimated from the smart-card transactions time-stamped
within the window [t− δ/2, t+ δ/2]. The time window length δ, was set to 2 hours
for experiments presented in the main article. First, we clustered the closely located
PT stops and mapped each cluster to a node. Using information of smart-card
transactions we derived the trajectory of every vehicle on the network, and if there
was at least one vehicle traveling from one of the stops associated with node i to a
stop associated with node j without stopping, we added a direct link eij starting at
node i and pointing at node j. For each link eij the average travel time τij over the
time window was also calculated based on the information from the tracked
vehicles. For a network of time t, demand matrix F measures the flow demand
volumes by the number of O–D trips between nodes, within the time window used
for the construction of the network. An O–D trip is a chain of one or more trip legs
with transfers (but no activities) in between them. See Supplementary Note 1 on
how single trip legs are chained to obtain O–D trips.

Unaffected demand. To formulate the UD calculation, we use the so-called
reachability matrix R= [rod] (the transitive closure of the network adjacency
matrix) which is a square matrix of order n. Each entry rod is equal to 1 if there is at
least one directed path from node o to node d on the network, and rod= 0
otherwise. Let Rρ be the reachability matrix of network Gρ. At any threshold ρ, the
amount of flow from o to d (fod) is deemed to be “unaffected” by link qualities q
below the threshold ρ (q ≤ ρ) if there is at least one directed path from o to d
remaining on Gρ, i.e., r

ρ
od ¼ 1. So, UDρ (defined as the unaffected proportion of the

demand at threshold ρ) will be the sum of rρod :f od for all (o,d) pairs of nodes,
normalized by the total flow demand

UDρ ¼
1Tn ðRρ � FÞ1n

1TnF1n
¼ trðRρF

TÞ
1TnF1n

; ð6Þ

where � is the entry-wise product of matrices, tr(.) is the trace of the n × n square
matrix, and 1n is a column vector of all n elements equal to one.

The relation between the evolution of UD and GC during the percolation. Let
∣GCρ∣ be the size of the GC as a function of ρ, then ∣GCρ∣/n is called the incipient
order parameter which is sometimes used to describe the connectivity of a frag-
mented network. If we assume a uniform flow demand distribution then on any
undirected network, UDρ equals the proportion of connected node pairs in Gρ,
which approaches ðjGCρj=nÞ2 as n→∞43. So, for large enough networks, mon-
itoring the GC during the percolation is a special case of monitoring UD when flow
demand is uniform. Therefore, we can accurately predict the evolution of ∣GC∣
during the percolation by assuming a uniform flow demand over the network and

using jGCρj � n:
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
UDρ

p
. This is confirmed numerically in Fig. 7 and Supple-

mentary Fig. 12.
Considering the above relation, when the demand is homogeneous (or

unknown but assumed to be homogeneous), instead of the definition in Eq. (2) one
may choose to use the area under the curve of UD1=2

ρ as a reliability indicator that
reflects the rate at which size of the connected components decline over the
percolation process. However, our original definition in Eq. (2) has a simpler
interpretation and it is mathematically tractable, allowing for theoretical analysis of
network links in the simplest possible way.

Link criticality score and its relation to network reliability. Suppose there exists
a non-empty set of different directed paths Ψod that route between an origin node o
and a reachable destination node d. During the percolation process on the network
(whereby ρ is increased from zero to unity), each pathway ψ ∈Ψod breaks up when
the threshold ρ reaches to the minimum link-quality on that path. The “limiting
link” associated with the flow from o to d (e�od), when removed during the per-
colation process at ρ ¼ q�od , breaks the last path(s) connecting o to d and affects the
flow between them (fod). Using the definition of link criticality score in Eq. (4), we
can expand the left-hand-side of Eq. (5) as

X
eij2E

sij:qij ¼
X
eij2E

X
o;d2V;
e�
od

¼eij

f od
1TnF1n

:qij; ð7Þ

and for any pair o, d∈ V with non-zero fod there exist a single limiting link e�od 2 E
with quality q�od , so

¼ 1

1TnF1n

X
o;d2V

f od :q
�
od : ð8Þ

During the percolation process, each entry in the reachability matrix Rρ switches
from 1 to 0 as soon as the last path(s) between its corresponding O-D nodes break.
So, we can write

rρod ¼
1; ρ< q�od
0; ρ≥ q�od

�
; ð9Þ

where rρod is the (o,d) entry of the reachability matrix Rρ associated with the
network Gρ. Note that the integral of r

ρ
od with respect to ρ between the limits ρ= 0

and ρ= 1 is equal to q�od . So, from Eqs. (8) and (9) we can write

X
eij2E

sij:qij ¼
1

1TnF1n

X
o;d2V

f od :
Z 1

0
rρoddρ; ð10Þ

where the right-hand-side can be simplified with matrix operations to obtain Eq.
(2) which is the definition of the reliability index α, so we can conclude that Eq. (5)
holds. In Supplementary Note 3, the definition of the criticality score and the proof
of Eq. (5) are generalized further, requiring no assumption on the link quality
values.

Data availability
Two weeks of Melbourne’s public transportation network data used in this study, are
available at https://gitlab.com/homayoun/demand-serving-networks. Raw passenger
smart-card data from Melbourne’s public transportation network were made available for
research purposes by the associated transportation authority, which retains ownership
over the data.

Code availability
Source codes for the algorithms proposed in this study are available at https://gitlab.com/
homayoun/demand-serving-networks. Specific codes that produce the results presented
in this paper are available upon request.
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Supplementary Note 1: Smart-Card Data Processing

Tracking vehicles. We tracked bus and tram vehicles based on temporally sorted sequence of stop ID-timestamp pairs associated
with smart-card transactions made on each vehicle. Each vehicle trajectory corresponds to a sequence of visited stops with
arrival, departure, and dwelling time at each stop, which are respectively the timestamp for first transaction, last transaction,
and the time span between the first and last transactions within the uninterrupted sequence of transactions made on the vehicle
at a particular stop. If there was only one transaction recorded for a vehicle’s visit to a stop, the dwelling time was considered
to be from 10 seconds before to 10 seconds after the timestamp of that transaction.

Spatial clustering of stops. To construct the network representation of the Public Transportation (PT) system, we first
performed a simple spatial clustering on the stops, and then mapped each stop cluster to a node on the network. This allowed
us to deal with the existence of closely located stops with no direct transit service connecting them. This can be the case
at intersections, PT hubs where different routes meet, and different sides of a street that often serve the same route but in
different directions. The goal is to make stop clusters consisting of the stops so close to each other that no route would be
designed to serve more than one of them and no passenger would use any transportation mode other than walking, to move
from one to the other. To do so, we considered a convenient walking distance threshold of 200 m and in a recursive process we
merged close stops together so to include every pair of stops with a distance of 200 m or less into the same cluster. As there
is a chance that a chain of spatially close stops leads to a large cluster, we limited the clusters to have a maximum of 100
m radius; i.e. the maximal distance of the cluster members from the cluster centroid. Then, for clusters of radii larger than
100 m, we repeatedly removed the point with the largest distance from the centroid until the radius satisfies the condition.
Then, we applied the clustering process to the points removed from the clusters in the previous step, and repeated the whole
procedure until all points are assigned to clusters.

Network construction. To generate the network representation of the PT system, we first mapped each stop cluster to a node.
Then, if there was at least one vehicle traveling from node i to node j, we added a directed link eij from node i and pointing to
node j. Each link represents a service in the PT system between two immediate nodes. For any particular time t during the
day, the average travel time attribute τij of the link eij can be calculated based on the data from the vehicles travelling on the
link during the interval [t− δ/2, t+ δ/2] where δ is length of the time window, discussed further in the followings. Travel time
attribute of links was derived from vehicle trajectories as the average elapsed time for vehicles since departure from the source
node until arrival time at the target node.

Trip chaining. An Origin-Destination (O-D) trip is a journey between two anchor points consisting of a single trip leg, or
multiple trip legs entailing transfers in-between. The process of connecting trip legs at transfer points to estimate O-D trips
(also called journeys) is called trip chaining. The O-D flow demand in transportation networks, often called O-D travel demand
or O-D passenger flow demand, is explained by the number of O-D trips between each O-D pair of nodes in the network over a
certain time window. Trip chaining for PT passenger trips is usually performed based on some assumptions about the behavior
of PT users. The only assumption we make here is that PT users do not use any mode of transportation other than walking
between two consecutive trip legs, i.e. at the interchange point. Thus, transfers should include nothing more than a walk from
the alighting stop to the next boarding stop and waiting for the connection. The problem is to find an optimal allowable
transfer time to determine whether a transfer or an activity is carried out by the passenger between consecutive trip legs (from
alighting time to the next boarding time).

We developed an unsupervised learning approach to classify the times spent by passengers at interchange points (inter-
transaction times) into transfers and activities. Let us define a return trip as a sequence of trip legs which starts with boarding
at a reference point and ends with alighting at a close proximity of the reference point, while the maximum inter-transaction
time corresponds to the interchange point with the largest geodesic distance from the reference point. The idea is that each
return trip includes undertaking an activity at that particular target point. We first detected the return trips separately
on the first five weekdays and the first five weekend days in September 2017. Then, we built the histogram of transfer and
activity duration from the inter-transaction times extracted from the return trips, separately for weekdays (Supplementary
Figure 1A) and weekends (Supplementary Figure 1C). The histogram shows a large number of transfers associated with
small inter-transaction times, while the number of observed transfers decreases drastically with increasing inter-transaction
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duration. The activity duration histogram for weekdays depicts three local maxima, approximately at 1.5, 7, and 8.5 hours; see
Supplementary Figure 1A. The first peak is associated with common daily non-occupational activities. The two other peaks
roughly at 7 and 8.5 hours long, are in surprising agreement with regular school day and daily work duration that are 6.5 hours
(1) and 7.6 hours (2), respectively. The peak associated with school disappears in weekend inter-transaction time distribution
while a small local maximum remains at the duration associated with work.

Next, we find the allowable transfer time θ, to label inter-transaction times equal or less than the threshold as transfers, and
the rest as activities. Labeling the inter-transaction durations can be viewed as a dichotomous (binary) classification problem
where the positive samples, i.e. samples that should have been labeled as positive, are the transfers and activities are the
negative samples. In order to choose the optimum threshold θ to perform the classification, we used the Youden’s J statistic
(also called Informedness) (3), which measures the accuracy of a dichotomous (binary) classifier and is defined as below:

Informedness = Recall + Inverse Recall − 1, (1)

where Informedness ∈ [0, 1] is the probability of an informed decision as opposed to a random guess taking into account all
predictions made by the classifier. Assuming that the actual labels for transfers are positive and activities are negative, Recall
and Inverse Recall can be calculated as:

Recall = P (W ≤ θ), (2)
Inverse Recall = P (V > θ), (3)

where W and V are the random variable corresponding to derived transfer and activity durations, respectively.
The optimal θ maximizing the Informedness was found to be 43 minutes for weekdays (Supplementary Figure 1B) and

surprisingly the exact same threshold was found for weekends (Supplementary Figure 1D). Therefore, to build O-D trips
for each passenger, first the trip legs associated with a particular card ID were sorted chronologically. Then, each pair of
consecutive trips belong to a single O-D trip if the inter-transaction time between the subsequent legs did not exceed the
determined inter-transaction time threshold θ = 43 min, implying a transfer at the interchange point. There was an average
of more than 33,000 transfers per working day and about 10,000 daily transfers during weekends. Finally, an O-D trip was
described with two location-timestamp pairs associated with the boarding of the first leg (origin) and alighting of the last leg
(destination) for a chain of trip legs.

Estimating missing alighting transactions. The information of a passenger trip is complete only when there is full information
from a boarding scan-on record and an alighting scan-off record. Unpaired transactions are a common problem for AFC data,
due to the nature of AFC systems as they depend on human actions which involve errors, and also their various components,
e.g. reading and recording, which can malfunction. However, missing transactions can be estimated with high accuracy using
the information of immediate previous and following transactions (4, 5).

We deployed a procedure to estimate the missing alighting transactions, where for a particular card ID, there is a scan-on
transaction on a bus or tram without a valid paired scan-off later on the same vehicle (missing alighting), but the next
transaction recorded for that card is a scan-on (second boarding) made that day or the next day on any PT mode (see
Supplementary Figure 1E). By following the boarded vehicle’s trajectory starting from the first boarding timestamp until
the second boarding timestamp, we generated a set of candidate alighting points by filtering the stops visited by that vehicle.
Candidate alighting stops are within 2 km radius of the second boarding point, and it is possible to walk from them to the
second boarding point with the speed of 4.5 km/h within the inter-transaction duration. An allowable transfer time is already
calculated, which classifies the purpose of the alighting-then-boarding events into transfers and activities. If alighting at
the candidate stop with the shortest Euclidean distance to the second boarding stop, allows undertaking an activity, it was
identified as the missing alighting point. Otherwise, the candidate stop which allows the earliest arrival of the passenger to the
second boarding stop was identified as the missing alighting point.

Choice of time window length and O-D flow demand generation. Here, we discuss the effect of time-window length on the
generated network and the O-D travel flow demand matrix F . For each time window within the day, the travel time of a
link was calculated by aggregating the travel time information of multiple vehicles traversing the link. The aggregation time
window should be long enough, so the link qualities fairly represent the impact of phenomena, such as signals, which might
affect each vehicle differently. Furthermore, if the window is too small, the network links associated with low frequency services
will be intermittent on the temporal network structure. However, during a long interval, conditions such as a transient traffic
congestion might change and the link qualities will not reflect the temporary conditions accurately if the time window is too
wide. To count the number of trips between O-D pair of nodes on the network, the time window should be large enough to
encompass the trips on the network.

A 2-hour time window was found to be large enough to observe at least one vehicle on the links with low service frequency,
while encompassing almost all O-D trips on the network (see Supplementary Figure 1F). Additionally, it is not too large to
conceal or smooth out the transient road conditions in resulting link qualities. As such, we chose the aggregation time window
length of 2 hours for the experiments presented in Main Text and also here, unless otherwise stated. It is worth mentioning that
a 2-hour time window as maximum duration of most trips, is also recognized by Melbourne’s PT authority (Public Transport
Victoria), and passengers do not have to pay additional fares for 2 hours after each payment made on a scan-on transaction.

After generating the network representation of the on-road PT system at time t on a particular day based on PT services
running within the time interval [t− δ/2, t+ δ/2], we followed the next steps, namely, determining the maximum allowable
transfer time, estimating the missing alighting information, and applying trip chaining process, to obtain O-D trips during the
same time interval. The n× n matrix F for network of size n, was generated, where each entry (o, d) of the matrix, denoted as
fod, is the number of O-D trips (chained trips or passenger journeys) form node o to node d within the target time window.
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Supplementary Note 2: Involving flow-capacity of links in network reliability analysis

We proposed a new approach to monitor the percolation process, which provides a quantitative insight on network reliability,
in terms of the ability to provide paths of high-quality links for its flows with respect to the demand distribution. Our network
analysis in the Main Text is not concerned with capacity of the network. The reason is that our analysis pinpoints the links
with problematic congestion levels, and any capacity-related problem can be seen independent of that and may be solved
completely in parallel. To make this clear with an example related to PT networks, let us imagine that the capacity of some
PT vehicles is increased. This increases the maximum flow-capacity of the network, yet it does not result in any change to the
demand and link qualities over the network, thus, the result of our reliability analysis will remain unchanged. So, one can use
our analysis to study the network congestion in relation to demand distribution and pinpoint the problems with the network,
but then the any problem related to capacity of links can be attended completely in parallel or independently. Nevertheless,
here we demonstrate that the proposed framework can be extended to involve the flow-capacity of network links in reliability
analysis. In particular, definition of the Unaffected Demand (UD) can be extended to study the ability of networks to provide
high-quality paths and “accommodate” the demand on such paths.

The amount of demand on the network under percolation. Recall that at any threshold ρ during the percolation process, our
proposed UD(ρ) is the proportion of the network’s flow-demand between the Origin-Destination (O-D) node pairs that remain
connected only by links of quality above the threshold ρ (qij > ρ). At each threshold ρ during the percolation process,
subnetwork Gρ is generated by inheriting all the links with quality q above the threshold (q > ρ) from the network G. We
defined Rρ = [rρod] as the reachability matrix of subnetwork Gρ (see Methods in the Main Text). Using the reachability matrix,
for the network G with total demand of

∑
o,d∈E fod the amount of remaining demand on its subnetwork Gρ is

∑
o,d∈E r

ρ
od.fod,

where fod is the volume of demand from node o to node d; note that UD(ρ) = (
∑

o,d∈E r
ρ
od.fod)/

∑
o,d∈E fod.

Calculating the flow-capacity of the network under percolation. From the data, we derived the number of buses/trams running
on each link at each snapshot of the network in time. We assumed the capacity of each on-road PT vehicle to be 50 passengers
which is a conservative choice (a normal sized bus can practically take 70-80 passengers). Then, at each threshold ρ in the
percolation process we approximated the capacity of the subnetwork Gρ as explained in the following. Take a very small λ
(close to zero) so that the network Gρ has the capacity for concurrent movement of λ.rρod.fod passengers between all (o, d)
node-pairs (rρod is zero if o and d are disconnected). The variable λ can be increased until it reaches a maximum before it
becomes impossible for network links to match the amount of flows. We denote the maximum possible value of λ for the network
Gρ by λmax(ρ). The problem of finding λmax is known as “maximum concurrent multicommodity flow” problem, which is
strongly NP-complete but can be approximated in polynomial time by a number of algorithms. Here, we used a modified
version of Fleischer’s algorithm (6) which is fast and accurate enough for our purpose, and provides a lower approximation of
the maximum flow-capacity of the network. For any network with given link capacities and O-D flow demand, Fleischer’s
algorithm chooses a priority path between each O-D pair, assigns a small proportion of the demand between the O-D pair to
all the links on that path, and updates the capacity of those links. The algorithm iteratively augments flows to the network
links (which corresponds to increasing λ), and terminates when augmentation becomes impossible and returns the final λ as
λmax. At any threshold ρ if the algorithm returns, say, λmax(ρ) = 0.1, it means that Gρ can accommodate the concurrent flow
of 10% of the demand between each O-D pair, but if λmax(ρ) ≥ 1 then Gρ is capable of accommodating the whole demand
between its connected O-D pairs. We define C(ρ) = λmax(ρ).UD(ρ) to simply compare the capacity C(ρ) and the demand
UD(ρ) on Gρ, both normalized by the total amount of demand on network G0.

We checked the change in capacity of the real on-road PT networks during the percolation process and observed that
as congested links are progressively being removed, the capacity of the network never falls below the amount of demand
corresponding to UD. This is not surprising, as although some routes can become very crowded at peak hours, on average the
utilization of on-road PT vehicles are generally low even in large cities (vehicles are not operating close to their capacity).
As an example, in Supplementary Figure 2 the black curve shows the evolution of UD(ρ) during the percolation process
on a snapshot of the Melbourne’s network at rush-hour (the same curve as in Fig. 2d of the Main Text), and the capacity
C(ρ) depicted via the red curve demonstrating that the network can handle 1.5 to 3 times of the UD(ρ) at any point in the
percolation process. The network during non-rush hours has even a higher capacity relative to its demand, as the drop in the
number of PT services is less than the decline of total passenger flow-demand from rush to non-rush hours.

Involving the capacity into percolation analysis. If a demand-serving network functions close to its flow-capacity and one wants
to study the problems with capacity of the network in addition to the conflict between flows and congestion, then, our definition
of UD can be extended to UDc(ρ) = min{UD(ρ), C(ρ)}. The new capacity-aware unaffected demand (UDc), monitors the
proportion of the total demand that can be “accommodated” between O-D pairs only on links with quality above the threshold
ρ; during the percolation always UDc(ρ) ≤ UD(ρ), and UDc(ρ) < UD(ρ) if O-D paths on Gρ cannot match the remaining
demand over the subnetwork. Accordingly, the reliability measure α can be extended to capacity-aware reliability αc defined as
the area under the curve of UDc(ρ) over ρ ∈ [0, 1], i.e. αc =

∫ 1
0 UDc(ρ) dρ.

Supplementary Note 3: Link Quality, Link Criticality Score, and Network Reliability

In this note we first provide the general definition of the link criticality score, given that it is possible for links to have equal
quality attributes. Then, we prove that the relationship between link quality q, link criticality score s, and the proposed
percolation-based demand-serving reliability of networks α, given by Eq. 5 in the Main Text, still holds. We end this note by
giving analytical proof to the effectiveness of using link criticality score for the problem of network bottleneck identification. In
the following we try to provide sufficient examples to assure the comprehensibility and reproducibility of the proposed method.
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Link criticality score. The definition of link criticality score in Eq. 4 of the Main Text assumes unique link quality values over
the network. To be generally applicable though, it needs to be modified to take into account the possibilities that i) for a
single O-D pair there are multiple connecting pathways each include a different link with quality equal to q∗od, and ii) there are
multiple minimum-quality links on a single connecting pathway.

Let ψ be a sequence of links corresponding to a directed path on the network. For any path ψ, we define the path quality
(qψ) as the minimum quality among all links on that path; i.e. qψ = min

eij∈ψ
qij . We deem a network as reliable, where despite

presence of local (link-level) perturbations, reflected as lowered link qualities, the network provides alternative paths with
high-quality links for the flows between O-D nodes. Therefore, for an origin node o and a reachable destination node d on the
network (o, d ∈ V ), from a non-empty set of all directed paths connecting them, denoted by Ψod, we take the maximum quality
path(s) as the primary (optimal) path(s) for flows between (o, d) pair. The optimal path maximizes the minimum link-quality
on the pathways from o to d. Let us define the set of all optimal paths between a pair of O-D nodes as:

σod = argmax
ψ∈Ψod

qψ. (4)

The minimum link-quality on all paths (path quality) in σod are equal to q∗od. So, paths in σod break at threshold ρ = q∗od and
make node d unreachable from node o; i.e. the flow volume fod becomes affected. As an example, in Fig. 3a-c of the Main
Text, σ1,4 includes 1→ 2→ 3→ 4 and 1→ 5→ 2→ 3→ 4 with q∗1,4 = q2,3 = 0.6.

Considering the quality of links as their weights, finding the set σod ⊆ Ψod on the weighted network is known as the
maximum capacity paths problem (7). The optimal path(s) between each node pair can be found via a modified version of
a conventional shortest path algorithm; e.g., Dijkstra’s algorithm (8) should be modified to compare paths based on their
minimum link-quality and then prefer the path with the largest value of the minimum link-weight. With optimal paths between
all O-D pairs of nodes found, the generalized definition of criticality score sij for the link eij , free from any assumption, can be
formulated as:

sij =
∑

o,d∈V

∑

ψ∈σod

fod.λ(eij , ψ)
(1T
nF1n).|σod|.|εψ|

, (5)

where λ(eij , ψ) is equal to 1 if eij is (one of) the minimum-quality link(s) on the path ψ, and 0 otherwise. And εψ = {ekl ∈
ψ|qkl = qψ} is the set of all links ekl on the path ψ, that have equally the minimum link-quality on the path ψ. In practice, all
(o, d) pair of nodes can be visited to first find q∗od according to all paths in Ψod, and then the set of optimal directed paths
σod ⊆ Ψod connecting each pair, and finally the set of minimum-quality link(s) εψ on each path ψ ∈ σod, to allow calculation of
all criticality scores sij using Supplementary Equation 5. If a link eij is not found as the minimum-quality link on the optimal
path between any (o, d) pair with fod > 0, or in other words if it never found as the limiting link associated with a (o, d) pair
with fod > 0, then sij will be 0.

The proportion of the total demand flowing from node o to node d is fod/(1T
nF1n), which indicates the importance of

the connectivity between them. If there is a single optimal path connecting o to d with a single minimum-quality link on
the path, the proportion of the total flow demand between the pair (o, d) is fully added to the criticality score of that link.
For the example of Fig. 3 in the Main Text, s2,3 is the proportion of the total demand that is between six node pairs, as
shown in Supplementary Figure 3B. In case there are multiple optimal paths from node o to d, i.e. |σod| > 1, the flow demand
proportion fod/(1T

nF1n) is divided equally between those paths and share of each path is added to the criticality score of the
limiting link on that path. For the network seen in Fig. 3 (Main Text), |σ1,4| = 2 but the single limiting link e2,3 for the node
pair (o, d) = (1, 4) is on both optimal paths, thus ultimately fod/(1T

nF1n) is fully contributed to s2,3. If there are multiple
minimum-quality links on an optimal path ψ ∈ σod, i.e. |εψ| > 1, the share of each optimal path, i.e. fod/((1T

nF1n).|σod|), is
divided equally between those equally-minimum-quality links.

Deriving the key identity for α. Here, we show that the relationship between link qualities, link criticality scores, and the
demand-serving reliability of a network, expressed by Eq. 5 of the Main Text, also holds for the general definition of the
criticality score in Supplementary Equation 5. The significance of this identity is that it allows us to derive the impact of
increasing the quality of links (improving links) on network reliability. Using Supplementary Equation 5 we can write:

∑

eij∈E
sij .qij = 1

1T
nF1n

∑

o,d∈V

fod
|σod|

∑

ψ∈σod

∑

eij∈E

qij .λ(eij , ψ)
|εψ|

(6)

and as for each path ψ, when iterating over all links in the network, λ(eij , ψ) becomes 1 for only links from the set of
minimum-quality links on ψ,

= 1
1T
nF1n

∑

o,d∈V

fod
|σod|

∑

ψ∈σod

∑

eij∈εψ

qij
|εψ|

(7)

= 1
1T
nF1n

∑

o,d∈V

fod
|σod|

∑

ψ∈σod

∑

eij∈εψ

min
ekl∈ψ

qkl

|εψ|
(8)

and as |εψ| is the number of links which are equally the minimum-quality links on the path ψ,

= 1
1T
nF1n

∑

o,d∈V

fod
|σod|

∑

ψ∈σod

min
ekl∈ψ

qkl (9)
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and for any optimal directed path ψ connecting o to d (ψ ∈ σod), the minimum link-quality is equal to q∗od, so

= 1
1T
nF1n

∑

o,d∈V
fod.q

∗
od (10)

Supplementary Equation 10 is identical to Eq. 8 of the Main Text which is then manipulated in a couple of steps to conclude
(see Methods section of the Main Text):

∑

eij∈E
sij .qij = α (11)

Let us validate the above equation in an example. For the toy network of Fig. 1 (Main Text), paths from node 1 to node
2 are 1 → 2 and 1 → 4 → 2. Links with the minimum quality on these paths are e1,2 and e1,4, among which e1,4 has the
maximum quality; thus 1→ 4→ 2 is the optimal path. Having f1,2 = 5 and the total flow demand of 100, contributes 0.05 to
s1,4. The two paths 2→ 3→ 5 and 2→ 1→ 3→ 5 connect nodes 2 and 5, and their minimum link-qualities are respectively
q2,1 = q3,5 = 0.6 and q2,3 = 0.3. Therefore, the former is the optimal path, but as it has two equally minimum-quality links,
the flow demand proportion f2,5/100 = 0.03 is divided by two and then 0.015 is added to both s2,1 and s3,5. Link e1,2 is
not the minimum-quality link of any optimal path thus s1,2 = 0. Link e1,3 is the minimum-quality link on the optimal path
connecting node 1 to node 3, and also together with e5,1, they are the minimum-quality links on the optimal path connecting
node 5 to 3, thus s1,3 = (f1,3 + f5,3/2)/100 = 0.105. Other non-zero link criticality scores on the network are s1,4 = 0.25,
s2,1 = 0.14, s2,4 = 0.11, s3,5 = 0.21, s4,2 = 0.1, and s5,1 = 0.085. Therefore, the sum of sij .qij over all links (left-hand side of
Supplementary Equation 11) equals 0.65, which is equal to the area under curve of UDρ which equals α (right-hand side of
Supplementary Equation 11) as expressed by Eq. 2 of the Main Text; see also Fig. 1b of the Main Text for the area under
curve of UDρ for this example network. Supplementary Figure 3B visualizes the relationship between link qualities q, link
criticality scores s, and the demand-serving reliability α using this example network.

Implication of link criticality score in reliability of the network. Consider increasing the quality qij of a chosen link eij to q′ij
(q′ij > qij). Here, we give the full details to prove that there exists a non-empty range of values for q′ij , for which criticality
score of the whole network will remain unchanged. Thus, according to Supplementary Equation 11, increasing the quality of
the link eij from qij to q′ij (∆qij = q′ij − qij) within the abovementioned range, increases the reliability of the network, directly
proportional to the criticality score of the link sij , by exactly sij .(q′ij − qij) = s.∆qij .

Let us assume again that for two different links eij 6= ekl on the network, the probability of having equal qualities is zero,
i.e. P (qij = qkl) = 0. This in theory is correct assuming that link qualities come from a continuous distribution, and is
approximately correct in practice when link qualities are calculated as decimals with high precision. Based on this assumption,
link criticality scores can be calculated as Eq. 4 (in the Main Text), which simply expresses that sij is the proportion of total
flow demand between the O-D pairs for which eij is the limiting link. Let us denote the set of all ordered pairs of network
nodes (o, d), where o, d ∈ V and o 6= d, with non-zero flow demand (fod > 0), as Vp. Our approach is to investigate the impact
of increasing the quality qij of link eij , on three mutually disjoint subsets of Vp, denoted as V pc , c = 1, 2, 3, with the property:

V p =
⋃

c=1,2,3

V pc (eij), ∀eij ∈ E. (12)

From all (o, d) pairs in V p:

• V p1 (eij) includes those for which eij is the minimum-quality link on the optimal path(s) ψ ∈ σod connecting o to d
(qij = qψ = q∗od),

• V p2 (eij) include those for which eij does not appear on optimal paths, but it is part of at least one connecting path within
which qij is the minimum link-quality,

• V p3 (eij) includes those for which eij does not appear on any path connecting o to d, or if it does, qij is larger than the
path quality (minimum link-quality on the path).

For any link ekl same as or different from eij , criticality score skl can be calculated as:

skl =
∑

c=1,2,3

∑

{(o,d)∈V pc (eij)|e∗od=ekl}

fod

1T
nF1n

. (13)

Note that criticality score of any link can be written as the summation of three components associated with c = 1, 2, 3. For a
network with initial demand-serving reliability of α, after increasing the quality of eij from qij to q′ij , the new reliability will be
α′ (α′ ≥ α). Next, we show that under certain conditions for q′ij all link criticality scores will remain unchanged, which allows
the exact calculation of α′.

Increasing qij does not change the limiting link of any (o, d) pairs in V p3 (eij), hence for all links the component associated
with c = 3 in Supplementary Equation 13 remains unchanged. Let V̂ p2 (eij) be a subset of (o, d) pairs in V p2 (eij), for which
there is at least one path connecting o to d including eij where quality of all other links is above q∗od, formally defined as:

V̂ p2 (eij) = {(o, d) ∈ V p2 (eij)|∃ψ ∈ Ψod : (eij ∈ ψ) ∧ (qkl > q∗od)}. (14)
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Then, as long as ∀(o, d) ∈ V̂ p2 : q′ij < q∗od, eij (with its new quality q′ij) cannot take over the role of limiting link between any O-D
pair and the component associated with c = 2 of Supplementary Equation 13 for criticality score of all links remains unchanged.
Any link eij with sij = 0, is not the limiting link between any node pair with non-zero flow demand, i.e. V p1 (eij) = ∅, thus we
can conclude that:

sij = 0 ∧ q′ij < min({q∗od|(o, d) ∈ V̂ p2 (eij)} ∪ {1})⇒ α′ = α. (15)
Let q∗∗od be the second lowest link-quality on all optimal paths connecting o to d. For a link eij with sij > 0, we have V p1 (eij) 6= ∅,
and the component associated with c = 1 in Supplementary Equation 13 will remain fixed as long as eij maintains its role as
the limiting links between all pairs in V p1 (eij), i.e. if ∀(o, d) ∈ V p1 (eij) : q′ij < q∗∗od . Therefore, with the help of proved identity in
Supplementary Equation 11 we can write:

sij > 0 ∧ q′ij < min({q∗od|(o, d) ∈ V̂ p2 (eij)} ∪ {q∗∗od |(o, d) ∈ V p3 (eij)})⇒ α′ − α = sij .(q′ij − qij). (16)

To summarize all the above, for any link with criticality score of zero there exists a non-empty range of values for increased
link criticality score q′ij that network reliability will certainly remain unchanged α′ = α. However, if the link criticality score is
larger than zero, there exists a non-empty range of q′ij values, for which no link criticality score changes in the network. Thus,
according to the key relationship identified between q, s, α (Supplementary Equation 11 here or Eq. 5 in the Main Text),
increasing qij to q′ij within a certain non-empty range, changes the reliability of the network to α′ − α = sij .(q′ij − qij), that is
directly proportional to the criticality score of the ameliorated link. Thus, one can generally expect further improvement on
the network reliability from amelioration of the links with higher criticality scores. Accordingly, network bottlenecks can be
identified as links with the highest criticality scores. For the network in Fig. 1 of the Main Text, the link with the highest
criticality score is e1,4 which if completely ameliorated (q1,4 = 0.4 and q′1,4 = 1), will improve the reliability of the network
from α = 0.65 to α′ = 0.768.

Supplementary Note 4: Implication of Heterogeneous O-D Flow Demand

A drawback of the percolation threshold ρc as a reliability index can be noticed through consideration of heterogeneous
distribution of flow demand, where the volume of in-demand flow is not equal between all pairs of nodes. In presence of a
heterogeneous flow demand, the pathways connecting O-D pairs with high demand, are of more importance than those with
low or no flow demand. After percolation criticality (subcritical phase), when the Giant Component (GC) is fragmented into
small and medium-sized clusters, heterogeneous flow demand might allow a significant portion of flows to still be preserved
within isolated clusters. Or on the contrary, even before criticality (supercritical phase) a significant portion of the in-demand
flows might be unable to reach their destination due to, for example, insignificant fragmentations of the GC leading to isolation
of O-D nodes with very large demand volume.

Here, we investigate the implication of the heterogeneous demand, by demonstrating that during the percolation process on
the Melbourne’s on-road PT network, actual in-demand O-D trips do not break with the same rate as O-D pairs of nodes
become disconnected. In the proposed framework, Unaffected Demand (UD) is defined as the proportion of total flow demand
that can reach the destination node from the origin at any point during the percolation process; see Main Text for details. On
any network, if the O-D flow demand is uniformly distributed over all reachable O-D pairs of nodes, then at any threshold ρ,
UD will be equal to the proportion of reachable node pairs on the network. Having a uniform demand means that the total
flow demand is divided up equally between all reachable O-D pairs of nodes on the network. Let us denote the UD of the
special case of having a uniform flow demand, as UD′, which as a function of ρ can be calculated as below:

UD′ρ = 1T
nRρ1n

1T
nR01n

(17)

Supplementary Equation 17 can be derived from Eq. 6 of the Main Text, when the flow demand matrix F has a constant value
in all its entries associated with reachable O-D nodes on the network.

Generally, during the percolation, UD′ decreases as O-D pairs of nodes, separated by lower quality links, become progressively
disconnected. Given that , if γ < 1, then UD decreases faster than UD′ during the percolation, meaning that the flow demand
is relatively more between O-D node pairs separated by lower quality links. And if γ > 1, then there is relatively more demand
to flow between O-D pairs connected by paths of higher quality links. Supplementary Figure 5 compares the evolution of UDρ
(the proportion of not-yet-broken O-D trips) with UD′ρ (the proportion of not-yet-separated node pairs) during the percolation
on Melbourne’s PT network, separately for weekdays (Supplementary Figure 5A) and weekends (Supplementary Figure 5B).
The figure demonstrates that γ > 1 during both weekdays and weekends, meaning that there was a relatively high passenger
travel flow demand between the O-D pairs connected through pathways made up of higher quality links. Furthermore, the
observed phenomenon was magnified during weekdays (γ = 4.64) compared to weekends (γ = 3.66). This finding is consistent
with higher demand-serving reliability α of weekdays compared to weekends, as it shows that the loss of connectivity during
the percolation affected the demand with a slower rate in networks of weekdays compared to those of weekends.

Supplementary Note 5: Percolation on Melbourne’s PT Network

We calculated the critical threshold ρc and demand-serving reliability α of the on-road PT network of Melbourne, during the
daily active period of the system, i.e. 4:00-24:00, in steps of 30 min length. In Supplementary Figure 6, ρc (Supplementary
Figure 6A&B) and α (Supplementary Figure 6C&D) are depicted as a function of the time t of the day. Supplementary Figure
6A&C show the evolution of the indices over each single weekday (curve color shows the date) during the two months of
September and Octorber 2017. Supplementary Figure 6B&D plot ρc and α versus time t, averaged at each time-point over 43
(18) working days (days off) during the course of the available data. Also, the envelope of a single standard deviation of ρc
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and α values (calculated at each time of the day over two months) is shown by the shaded areas, below and above the mean.
The standard deviation of α values is particularly small, making it possible to easily discern a general trend in the average α,
as it changes over the day (the signal to noise ratio is high). Because of the small standard deviation, the same trend will
observable in the evolution of α over any single day. This is corroborated by the plots of the raw timeseries over each single
day in Supplementary Figure 6C. In contrast, in Supplementary Figure 6B, we see that the standard deviation of ρc is larger
than fluctuations in the average trend for ρc (averaged at each time t over the two months), plotted over a day. Thus, the
trends in the average signal of ρc, are dominated by the fluctuations of the noise (the signal to noise ratio is very low). The
temporal evolution of ρc over a single day will not resemble the hourly averaged data seen in Supplementary Figure 6B. This
is corroborated by the plots of the raw timeseries during each single day in Supplementary Figure 6A, where the effect is
accentuated even more strongly. Thus, ρc exhibits large fluctuations in comparison to the smooth temporal evolution of α. In
the real world under normal conditions, it is unlikely that the global dynamics of the transportation network would repeatedly
undergo drastic changes between closely-taken snapshots from hour to hour. Therefore, we conclude that α provides a better
and more informative picture of the network’s evolution over time.

Also, note the approximately 10% drops in α at 8:00 and between 16:00-18:00 on weekdays (Supplementary Figure 6D)
is consistent with circadian rhythm of urban human mobility, as these times are associated with morning and evening peak
commuting periods, when high rates of congestion and large numbers of commuters predictably increase the conflict between
PT system and road conditions.

We also tested the sensitivity of the two reliability indices (ρc and α), to the choice of parameter δ (time window length).
The proposed α shows the same temporal trend in reliability of the network with different choices of δ for constructing the
network structure and its corresponding flow demand matrix F (Supplementary Figure 6C&D). Overall, the results of our
simulations suggest that the choices of δ from 1 to 3 hours do not have a significant impact on the temporal evolution of α and
its consistency in a day-to-day comparison, or in other words, the daily trend is robust against alteration of δ within a wide
range of reasonable values. Also, the relationship between α in weekday and weekend mode is robust against different choices
of δ. Note that ρc is noticeably more sensitive to δ, and both its temporal trends during a day and the relation between its
values in weekday and weekend modes change with different choices of δ.

There are also other facts about the actual Melbourne’s on-road PT network which validate the results achieved by α and
suggest that it works well. The relatively low reliability of the network during early morning and late evening is mainly due to
fewer PT services running on the network which decreases the number of links and weakens the connectivity (Supplementary
Figure 7). The reliability α is relatively stable over a day, despite multiple periods of intense traffic. This is partially explained
by the fact that the average degree 〈k〉 is higher during the rush hours (Supplementary Figure 7B) indicating more available
services or higher frequency of the existing services during those hours. Generally, larger number of links implies better
connectivity which generally should increase the reliability α. If there were no additional PT services during rush hours
(manifested by peaks in 〈k〉), we would see a larger drop in reliability α during rush hours. Thus, planning of the system
contributes to stability of the network reliability α during the day by increasing the PT services around rush hours.

Supplementary Note 6: Evaluating the Bottlenecks of Melbourne’s PT Network

Our proposed bottleneck identification approach leads to bottleneck links that are consistent with the formation of the hotspots
in Melbourne urban area. Generally, there is a high passenger travel demand to and from important activity centers in
urban areas, while due to traffic congestion and crowding, link-level quality of service can decrease to a great degree in the
surroundings of such areas. Accounting for passenger flow demand, link dynamics, and structure of the network, the calculated
link criticality scores were observed to be higher in proximity of known activity centers in Melbourne which is in agreement with
the above facts (see Supplementary Figure 9A). Network bottlenecks were concentrated mainly around the Central Business
District (CBD) and other commercial hubs in suburban areas. Bottlenecks associated with major university campuses outside
CBD were among the top bottlenecks only on weekdays, which is interesting because universities are obvious hotspot points
while they are only active during weekdays; compare left and right panels of Supplementary Figure 9B.

In order to assess the effectiveness of our identified bottlenecks in improving the network’s reliability, we applied three
well-established bottleneck identification methods on Melbourne’s on-road PT network. We then compared the response of the
network reliability to improving each of the four different types of bottlenecks. The bottlenecks identified based on our proposed
approach are referred to as Criticality Score-based (CS) bottlenecks. The other three bottleneck identification approaches used
in comparisons are explained below:

• Bottleneck identification based on Edge Betweenness centrality (EB bottlenecks): Edge betweenness centrality (9) of
a link is defined as the number of shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in a network that traverse the given link.
Betweenness centrality indicates the influence of the link on flow circulation when the optimal path for flow between
a pair of nodes is assumed to be the shortest path on the network. Here, we used the normalized edge betweenness
centrality calculated based hop count between the node pairs. The centrality of a link according to this measure, is the
number of shortest paths between different O-D node pairs that the link is a part of; centralities are normalized by the
total number of O-D pairs on the network. Separately for weekdays and weekends, links with the largest mean edge
betweenness centrality scores (averaged over the two months of September and October 2017) were identified as EB
bottlenecks of the network.

• Bottleneck identification based on Weighted Edge Betweenness centrality (WEB bottlenecks): Here, we also extend the
standard edge betweenness centrality measure, to incorporate the flow-demand over the network when choosing the
bottlenecks. In order to do so, the importance of the shortest path between each O-D node pair is weighted by the volume
of the flow demand between that pair. The resulting scores of the links are then normalized by the total flow-demand
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over the network. The centrality of a link according to this measure is proportional to the volume of flow (i.e., number of
passenger trips in our case study of a PT network) passing through the link as a part of the shortest path between their
associated O-D pair of nodes. Thus, the links on the shortest path connecting a pair of nodes with higher flow demand
volume become relatively more central. Separately for weekdays and weekends, links with the largest mean weighted edge
betweenness centrality scores (averaged over the two months of September and October 2017) were identified as WEB
bottlenecks of the network.

• Bottleneck identification based on Percolation Criticality (PC bottlenecks): Classical percolation-based reliability analysis
views the links bridging between the clusters of higher quality links, as network bottlenecks (10, 11). In this approach, the
key to bottleneck identification is in the study of the network at percolation criticality ρ = ρc, when the GC fragments
into smaller sized components formed of links with quality higher than ρc. From the set of links removed at criticality
(all of which have a quality equal to ρc), only a subset is actually responsible for the fragmentation of the GC (11). Let
us refer to the set of all links removed at ρc as the candidate bottleneck set. The actual bottleneck links can be identified
through an exhaustive search among all possible combinations of different number of bottlenecks in the candidate set, to
discover the minimal subset that actually glue the GC together. However, this brute-force approach is impractical for a
large candidate set. For Melbourne’s on-road PT network, the size of the candidate set was over 100 during most of the
times on weekdays. In order to identify the real bottlenecks, we counted the occurrences of each link in all candidate
sets (associated with networks of different times) and the most frequently observed links were identified as the network
bottlenecks.

Supplementary Note 7: Appendix to Generality of the Proposed Framework

Random Geometric Graph (RGG) structure (investigated in the Main Text) was the perfect choice for testing the generality
of our framework as it shares common properties with many spatial infrastructure networks. Links on these networks either
belong to relatively small well-connected local communities or they bridge between these communities. This allowed us to
characterize our proposed bottlenecks which can shift toward either of the two above roles, depending on the flow demand
distribution over the network. Here, we extend the analysis of different flow-demand scenarios to square grid and random
network (ER) structures (Supplementary Figure 12). We analyzed the square grid and ER structures with three different
flow-demand scenarios, namely, uniform, long-range, and short-range flow-demand. Unaffected Demand (UD) showed logical
sensitivity to non-uniformity of flow-demand distributions on network.

Grid structure showed similar results to that of RGG when demand distribution changes between long-range, short-range,
and uniform scenarios. These two structures, are both locally well-connected but do not have long-range links, thus, availability
of more alternative paths between closely situated nodes makes them more reliable for serving short-range flows. In a grid
network structure, long-range (short-range) flows need to traverse more (less) links to reach destination thus they are more
(less) likely to be affected by low-quality of links when link-qualities are distributed randomly over the network. This was
reflected by UD with a faster (slower) decrease as a function of increasing ρ when flows tend to be long-range (short-range),
resulting in a lower (higher) demand-serving reliability α compared to the uniform flow demand scenario; note the area under
the curves marked by up (down) -pointing triangles in Supplementary Figure 12C, .

In ER networks, however, connectivity between nodes is independent from their Euclidean distance, thus, connectivity
properties are similar between all pairs of nodes on the network. This, expectedly, resulted in an almost identical average UDρ
over the number of realizations, for all three demand scenarios. Thus, the network is equally reliable when serving any of the
three demand distributions.

Last but not least, for uniformly distributed flow demand over the network, the theoretical relationship UDρ ≈ (|GCρ|/n)2

(where n is the network size) between evolution of the Giant Component (GC) and UD as functions of the threshold ρ, is
confirmed on ER and grid networks in addition to RGG which was studied in the Main Text; compare the blue curve and the
dashed black curve in Supplementary Figure 12C&F.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Smart-card data processing. (A&C) Distribution of activity duration (blue) and transfer duration (red) within first five working days (A) and first five
weekend days (B), in September 2017. (B&D) The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of transfer duration (red curve) and complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF) of activity duration (blue curve) on workdays (B) and weekends (D). Informedness (green dashed curve) of the CDF and CCDF manifests the accuracy of discerning
activities from transfers for different allowable transfer times. (E) An example of estimating a missing alighting transaction, where a boarding transaction (green) on a bus
misses a valid scan-off pair. However, a scan-on transaction (red) is recorded for the same smart-card identifier later at a train station, with a location and timestamp that allows
a non-empty set of plausible alighting stops (white). Among the candidate bus visits, the visited stop with the smallest Euclidean distance to the next boarding point, and the
visited stop leading to the earliest arrival of the passenger to the next boarding location, are colored orange and yellow, respectively. Radial color gradient is depicted to aid
comparing the distances from the final boarding stop to different candidate stops. Street map layer © OpenStreetMap contributors (12). (F ) Histogram of single trip-leg (red)
and O-D trip (blue) duration during September 2017.
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Supplementary Figure 2. Monitoring both the unaffected demand and capacity of the network under percolation. The plot depicts the percolation process on one
snapshot (at 8:00 AM on 1 September 2017) of the Melbourne’s public transportation (PT) network monitored by UD(ρ) (same as in Fig. 2d of the Main Text); the percolation
critical point is at ρc = 0.39. The red curve shows the capacity C(ρ) of the subnetwork Gρ at different thresholds ρ during the percolation process. For both UD(ρ) and
C(ρ), units are relative to the total flow-demand on the network, that is UD at threshold ρ = 0 (UD(0)) when no link is removed. The inset shows that the capacity remains
above the demand at the end of the percolation process.

Supplementary Figure 3. Visualization of link criticality score calculation and its relationship with link quality and network reliability. (A) In the example provided in
Fig. 3 (of the Main Text), the “limiting link” associated with the node pair (1, 4) is found to be e2,3; i.e. e∗1,4 = e2,3. However, to calculate the criticality score of a link we need
to know all pairs of origin-destination nodes between which the link acts as the limiting link. In the toy network of Fig. 3a (Main Text), e2,3 is the limiting link for six different
(o, d) node pairs, i.e., e∗1,4 = e∗5,4 = e∗2,3 = e∗1,3 = e∗5,3 = e∗2,4 = e2,3. In A, each of those (o, d) pairs is indicated with a dashed arrow from node o to d on a separate
copy of the network, where the links which are not part of the paths connecting o to d are colored light gray. By definition of link criticality score, s2,3 is the sum of flow demand
between these node pairs, divided by the total flow demand on the network. (B) Illustration of relationship between the reliability α, link qualities qij , and link criticality scores
sij for the network in Fig. 1a of the Main Text. On the left, link quality multiplied by link criticality score is visualized for network links with non-zero criticality scores. Links are
sorted in ascending order of their quality from top to bottom. On the right, the area under curve of Unaffected Demand (UD) as a function of the threshold ρ (which is seen in
Fig. 1b of the Main Text) is partitioned into multiple rectangles (each corresponding to a network link) with different colors to show the relationship between the proposed
reliability α, link qualities qij , and link criticality scores sij .
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Supplementary Figure 4. Absence of a single abrupt phase transition. Four examples are illustrated from Melbourne’s Public Transportation (PT) network from the first
two weekdays of September 2017, where it is difficult to find the critical threshold ρc. Evolution of |GC| (blue) and |SC| (orange) as functions of ρ are depicted for Melbourne’s
on-road PT network at (A) 13:00 on 1st, (B) 15:00 on 1st, (C) 7:00 on 4th, and (D) 12:00 on 4th of September 2017. In A and C the three peaks in |SC| demonstrate the
detachment of a component of substantial size from the GC at least at three different thresholds. However, none of the three fragmentations is highly distinctive from the rest,
and the most severe reduction in |GC| does not happen at the point of maximum |SC|. In B, the two peaks in |SC| have only 5 nodes difference, yet the percolation criticality
is marked by the second peak, which occurs at a threshold ρ approximately 0.2 higher than the first one. During the percolation shown in D, |SC| always remains insignificant
(< 200) relative to |GC| (> 4500), which suggests that practically the percolation process only gradually erodes the GC and the fragmentation is blurred out over a range of ρ
values. These examples demonstrate that at times there is no clear fragmentation of the GC at a single threshold on the Melbourne PT network, due to its finite size and
non-random character.

Supplementary Figure 5. Capturing the heterogeneity of flow demand via Unaffected Demand (UD). UD on Melbourne’s PT network during the percolation process, in
the presence of actual travel flow demand versus a synthetic uniform travel flow demand, during (A) weekdays and (B) weekends. Data points show the results for networks of
the first two weeks in September 2017, i.e. 148 networks for weekends and 370 networks for weekdays. For network of each particular time, 26 data points are scattered for
threshold ρ values (depicted by color intensity) between 0 and 1 with steps of 0.04. With increasing ρ, UD′ (the proportion of connected node pairs) decreases faster than
UD (the proportion of unbroken trips). Furthermore, the decrease in UD′ is faster in weekdays compared to that of weekends.
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Supplementary Figure 6. Temporal reliability of Melbourne’s on-road Public Transportation (PT) network. Temporal evolution of reliability indices ρC and α during the
day is depicted for Melbourne’s PT network with δ set as 60 min (left column), 120 min (middle column), and 180 min (right column) while time window is moved in 30 min steps
over the day. Temporal evolution of (A) ρc and (C) α, during the day for all weekdays (each day has a unique color) in September and October 2017. Mean (B) ρc and (D) α,
as a function of time of the day, averaged separately over weekdays (green) and weekends (weekends). In B and D, thickness of the shaded area around the curve is equal to
two standard deviations at each particular time of the day.
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Supplementary Figure 7. Temporal structure of Melbourne’s on-road Public Transportation (PT) network. (A) The maps show the structure of the network at three
points in time over a normal weekday. Each link on the network is depicted with a straight blue line connecting its source and target nodes (corresponding to stops). Street map
layers © OpenStreetMap contributors (12). (B) Temporal average degree 〈k〉 of the network and the number of its links |E| versus time t of the day, separately for weekdays
(blue) and weekends (orange).

Supplementary Figure 8. Robustness of the identified bottlenecks in Melbourne’s PT network. Here, we investigate the extent to which the identified network bottlenecks,
persist as the most critical links on the networks of different days. So, we calculated the average criticality score of each link over different times of each particular day to identify
the most critical link on the day. Then, we counted the number of the occurrences for each identified bottleneck among the top most critical links of each day. (A) Fraction of
days on which top bottlenecks appear in the set of most critical daily links versus the link rank while links are sorted in descending order of their robustness over the different. (B)
Same as A, but the link ranks are normalized between 0 and 1 (most and least persisting links are associated with 0 and 1 respectively) to show that the results are not sensitive
to the number of selected bottlenecks. In separated experiments, the number of top bottlenecks of the network and most critical links on each day are both limited to 250 (100),
500 (200), and 1,000 (400) for networks of weekdays (weekends). Regardless of the number to which we limit number of to daily critical links and network bottlenecks, almost
80% of the top bottlenecks, appear as the most critical link on approximately 75% of the days, supporting the robustness of the identified network bottlenecks.
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Supplementary Figure 9. Spatial distribution of critical links. (A) Spatial distribution of the link criticality scores over the Melbourne’s on-road PT network, separately for
weekdays (left panel) and weekends (right panel). (B) Top 100 bottlenecks identified according to link criticality scores, separately for weekdays (left) and weekends (right). The
major visible distinction between the top 100 bottlenecks of weekdays and weekends is emergence of the links associated with major university campuses (pinned on the map)
outside Melbourne CBD area on weekdays. This is an evidence on alignment of the identified bottlenecks with urban activity centers, as large university campuses are obvious
hotspot points during the weekdays which cease to act as hotspots during the weekends. Street map layers © OpenStreetMap contributors (12).

Supplementary Figure 10. Improving Brisbane’s on-road public transportation network. (A) Spatial distribution of the link criticality scores over the Brisbane’s on-road
PT network of weekdays. Street map layer © OpenStreetMap contributors (12). (B) Reliability α over the day calculated for the actual (yellow) network, and its synthetically
improved versions obtained by ameliorating CS bottlenecks (cyan), EB bottlenecks (orange), WEB bottlenecks (red), and PC bottlenecks (blue); each curve shows the average
over the days of March 2013. (C) Overall improvement in network reliability α achieved by amelioration of different types of bottlenecks; the results correspond to the average of
α over all snapshots of the network, separately, during weekdays and weekends.
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Supplementary Figure 11. Improving Melbourne’s Public Transportation (PT) network by ameliorating its bottlenecks. (A) Daily evolution of α calculated for the actual
(yellow) and improved networks obtained by ameliorating CS bottlenecks (cyan), EB bottlenecks (orange), WEB bottlenecks (red), and PC bottlenecks (blue). Results show the
average (solid line) and standard deviation (shaded area) over the weekend days during September and October 2017. (B) Effect of improving bottlenecks on the delay caused
by road conditions. Additional delay per passenger trip imposed by the road conditions on the PT system is shown for the actual network and improved networks. Improved
networks are simulated by synthetically increasing the quality of bottlenecks identified using three well-established approaches in addition to our proposed approach.
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Supplementary Figure 12. Capturing properties of the demand-serving networks with grid and random graph structure. (A) A sample square grid graph. (B)
Normalized |GC| and |SC| during the percolation process averaged over 100 realizations of random link qualities on a square grid of size 2,500 nodes. (C) Unaffected
Demand (UD) versus ρ for different flow demand scenarios on the grid structure, averaged over 100 realizations. (D) A sample random graph generated using Erdős-Rényi
(ER) model (13) where nodes are attributed with a random spatial position. (E) Normalized |GC| and |SC| during the percolation process averaged over 100 realizations of
random link qualities on ER networks of size 2500 and average degree of 〈k〉 ≈ 8. (F ) UD versus ρ for different flow demand scenarios on ER network structures, each
averaged over 100 realizations.
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Chapter 5

Percolation-based Traffic Signal
Control

Perimeter control coordinates the vehicular movement in road networks, by timing sig-
nals on the boundaries separating regions with distinctive traffic dynamics. The method
is proved to be effective in optimizing urban road traffic and is a crucial component in mod-
ern intelligent transportation systems. A potential drawback of controlling the incoming
traffic of a network region is the susceptibility to formation of congested queues outside the
perimeter. Here, we propose a multi-perimeter control scheme that alleviates the propaga-
tion of congestion using a time-varying perimeter underpinned by percolation analysis.

In the proposed scheme, a classic fixed perimeter control is implemented to optimize
traffic flows within a target region of particular importance, i.e., a hotspot region of the
network. Queue development at the boundary of the fixed perimeter can lead to a cascade
propagation of congestion, from congested links approaching the perimeter from outside the
region to their upstream links [152]. The propagation dynamics depend on several factors
such as travel demand, road network structure, and physical properties of road segments
(e.g. number of lanes) [153, 154]. The complexity and stochasticity of the factors involved
make it difficult to predict the shape of congested component(s) emerging due to control at
the fixed perimeter [4, 154]. Therefore, we aim at identifying the smallest region that con-
tains the pockets of congestion formed outside the first perimeter, that are likely to merge as
a result of congestion propagation. A second perimeter will be implemented at the bound-
ary of this identified region, thus, the region will act as a buffer space between the two
perimeters, i.e., where congestion propagation is treated.

Well-established requirements for a suitable buffer space, are low variance in the density
of its links and its compactness [155]. The former guarantees a well-defined MFD explain-
ing the flow dynamics in the component, and the latter allows for effective traffic manage-
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ment via signals on the boundary of the component. We study the percolation of congestion
outside the fixed perimeter to identify a compact buffer space (made up of only congested
links) that encompasses the merging high-level congestion pockets. As the organization of
congestion outside the protected region evolves, whether due to demand temporality or by
control at the perimeters, we update the buffer space using the proposed percolation-based
procedure, to keep the control at the second perimeter focused on mitigating the current
situation. The application of percolation theory allows for controlling the traffic to/from the
percolating cluster of links with higher congestion levels to prevent the imminent integra-
tion of small congestion pockets into a congested cluster of substantial size.

As queue spillback occurs in a (spatio-temporally) heterogeneous manner, the control
scheme coordinates the traffic signals to balance the queues based on the organization of
congestion unpacked by percolation analysis. The dynamic percolating cluster is identi-
fied at different points in time and the signal control setting will be adjusted and exe-
cuted accordingly. We demonstrate the performance of the proposed controller in a typi-
cal grid network. Our simulation results show that i) the evolution of the congestion can be
well-characterized through percolation approaches, and ii) the percolation-based dynamical
perimeter control significantly improves the network performance, compared to the classic
fixed perimeter control.

5.1 Methodology

We consider the road network system of a generic mono-centric city where a primary hotspot
region generates and attracts a substantial portion of the traffic. The boundary of this
hotspot region can be determined so that the flow dynamics within the region follows a
well-defined Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) [155]. This basically means that
the region’s flow movement (e.g., in veh.km/h) can be explained as function of the traffic
density (e.g., in veh/km), with a critical density separating free-flow and congested regimes
where the function has respectively positive and negative derivatives with respect to den-
sity. (Figure 2.2 depicts a well-defined MFD.) A perimeter signal control is implemented at
the intersections on the determined boundary of this region, protecting the entire region
from congestion by regulating the flow entry and exit according to the region’s MFD. Let
us refer to this as the first or fixed perimeter as this perimeter remains spatially fixed over
time, although the timing of its signals is altered in real time depending on the region’s
density.

The queues generated by this perimeter may propagate toward the upstream of the
protected region. This propagation of congestion can lead to heterogeneous spillback over
the periphery space of the region and hinder the desired operation of the fixed perimeter
control, reducing the global traffic efficiency in the network. To this end, we propose an
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extended control scheme where a boundary-adaptive second perimeter circumscribes the
traffic propagated from the fixed perimeter to balance the queues and smooth the traffic
flows approaching the hotspot region of the network. The second perimeter is implemented
at the boundary of a buffer space determined by percolation analysis of congestion outside
the fixed perimeter. This strategy differs from those reacting to the queues formed at gated
links by adjusting the gating at the first perimeter [156, 157, 158], and it is more proactive
in the sense that it attempts at preventing the formation of those queues via the second
perimeter.

The flowchart in Fig. 5.1 illustrates the proposed control framework. In the remaining
of this section, we first explain the proposed percolation approach to characterize the evolv-
ing congestion around a target region (Section 5.1.1). Next in Section 5.1.2, the proposed
multi-perimeter control method is formulated in detail, and main components of the control
strategy are explained in detail.
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Figure 5.1: Control scheme flowchart. The flowchart illustrates the procedure used by
the proposedmulti-perimeter control. Twomajormodules in this procedure are highlighted,
one controlling the fixed perimeter (dashed green line) and the other related to the dynamic
second perimeter (dashed purple line). At the bottom of the figure it is illustrated that i)
the region encompassed by the fixed perimeter is monitored to determine the traffic state
according to the region’s MFD (green star), and ii) percolation analysis of the congestion
outside the fixed perimeter leads to identification of the boundary of the second (dynamic)
perimeter (purple star).
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5.1.1 Congestion propagation analysis

Let us denote the graph representation of the road network by G, where nodes represent
intersections and links represent road segments connecting intersections. The level of con-
gestion on a link i at time t can be indicated by its relative density ki(t) ∈ [0, 1], calculated
as the instantaneous density (number of vehicles per one kilometer lane) divided by the jam
density of the link i. Let us consider a single snapshot of the actual network in time G(t)

with a particular distribution of congestion. A simple percolation process can be simulated
using a threshold ρ and starting from an empty network Gρ at ρ = 1, by gradually decreas-
ing the threshold ρ and simultaneously adding any link i (from the original networkG) with
a relative density above the threshold ki ≥ ρ to the network Gρ. At the beginning of the pro-
cess (ρ close to unity), Gρ is comprised of only highly congested links, and as the threshold
decreases, less congested links are progressively added to the network. The evolution of the
network Gρ resembles the propagation of congestion from highly congested links to their
neighborhood. The process terminates when Gρ = G at ρ = 0.

We are interested in finding a compact buffer space that encompasses local congested
communities around the fixed perimeter. In case the congestion around the first perimeter
is concentrated in separate highly congested communities, our desired buffer space should
include the links which are transitioning into the congested state, as growing congested
communities are merging. Such a buffer space does not include links with low congestion-
level and thus the variance of its links’ densities is not expected to be high. To identify
this desired buffer space, we use the concept of percolation criticality which is the point of
phase transition from isolated small congested clusters to a connected congested cluster of
substantial size in the aforementioned percolation process.

Monitoring the size (number of nodes) of the connected components during the percola-
tion process reveals important properties of the network. Monitoring the size of the largest
connected component, also called Giant Component (GC), or the second-largest connected
component (SC) is of special importance when studying the network properties from its per-
colation behavior [159, 160]. Let us denote the size of the GC and SC of a network, with
|GC| and |SC|, respectively. The percolation criticality can be identified as the point where
a GC of significant size emerges. In practice, a convention is to determine the percolation
criticality as the point in the percolation process where |SC| is maximal, marked by the
percolation threshold ρc [43, 159]. Percolation criticality separates the phase where no sig-
nificant GC exists on the network (subcritical phase) and the phase where small pockets of
congestion are merged and form a GC of significant size (supercritical phase). In this sense,
percolation threshold ρc can be formally defined as:

ρc = argmax
ρ∈[0,1]

|SCρ|, (5.1)
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where |SCρ| denotes the size of the second-largest connected component of Gρ (network
under percolation at threshold ρ).

To illustrate the procedure of finding the percolation-based buffer space, it is helpful to
imagine the inverse percolation process, i.e., starting from the complete network, links with
relative densities falling below the threshold are removed as the threshold ρ is increased
from 0 to 1. The inverse percolation process is illustrated in an example network in Fig.
5.2a-e. At first, the GC of the network contains all network links, as in a functional road
network there is at least one path connecting any pair of intersections (see Fig. 5.2a). Dur-
ing the inverse percolation process, first, low-density links are removed from the network
thus, eventually, the shrinking GC is only made of medium- and high-density links. Just
below the percolation threshold ρ → ρ−c all remaining links in the network (under perco-
lation) have densities above the threshold, i.e. for any remaining link i on the network
ki ≥ ρc (Fig. 5.2c). Then, at percolation threshold link(s) with the least density ki = ρc

are removed causing the GC to suddenly collapse into small- and medium-sized connected
components comprised of congested links (Fig. 5.2d). The GC of the network just before the
phase transition (area shaded in light-blue in Fig. 5.2c) contains the pockets of congestion
produced by the control at the first perimeter; this component is often called ‘percolating
cluster.’ We take the percolating cluster as our candidate buffer space. The buffer space B
is a subnetwork of G (B ⊆ G), which can be formally defined in our terms as:

Figure 5.2: Schematic illustration of an inverse process of congestion percolation.
The dashed curve (purple) marks the fixed controlled perimeter around a hotspot region.
Low to high link-densities are color-coded in the toy road network. The light-blue shaded
area in c highlights the identified buffer space according to our percolation-based approach,
i.e., the GC at percolation criticality.
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B = lim
ρ→ρ−c

|GCρ|, (5.2)

where ρc can be calculated as in Eq. (5.1) andGCρ denotes the GC ofGρ (network at thresh-
old ρ).

At any point in time if the congestion is not propagated over the network, by definition,
the percolation criticality occurs at one end of the percolation process; this is the same as
if all the network links are in the same state. However, if a percolating congested cluster
exists, we trigger the signal control at the intersections marked by the boundary of the iden-
tified buffer space. The goal of the signal control at this perimeter is to mitigate the traffic
congestion inside the buffer space and also optimize the flow exchange between the buffer
space and the hotspot region. As congestion evolves (whether it dissipates or propagates)
we identify the percolating congested cluster and update the buffer space at different points
in time. If the overall density in the new buffer space was over a predefined threshold, sig-
nal control at the perimeter of the buffer will be triggered to reduce the in-flow. Otherwise,
control at the second perimeter will be disabled until the next update.

5.1.2 Multi-perimeter traffic signal control

The proposed multi-perimeter control algorithm essentially determines the activation and
the degree of flow control at the perimeters upstream to a protected hotspot region. Fun-
damentally, the control at the first perimeter is performed according to the accumulation
of vehicles inside the protected region and also the region’s traffic dynamics described by
its MFD. Control strategy at the second (dynamic) perimeter is governed by the dynamic
growth of queues in every direction from the protected region. The flowchart in Fig. 5.1 il-
lustrates an overview of the algorithmic procedure and different components of the proposed
control scheme.

The first component of our proposed control scheme is an MFD-based fixed perimeter
control at the boundary of a hotspot region of the network which generates and attracts
substantial traffic. This single-region (sometimes referred to as a single-reservoir) perime-
ter control can effectively protect and improve the performance in a region of the network.
The effectiveness of this control scheme is analytically proved [161] and tested under sim-
ulations [162]. As the first step to designing an MFD-based perimeter control for a part of
the network, one can derive the MFD of a region by monitoring the traffic and measuring
i) the accumulation (i.e., the number of vehicles) or density (i.e., number of vehicles per
unit length of a lane) and also ii) the corresponding overall movement of vehicles or trip
completion rate (the rate at which trips arrive or exit).

We find the MFD of the hotspot region, describing the trip completion rate C(t) as a
function of accumulation N(t), i.e., C(t) = F (N(t)), at any time t. A useful and informative
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MFD can be extracted from data collected by loop detectors installed in a small proportion of
the streets [137, 163], nevertheless, this study is based on known road conditions (vehicular
density/flow) in all network links. At any time t by measuring the out-flow of the hotspot
region at the perimeter intersections, F (N(t)) can be divided into outgoing no(t).F (N(t))

and circulating ni(t).F (N(t)) flows, with ni(t) = 1 − no(t). We perform this measurement
by aggregating the data from the past 1-minute period and update no(t) at every step of
the simulation; more traffic simulation settings are described in Section 5.2. Similarly, the
arriving flow to the hotspot region via all links connected to the perimeter intersections
from outside the region is measured and denoted by I(t).

The fixed-perimeter component of our proposed control strategy (see the green module
in Fig. 5.1) is concerned with keeping the accumulation in the hotspot region of the net-
work close to the critical accumulation, where the traffic movement is at its maximum, but
restraining the accumulation from exceeding Nc. The critical accumulation is the point
marking the transition between free-flow and congested regimes in the MFD of the region
(see Fig. 2.2 in Chapter 2) and can be derived as:

Nc = argmax
0<N<Njam

F (N). (5.3)

The objective of the controller at the boundary of the hotspot region is to eliminate the
difference between the steady-state accumulation and the accumulation maximizing the
flow (i.e., Nc), which requires satisfying the following:

lim
t→∞

ε(t) = lim
t→∞

N(t)−Nc = 0. (5.4)

The control problem is subject to the system state dynamics in terms of the change in vehicle
accumulation per unit time, which can be formulated as:

Ṅ(t) = β(t) + q(t)− F (N(t)), (5.5)

where at any time t, q(t) denotes the trip generation rate (the number of trips initiated per
unit time) inside the region and β(t) is the entry flow rate allowed by the perimeter control
to the region at time t.

The system dynamics are regulated by the following control law to obtain the steady-
state error of zero:

ε̇(t) + kε(t) = 0, (5.6)

where k is the control gain parameter [164]. Substituting Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) into Eq. (5.6),
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we obtain the optimal controlled entry flow β(t):

β(t) = k(Nc −N(t)) + F (N(t))− q(t). (5.7)

The control gain parameter k can be calibrated through trial-and-error process [161],
however, we simply use k = 1, as our focus in this work is more on assessing the percolation-
based analysis of congestion. The critical accumulation is often adjusted to a smaller value
than the critical accumulation Nc according to the MFD, so that the controller functions
in a proactive manner. In our simulations, we trigger the control at 80% of the critical
accumulation, which means substituting Nc for 0.9.Nc in Eq. (5.7).

The trip generation rate q(t) does not vary drastically within a small time step in any
urban network. So, we initially estimate q(0) to calculate β(0), and with each update of the
accumulationN(t+∆t) the trip generation of the last step can be estimated by rearranging
Eq. (5.5) as below, to calculate β for the current step:

q̂(t) =
N(t+ ∆t)−N(t)

∆t
+ F (N(t))− β(t). (5.8)

With this estimation, the simple controller defined here does not require information such
as the network’s demand and only requires monitoring the network links to derive N(t),
no(t), and I(t), which is feasible using the existing technologies such as loop detectors and
traffic cameras [165].

We implement a four phase traffic signal at each road intersection with a fixed cycle
length of S, where flow from each approach is put into a single phase avoiding all conflicts.
At every perimeter intersection let g0 and 1−g0 be the proportion of the signal cycle already
allocated to all phases associated with the flow incoming to and outgoing from the hotspot
region, respectively. To optimize the traffic within the hotspot region, we should find the
optimal g and 1 − g to adjust the proportion of signal cycles serving the in- and out-flow
of the region. Assuming that the flows enter and exit the region homogeneously via all
perimeter intersections, on average the entry flow allowed to the region by the controller
should be β(t) = g.I(t)/g0, but determining g affects the out-flow of the region that is (1 −
g).no.F (N(t))/(1 − g0). To find the new optimal timing of the signals, we rewrite Eq. (5.7)
as:

g

g0
.I(t)− 1− g

1− g0
no.F (N(t)) = k(Nc −N(t)) + ni.F (N(t))− q(t), (5.9)

which can be rearranged as follows, determining the green time proportion which should
be given to the in-flow of the region:

g =
k(Nc −N(t)) + ni.F (N(t)) + no.F (N(t))/(1− g0)− q(t)

I(t)/g0 + no.F (N(t)/(1− g0)
. (5.10)
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At each perimeter intersection, we divide the time g.S equally between all approaches feed-
ing the region and divide (1−g).S equally between the rest of the approaches. A predefined
small positive value can be assigned to g in case Eq. (5.10) resulted in a negative value for
the allowed in-flow green time.

As it is seen in Fig. 5.1, when the fixed perimeter around the hotspot region is active, the
control strategy checks for a percolating congested cluster formed outside the fixed perime-
ter. As soon as a percolating congested cluster is identified (as explained in detail in Section
5.1.1), a second perimeter is triggered at the boundary of that cluster which will be updated
over time as shown in Fig. 5.1. The aim of the dynamic perimeter is to limit the in-flow of
the buffer space (i.e., the identified percolating cluster) and balance the length of queues
formed in different directions away from the fixed perimeter around the hotspot. So, for each
intersection i on the second perimeter, we reduce the green time of the approaches serving
the in-flow by a factor of 1/(dM (i) + 1), where dM (i) is the Manhattan distance between the
intersection i and the closest intersection on the fixed perimeter.

Updating the time at the approaches of concern in the intersections lying on the dynamic
perimeter, simply deters drivers from choosing the paths that lead to increasing the length
of longer congested queues and encourages drivers to change their route to their destina-
tion to paths that end up at the boundary of shorter queues. Note that as soon as one of
the perimeters is deactivated or the second perimeter is updated, intersections previously
located on the perimeter will be set back to their default signal timing. Also, since reduced
green times are always calculated as a proportion of the default green time, no approach is
given an all-red signal during a full cycle.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Simulation settings

To test the proposed control scheme, we use a realistic agent-based model to performmicro-
simulations in a 20× 20 square grid network where each pair of neighboring nodes are 300
m apart. The network is generated by connecting each pair of neighbor nodes via two oppo-
sitely directed links at first, and then randomly removing 15% of the links4. The configura-
tion of signals at all intersections (nodes) follow a classic four-phase cycle, with pre-timed
signal settings. In the simulation, traffic movement with respect to signals is idealized in
the sense that no time is lost when switching between red and green signals at different
approaches of an intersection.

4We ensure that the final network remains strongly connected, i.e., there is at least one path in each direction
between any pair of nodes on the network.
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For each link, the number of lanes is picked uniformly at random from the set {1, 2, 3},
and the free-flow speed is selected randomly between 40 and 60 km/h with probabilities of
0.8 and 0.2, respectively. Traffic on a single road lane follows a triangular speed-density
relation shown in Fig. 5.3a. As it is seen in Fig. 5.3a, flow dynamics for the two different
types of lanes corresponding to different free-flow speeds uf = 40 or 60 km/h, are respectively
characterized by different jam densities kjam = 150 or 170 veh/km, and different maximum
flows qmax = 1200 or 1800 veh/h. In real road networks, speed limit of roads can be correlated
with their number of lanes, e.g. a 3-lane road with low speed limit is rare. For our purposes,
however, this is not a concern and we are introducing complexity to the network structure
to assure that the proposed analysis does not depend on the structural properties of the
network.

Trips are generated with the demand profile shown in Fig. 5.3b, which mimics a typical
peak period in real urban areas. The trip generation rate increases rapidly until it reaches
a peak at about half an hour into the simulation, and then decreases with a slower rate

Figure 5.3: Basic settings of the road traffic network micro-simulations. a The
simple triangular flow-density (left) and its consequent speed-density (right) relation for
the two different types of links in the network, i.e., uf = 60 km/h and 80 km/h free-flow
speed. b Profile of the trip generation rate used in the simulations over a 4-hour period. c
Probability distribution function (the Gaussian surface) used for selecting the destination
of each trip in the grid network. The probability distribution function used to select trip
origins only has a larger standard deviation. In both distributions, the probability is larger
than zero for the points situated furthest away from the grid’s center.
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until the end of the simulation. This demand profile is used in all traffic simulations in this
chapter, generating a sum of 30, 000 trips during the 4-hour period. Spatial distribution of
the trip origin and destination is dictated by two Gaussian distributions5. We consider the
central region of the network to be the network’s hotspot, thus, generating and attracting
more trips than the fringes of the network. In Fig. 5.3c a symbolic grid road network is
shown, and the surface hovering over it, depicts the probability of each node being selected
as the destination of each trip; origins are picked from a similar distribution only with
larger variance. We assume that 80% of all drivers are informed about the link travel times
and make their choices en route, i.e., at each intersection they choose the next link of their
pathway with the objective of minimizing their travel time to the destination. The rest of
the drivers (i.e., 20% of all vehicles), move along the shortest path between their origin and
destination on the network.

Figure 5.4a shows the MFD of the network based on the flow movement and accumu-
lation recorded during the loading phase, averaged over 10 runs of the traffic simulation.
We monitored the flow dynamics inside regions with different radii at the center of the net-
work, to find a region that accommodates a substantial traffic volume while the congestion
remains fairly homogeneous over its links. Simulations showed that the region within the
0.75 km radius of the grid’s geographical center has a well-defined MFD (see Fig. 5.4b for
MFD of this region). This region is therefore identified as the ‘hotspot’ region of the net-
work to be protected via signal control. The boundary of this region is thus fixed as the
first (MFD-based) perimeter to be controlled (associated with the green module in Fig. 5.1).
The fixed perimeter consists of 12 intersections along the boundary of the central region.
As marked by the dashed line in Fig. 5.4b, the critical accumulation for the central region
is Nc ≈ 1200 vehicles, which divided by the total road lane length inside the hotspot region
gives the critical density of approximately 29.5 veh/km.

5.2.2 Percolation of congestion from the perimeter

To improve the traffic flow inside the hotspot region of the network, we implemented an
MFD-based fixed perimeter control at its boundary which functions based on Eqs. (5.3-
5.10) in Section 5.1.2. The accumulation of vehicles inside the hotspot region is counted
every S = 1 min (length of a signal cycle) and the control mechanism is triggered if the
density of the region exceeds 80% of the critical accumulation ofNc = 1200 veh (equal to the
critical density of 29.5 veh/km). The control mechanism reduces the in-flow of the region by

5In particular, selection of an origin-destination pair for each trip is performed according to ‖po − p0‖2 ∼
N (0, 5) and ‖pd − p0‖2 ∼ N (0, 2.5) distributions, where po, pd, and p0 are positions of the origin, destination
and grid’s center and ‖.‖2 returns the Euclidean norm of the input vector. N (µ, σ2) is a normal distribution
with average µ and variance σ2, here in kilometers.
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Figure 5.4: Traffic dynamics in the simulated network. The MFDs describing the
traffic flowdynamics of thewhole network (in a) andwithin the hotspot region of the network
(in b). The ‘hotspot region’ consists of network links falling within the 0.75 km radius from
the grid’s geographical center.

decreasing the green time given to the incoming flows at all perimeter intersections, which
in effect also increases the green time serving the region’s outgoing flows and thus increases
the region’s out-flow.

While the in-flow of the protected region is being reduced by the fixed perimeter, queues
build up in the upstream of the perimeter. As pockets of congestion grow and shape small
congested clusters, a portion of traffic flows will successfully avoid the clusters by seeking
the optimum routes to their destination. But even this contributes to the density of links
between pockets of congestion and boosts the congestion propagation. One can expect that
in the presence of enough traffic directed to the protected region of the network, links bridg-
ing between the small clusters of highly congested links become more accumulated. These
congested clusters formed outside the fixed perimeter will eventually merge and form a
congested component of significant size around the hotspot region. As soon as a connected
congested component forms outside the hotspot region, the cost of detour to avoid the con-
gestion increases and leads to even faster growth of queues. Using percolation analysis of
the link-level congestion we detect the forming congested cluster and deploy the dynamic
(or second) perimeter control at the boundary of this cluster to mitigate its propagation and
improve the network’s overall performance.

Figure 5.5 illustrates the location of the fixed perimeter control at the boundary of the
hotspot region (the dashed purple circle in Fig. 5.5a-c) and the built-up queues in the up-
stream of the perimeter. The figure also depicts how the percolation process leads to identi-
fication of the congested component around the fixed perimeter. Starting from low-density
links and gradually removing the shell of least congested links on the network (Fig. 5.5a),
the process reaches the critical percolation threshold (Fig. 5.5b) where removing the next
link causes the GC comprised of congested links to fragment into smaller pieces (Fig. 5.5c).
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Figure 5.5: Identifying the congested cluster outside the hotspot region of the
network. Here, the inverse percolation process on one snapshot of the network is illus-
trated at three different thresholds (ρ), namely, at a low threshold below the criticality (a),
approaching the criticality from below (b), and approaching the criticality from above (c).
Link colors indicate their relative densities, with green, yellow, and red being indicative
of low, medium, and high traffic congestion. d The same percolation process as in (a-c) is
demonstrated via the normalized size of the GC and the SC as functions of the threshold ρ.

As explained in Section 5.1.1, percolation threshold ρc is characterized by an abrupt drop
in |GC| and a maximal |SC| during the percolation process. The percolation process shown
at three thresholds in Fig. 5.5a-c is fully demonstrated in Fig. 5.5d via |GC| and |SC| of
the network under percolation as functions of the threshold ρ (the critical threshold ρc is
marked with a dashed grey line). The connected component at threshold ρc (i.e., the perco-
lating cluster) contains the propagated congestion outside the fixed perimeter.

As time passes, the propagated congestion around the fixed perimeter evolves as a re-
sult of either the ongoing traffic or the signal control at the perimeters. So, over time, we
identify the instantaneous percolating cluster of congested links, update the boundaries of
the second perimeter, and control its signals to mitigate the congestion propagation out-
side the protected hotspot region. Figure 5.6 shows the network at three different points
in time during a simulation. In the figure, vehicular density of links is color-coded (green
to red representing free-flow to congested states), and the boundaries of both fixed and dy-
namic perimeter control are marked. The performance of our proposed control scheme is
investigated in the next section.
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Figure 5.6: Evolution of the dynamic perimeter. Simulation environment is shown
at three different snapshots: 30 min (a), 60 min (b), and 90 min (c) into the simulation.
Link colors indicate their relative densities, with green, yellow and red being indicative of
low, medium, and high relative vehicular densities. The dashed purple circle shows the
first fixed perimeter and the dashed blue line shows the time-varying second perimeter
identified using the proposed percolation-based methodology, at different points in time
during the simulation. Links in the central region are colored gray as identification of the
buffer space is not concerned with their state.

5.2.3 Control performance evaluation

We simulate a base scenario, with all the signalized intersections working according to their
default setting, i.e., the green time allocated to each approach is proportional to the num-
ber of its lanes. The simulation results are recorded, first with no control strategy, then
with the fixed perimeter control implemented around the hotspot region, and finally, with a
time-varying percolation-based perimeter implemented (i.e., the dynamic multi-perimeter
control) on top of the fixed perimeter. We refer to these control strategies as pre-timed
control, fixed perimeter, and dynamic perimeter, respectively. For each control scheme, the
simulation is repeated 10 times and the average outcome of those independent realizations
is presented in the following. Averaging over multiple realizations diminishes the potential
effects of randomness in picking origin-destination pairs from the predetermined distribu-
tions (see Section 5.2.1).

Overall performance

The two control approaches and the base pre-timed control scenario (i.e., no-control strat-
egy) are compared in Fig. 5.7. Figure 5.7a depicts the network accumulation over time
for three control strategies, and Fig. 5.7b presents the MFD of the whole network for the
same simulation scenario under each of the three different control strategies. The fixed and
dynamic perimeter controls are triggered at approximately 18 and 26 minutes (on average)
into the simulations, respectively.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between different traffic control strategies. a The number
of vehicles in the network (network accumulation) over time. b Flow versus accumulation in
the network at different points in time during the simulation. Each data point corresponds
to the sum of all vehicle movements and average number of vehicles obtained over one
minute. c,d Histograms of travel time (c) and travel distance (d) for all network trips (solid
lines). Mean travel time and travel distance of trips is indicated via dashed lines. In (a-d)
the data associated with each control strategy is derived by averaging over 10 independent
realizations.

Both perimeter control schemes improve the service capacity of the network. This is
seen in Fig. 5.7a with the yellow (fixed perimeter control) and green (dynamic perimeter
control) curves varying below the red (pre-timed control) curve. The network accumulation
increases rapidly at the beginning of the simulation (during the network’s loading phase)
in all control scenarios. Compared to the pre-timed control strategy, the fixed perimeter
control slightly increases the overall flow of the network during the loading phase, and
reduces the hysteresis in the MFD (compare red and yellow data points in Fig. 5.7b). This
allows the network to transition earlier from loading to unloading phase. Comparing red
and yellow data in Fig. 5.7a demonstrates this, as the peak network accumulation occurs
earlier in time when the fixed perimeter control strategy is implemented.

Congestion is significantly mitigated under the proposed dynamic perimeter control and
the result achieved by the dynamic perimeter strategy is far superior to the results of the
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fixed perimeter. The efficiency of the dynamic perimeter control compared to the other two
cases is seen in Fig. 5.7a from the earlier onset of the unloading phase (peak accumula-
tion occurs earlier in time) and the significantly higher rate of trip arrival, leading to a
significantly lower accumulation in the network for most of the times. When the dynamic
perimeter control is in place, network flow barely drops during the loading phase, and the
network unloads with no delay in flow recovery (see the green data points in Fig. 5.7b).

The dynamic perimeter control strategy redirects vehicles from longer to shorter queues
formed toward the upstream of the first perimeter. This forces the congestion to spreadmore
evenly around the network’s main basin, i.e., the pre-determined hotspot of the network.
The result is a significant reduction in the average travel time of all trips at the cost of
an increase in travel distance of some trips. This is seen in the distribution of travel time
(Fig. 5.7c) and distance (Fig. 5.7d) for trips associated with the dynamic perimeter scenario
compared to the fixed perimeter and pre-timed control scenarios. The dynamic perimeter
control strategy increases the average travel distance of trips by 14.4% but reduces the
average travel time over all trips by 26.6%, compared to the case when no control strategy
is in place (pre-timed signaling at intersections).

Intra- and inter-region traffic performance and dynamics

Here, we investigate the dynamics of the traffic flow exchange between the hotspot region
(center) and the rest of the network (outer). To do so, we compare the performance of differ-
ent control strategies in terms of their effect on traffic flows with different travel directions.
With respect to the division of the network into the center and outer subregions, trips are di-
vided into four travel direction categories, including two intra-region categories, i.e. center
to center and outer to outer, and two inter-region categories, i.e., center to outer and outer
to center. Figure 5.8 illustrates the trip completion rate of trips in these four directions
(over time) in the same simulated traffic scenario but under different control strategies.

When intersection signals are functioning according to their pre-timed default setting,
i.e. no control scheme is in place, trips with both origin and destination outside the pro-
tected region are completed at a higher rate, compared to when one of the control strategies
is implemented (Fig. 5.8b or 5.8c). This is especially the case during the first hour of the
simulation. However, with pre-timed signals the hotspot region becomes overly accumu-
lated early into the simulation, causing the completion rate of trips toward the center to
drop quickly.

The fixed perimeter control keeps the density of the central region below the critical point
by reducing the outer-to-center flows and increasing the center-to-outer flows, initially. This
regulates center-to-center and outer-to-center traveling flows, preventing the sudden drop
in their completion rate (when no control is in place), which can be seen by comparing Fig.
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5.8b to Fig. 5.8c. As a result, the overall performance of fixed perimeter control strategy
is much better than the pre-timed control in terms of trip completion, especially up until
the peak demand is over. These results are consistent with those reported in the literature
[147].

The control at the fixed perimeter is determined independent from the queue lengths
behind the gating and traditionally relies on the traffic dynamics inside the perimeter. Since
drivers consistently try to minimize their individual travel time to destination (in a selfish
manner), depending on the location of their destination with respect to different congested
queues, the may end up adding to the length of a longer queue. Thus, it is not expected from
the fixed perimeter control to balance the length of queues formed outside the perimeter.
This is one of the main reasons that adding the dynamic perimeter to the control scheme
results in the substantial improvement to the traffic performance.

Implementation of the dynamic perimeter in addition to the fixed perimeter allows for
achieving a better performance by increasing the trip completion rate of the flows originated
outside the hotspot region. The increase in outer-to-outer and outer-to-center flows triggers
the build-up of pockets of congestion outside the protected region, which eventually hinders
the traveling flows circulating the outer region and those moving toward the hotspot re-
gion. The percolation-based dynamic perimeter holds up a portion of these flows further
away from the protected region and creates a buffer space containing the congestion queues
formed toward the upstream of the hotspot region. Simultaneously, the dynamic perimeter
increases the outflow of the buffer space allowing the inside congestion to dissipate faster.
By protecting this buffer space during the peak demand period, the dynamic perimeter is
able to prevent the huge drop in the trip completion rate of trips originated in the outer re-

Figure 5.8: Comparison between trip completion rates of traffic flows in different
directions. Here, the trip completion rate over time is shown separately for 4 different
classes of traffic flows, with respect to the location of their origin and destination being
within or outside the hotspot region. a-c The results show the trip completion rate of sepa-
rated flow classes over time when the network is using pre-timed control (a), fixed perimeter
(b), and dynamic perimeter (c).
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gion (both outer-to-outer and outer-to-center flows). After the peak, the dynamic perimeter
shrinks, and eventually it is deactivated following the dissipation of the congestion outside
the protected region, which in effect allows the outer-to-outer and outer-to-center trips to
be completed at higher rates. The overall performance of the proposed dynamic perime-
ter control is substantially higher than the fixed perimeter (protecting the hotspot region)
alone, as it is demonstrated by Fig. 5.8c when compared to Fig. 5.8a,b.

Sensitivity analysis

The important manually set parameter in our proposed approach is the update interval
for the time-varying perimeter control, i.e., the time interval-length between two consecu-
tive updates of the dynamic perimeter involving identification of the percolating congested
cluster and adjustment of the signals at its boundary. The sensitivity of the traffic control
performance to this parameter is tested and results are displayed in Fig. 5.9. Here, the ex-
periments are conducted using different interval-lengths to update the dynamic perimeter,
from every 0.5 to every 32 minutes (frequencies of 2 to ∼ 0.03 per minute). The presented
results are averaged over 10 simulation runs for each particular value of update interval.
For better comparison, the performance of a fixed-perimeter-only control is depicted as a
baseline (dashed black line) in each graph of Fig. 5.9.

Figure 5.9a shows the cumulative trip completion over time and Fig. 5.9b shows the
network accumulation over time, associated with different update intervals used by the dy-
namic perimeter. The time is limited between 45 to 120 min into the simulations for better
visibility of the variation in the dynamic perimeter’s performance when using different up-
date frequencies. It is seen that regardless of the choice of update interval (at least within
a wide range of values), an addition of the proposed time-varying perimeter improves the
traffic flow in the network compared to when only a single fixed perimeter is used to pro-
tect the hotspot region (compare solid lines to the dashed line in Fig. 5.9). Also, it is seen
that a good choice of update interval can emphasize the improving effect of the dynamic
perimeter control. Especially, the choice of update interval is shown to have a substantial
impact on how early the network is able to make the transition to the unloading phase and
how quickly the network is able to unload the traffic. This is seen clearly in Fig. 5.9b with
peaks occurring at different times for each curve and different slopes for the curves after
they peak.

Figure 5.9c shows the sensitivity of the proposed dynamic perimeter control to the choice
of update interval, in terms of average trip arrival (completion) rate during the first two
hours of the simulation6. A first observation is that a very short update interval of 0.5 min

6As shown in Fig. 5.3b, later in the simulation the demand becomes very low and the network becomes
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Figure 5.9: Sensitivity of the proposed percolation-based dynamic perimeter con-
trol to the choice of update interval parameter. a-c Graphs show the result of updat-
ing the dynamic perimeter with different interval-lengths between 0.5-32 minutes, in terms
of cumulative trip completion over time (a), network accumulation over time (b), and aver-
age trip completion rate during two hours of the simulation (c). The dashed black linemarks
the performance of the fixed perimeter control as a baseline for comparisons.

negatively affects the performance of the dynamic perimeter control. However, increasing
this slightly to 1-3 minutes leads to a substantial increase in average trip completion rate
achieved by the proposed control strategy. Lowering the update frequency from this point
on, results in a decreasing trip completion rate, albeit the trip completion rate will be main-
tained at a good level compared to using the fixed perimeter control alone. With longer
choices of update interval, the controller does not respond quick enough to the change in
network congestion, which adversely affects the control performance. It is seen in Fig. 5.9c
that the traffic performance gradually declines with increasing the update interval above 4
min.

To apply the proposed dynamic perimeter control in real networks, one may determine
an optimal or near optimal update interval using historical traffic data and by considering
factors such as the network structure and the level of congestion at different times of the
day. This is due to the fact that the level of congestion directly affects the rate at which the
congestion propagates and different network topologies have different percolation proper-
ties [44, 49, 60, 105], which may result in the dynamic perimeter control responding differ-
ently to the choice of update interval. Nevertheless, the general pattern is expected to be the
same, meaning that, it would be beneficial to update the percolation-based dynamic perime-
ter relatively frequent, but choosing an extremely short update interval may be avoided as
it does not allow for the effect of the control at the perimeter to properly take place between
the updates.

almost congestion free.
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Figure 5.10: Network traffic dynamics for different perimeter update intervals.
a-c Data points indicate the macroscopic traffic dynamics during simulations using the
proposed dynamic perimeter control with the update-interval parameter set to 1 min (a),
10 min (b), and 20 min (c). The macroscopic traffic dynamics are demonstrated via total
traffic flow movement as a function of the accumulation in the network.

By further investigations into the traffic dynamics for different update intervals, we can
gainmore insights regarding the effect of this parameter on the performance of the dynamic
perimeter. In Fig. 5.10a-c the MFD of the network during simulations is depicted for three
different choices of the update interval. Lower update frequencies for the time-varying
perimeter, better reveals how the proposed control strategy enhances the network traffic
performance. When the perimeter is updated by finding the percolating congested cluster,
control at the new perimeter redirects traffic flows from the longer queues. Rerouting the
traffic to shorter queues increases the traffic movement toward a state where congestion is
more balanced in the network (i.e., queues formed at the upstream of the hotspot region
have similar lengths). This is manifested in the overall flow movement bouncing back to
higher values when the time-varying perimeter is updated (see Fig. 5.10c).

Comparing theMFDs shown in Fig. 5.10 (especially the unloading phase in Fig. 5.10a,b),
reveals that between two consecutive updates of the dynamic perimeter, network traffic
becomes more heterogeneous (this is seen from the excessive drop in flow relative to the
reduced accumulation). Thus, with longer update intervals there is more time for the state
of the network traffic to deteriorate, e.g., queues propagate or dissipate disproportionately,
and it will be more difficult for the network to bounce back. A short update interval keeps
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the evolution of queues in check and prevents increase in congestion heterogeneity as a
result of the dissipation of congestion pockets. For a sufficiently short update interval, the
proposed control strategy makes it possible for the network to load and unload a substantial
amount of traffic with an almost negligible hysteresis in the MFD, as it is seen in Fig. 5.10a.

5.3 Concluding notes

In this chapter, we applied percolation theory to study the propagation of congestion in ur-
ban road networks. We used a percolation analysis to identify a critical congested cluster
for the network’s traffic and utilized the analysis in a traffic signal control strategy. The con-
trol strategy proposed here, uses a classic MFD-based fixed perimeter to protect a hotspot
region in the network and the strategy is also equipped with a percolation-based perimeter
which evolves over time to mitigate the congestion propagating as a result of control at the
fixed perimeter. Using simulations we demonstrated that the dynamic perimeter manages
to reroute traffic in a manner that boosts the traffic capacity of the network during the un-
loading phase. The approach proposed in this chapter analyzes a rarely studied aspect of
the congestion, that is the organization of congestion at different levels over the network
structures. By studying the organization of congestion we were able to characterize how it
is propagating from heavily congested pockets into a congested cluster of substantial size.
Although congestion dynamics at the link and network level are well exploited in signal
control area, there is still a great opportunity for improving the existing or developing new
control strategies by further studying different aspects of congestion in urban road net-
works.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The work presented in this dissertation was an effort toward developing methodologies to
study the less understood aspects of congestion in transportation networks and devising
mitigating solutions to increase the efficiency of these systems. Here, the main techni-
cal chapters (Chapters 3,4, and 5) of this manuscript are summarized and implications of
their results are further discussed. We also communicate the important limitations of the
conducted studies and explore the potential for future works based on these studies. The
chapter is divided into three sections, each corresponding to one of the technical chapters.

We applied percolation approaches to tackle two main problems: i) the conflict between
congestion and passenger flows and ii) propagation of congestion in transportation net-
works. Although processing and mining raw transportation data is not the focus of this
project, we processed large-scale detailed passenger smartcard data and used them to study
the first problem (mentioned above) in real-world Public Transportation networks. To re-
trieve the desired information for our analysis, we developed a procedure that automates
the extraction of passenger travel demand from raw PT smartcard data (see Chapter 3).
The results were then used to address the first problem in real on-road PT networks (see
Chapter 4). The two chapters that cover our investigations on reliability of PT networks
are presented by publications, and the publications already include a discussion of limita-
tions and future works. Nevertheless, a brief summary along with concluding remarks for
each one of these chapters is provided here. The second problem addressed in Chapter 5 is
summarized and concluded in the last section of the present chapter.

6.1 Smartcard data processing

To analyze the reliability of on-road PT networks against congestion on road, we used avail-
able passenger smartcard transaction data, and processed them to extract the passenger
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travel demand and digitally reconstruct the enriched network representation of the real-
world PT systems. In Chapter 3, a procedure was proposed to address two common chal-
lenges in travel demand extraction from smartcard data, namely, ‘inferring missing alight-
ing records’ and ‘identifying transfers and activities.’ The existing methods often make a
number of assumptions and require manual tuning of multiple parameters. This in effect
can reduce the accuracy of the extracted demand. Thus, the main contribution of our study
is that it eliminates the dependency of the smartcard data processing procedure to the ex-
pert knowledge of the transportation system under study or additional data sources and to
develop an automated procedure with more flexibility.

To estimate the missing alighting transactions, the common approaches use rules gov-
erning the passengers’ choice of the stop/location to disembark the PT vehicle. Similarly, to
identify whether two consecutive passenger trips are linked by a transfer or separated by
an activity, the common approaches require manual parameter setting. We mapped these
tasks to classification problems. Classifiers were then trained using the available data to
model passengers’ behavior in the system. Using simple classifiers we modeled passengers’
alighting choice and transfer/activity behavior. The first model was used to predict the pas-
senger’s alighting time-location when the transaction was missing, and the second model
was used to classify the interchange events between consecutive trips into transfer and ac-
tivity classes. The proposed procedure is flexible and can be applied to various smartcard
data settings used in different cities.

The proposed procedure was applied to PT smartcard data from Melbourne, Australia.
First, data were enhanced by inferring a substantial number of missing records. Then, we
identified transfers linking consecutive trips of every single passenger. Chained single-leg
trips were aggregated to generate the smartcard-based O-D demand matrix of the PT net-
work, representing the actual passenger demand for movement between places. Elaborate
evaluations regarding the estimation of missing alighting transactions estimation results
showed that our approach has significantly improved the estimation performance, by sub-
stituting conventional assumptions and manual parameter setting with predictive models.
The temporal OD matrix of the network as the final product of the proposed procedure
reflected the expected demand profile of the PT system in terms of temporal evolution of
volume and geographical direction of the demand. Overall, the results suggested that the
framework is effective in enhancing PT smartcard data and is able to extract a reliable
passenger O-D demand matrix for PT networks.

Future works can investigate the applications of additional data sources in improvement
and building upon the methods introduced in our work. As the focus of this dissertation
is not processing transportation data, we restricted our attention to one source, i.e., raw
smartcard records. Yet, alternative data sources can be used to improve the quality of the
smartcard data and also to rectify issues with data caused by the methods adopted in the
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PT systems to record passenger data. For example, in Melbourne, it is not mandatory for
passengers to perform transactions on trams in a particular region of the city (called the
free tram zone), or in some PT systems passengers use both paper tickets and smartcard.
These examples both show how some features, specific to a PT fare collection system, can
result in a portion of transactions to be missing from the records.

A widely-used solution for such issues is using travel data sources such as household
travel surveys and Automated Passenger Counts (APC) to correct the whole O-D demand
matrix or the number of trips between some O-D node pairs extracted from the smartcard
[166]. Apart from APC data, fare evasion reports are shown to be useful in improving
the accuracy of smartcard-based O-D demand [167]. Our proposed modeling of passenger
behaviors can be enhanced by the aid of alternative transportation data sources. For exam-
ple, passengers’ alighting behavior can be modeled more accurately by taking advantage of
demographic data, or the distributions of transfer and activity duration estimated in our
study can be adjusted using relevant information in travel survey data. More advanced
machine learning algorithms may be able to better characterize the passengers’ behavior,
and thus, enhance the predictions and estimations done by our proposed procedure. Future
research can also be conducted on augmenting the proposed framework in this manuscript,
with probabilistic models built from historical individual (or collective) smartcard usage.

6.2 Percolation-based reliability analysis

In Chapter 4, we developed a framework to study the reliability of demand-serving networks
under congestion. The focus of the study was measuring and improving the reliability of
on-road PT networks, in terms of their ability to carry passenger flows via non-congested
pathways between demanded O-D points. The major contribution of this study is that it
theoretically extends percolation-based approaches and makes it possible to examine the
organization of congestion while accounting for the passengers’ heterogeneous demand for
mobility. We proposed a reliability measure, α, which quantifies the ability of demand-
serving networks to provide pathways of high-quality (low congestion level) links for the
movement of passengers between places. The measure was applied to temporal on-road PT
networks of two cities (Melbourne and Brisbane, Australia), where link qualities indicate
the relative velocity of transportation which constantly varies due to actual adversarial road
conditions, e.g., traffic congestion, signals, and pedestrian crowds. The measured temporal
demand-serving reliability α of the network exhibited a strong daily periodicity with two
distinctive patterns during weekdays and weekends.

Similar to most PT systems worldwide, on-road PT network structures of Melbourne and
Brisbane are less dense during the weekends, as there are fewer PT services available com-
pared to weekdays. However, the percolation process reveals that there is relatively more
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demand to travel between places separated by congested links during weekends. Thus, net-
work reliability αwas found to be lower onweekends compared to the weekdays. In contrast,
without accounting for travel demand, previous percolation-based analyses found the road
networks to be more reliable during the weekends compared to weekdays [62, 111]. The con-
tradictory conclusions arise from two major differences, one between road networks and on-
road PT networks and the other between our method and the conventional analyses. Firstly,
road networks have different structural characteristics compared to PT networks (e.g., bus-
tram networks). Road networks represent a physical infrastructure of time-invariant na-
ture. For PT networks, on the other hand, the structure represents the available PT services
at the time and this is usually time-varying. Secondly, the proposed reliability measure α,
accounts for the volumes of passenger flows from node to node on the dynamical network
with actual link-level congestion. Hence, the analysis can lead to a different conclusion as
the level of congestion on each link is not the only concern, and the volume of passenger
flows affected by congestion on each link becomes the focus of the analysis.

Furthermore, during earlymorning and late evening, road networks usually showhigher
reliability than other non-rush hours. Considering Melbourne’s daily traffic patterns, the
low PT network reliability α during early mornings and late evenings arises because of
the high demand in these periods for long-range movements although the availability of
PT services is at its minimum. As a result, there are fewer alternative routes to choose
from in these periods. Moreover, during the early morning hours in Melbourne, PT ser-
vices occasionally face adversarial road conditions (early morning traffic of the commuting
workforce).

We developed a theoretical framework to relate the link-level congestion to the network-
level reliability, and in effect, measure the effect of congestion on each link on flow-carrying
ability of the network. Thereby, we were able to analytically identify the most critical links
(or bottlenecks), where the adversarial effect of congestion on the network’s flow circulation
is maximal. A number of interesting features were found among Melbourne’s and Bris-
bane’s most critical bottlenecks which tended to be located around urban hotspots where
the large demand volume for movement is unable to cope with the impeding road condi-
tions. Among the top overall critical bottlenecks, we found a number of links to and from
major universities in Melbourne which carry an extremely large amount of passenger flows
on buses and trams over weekdays. These bottlenecks were close to the central railway sta-
tions (Melbourne Central and Flinders St.) and were also in the vicinity of major hospitals.
Most of these bottlenecks were not found on weekends which is consistent with the associ-
ation of bottlenecks with urban hotspots and the fact that universities act as hotspots only
during weekdays.

A significant number of top bottlenecks at each time during the day were associated with
the CBD area where large volumes of passenger flows start or end, while the presence of
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pockets of congestion is common. We also observed that four out of the top ten ‘pain points’
on Melbourne’s road network [168] reported in the media, are in very close proximity to
links among our identified top bottlenecks at morning rush hour. Since almost half of these
ten pain points do not have bus or tram services in conflict with the road conditions, the
results showed that our methodology does indeed work well.

Through numerical simulations, we demonstrated that amelioration of a relatively small
number of identified bottlenecks can significantly improve the network, both in terms of
the demand-serving reliability and the total delay imposed on passenger travel times by
disruptions. Simulating the separation of PT vehicles and eliminating their conflict with
road conditions on 2% of the top bottleneck links, saved close to 2,000 hours of passenger
travel time during a singlemorning peak period (7:00–9:00 A.M.), and approximately 11,000
hours of passenger travel time over a normal weekday.

When studying networks with link-level dynamics (such as congestion) described as link
qualities, the state-of-the-art percolation-based measures [60, 62, 88, 108] will remain the
lead for understanding the topological properties of the network and even the organization
of congestion in relation to the structure (i.e., network’s global quality). However, when
dealing with demand-serving networks, the proposed reliability measure α effectively ac-
counts for the heterogeneity of node-to-node flow demand, and thus it unveils the previ-
ously obscure global flow-quality provided by the network against congestion. Similarly,
the introduced criticality score represents a more comprehensive approach to identify the
bottlenecks of such networks and proves more effective than other schemes reported in the
literature.

It is worth mentioning that the direct effect of congestion organization on travel time
delay cannot be studied using the existing percolation models, because the removal of a
congested link simply cannot help quantify the effect of its congestion on flow travel times.
But it is an intriguing problem that suggests an important direction for future research.
Our proposed ideas are generally applicable to demand-serving networks including most
physical infrastructures where there is an inherent demand for movement of an uneven
amount of flow between different pairs of nodes in the network. With ever-increasing avail-
ability of detailed data from real-world critical infrastructure networks, our work can be a
good starting point for new research avenues and the development of more sophisticated
theoretical tools to analyze flow demand, which we hope it leads to achieving a more pro-
found understanding of these complex systems.
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6.3 Percolation-based traffic signal control

Chapter 5 covers our study on the second problem highlighted in this dissertation, namely,
characterizing congestion propagation in transportation networks. There, we proposed the
application of percolation theory in analyzing road congestion propagation and used it to
develop a new traffic signal control strategy for urban road networks. Traffic signal control7

is an essential part of urban intelligent transportation systems. The topic is well-studied in
transportation engineering and the existing methods in the literature are proved effective
in mitigating the congestion and improving the travel experience in urban road networks.
Development and application of new tools to analyze different aspect of congestion prop-
agation dynamics toward achieving a better understanding of congestion phenomena can
still be constructive for designing new traffic control strategies. In Chapter 5, we applied
percolation theory to investigate new aspects of congestion propagation, beyond the exist-
ing literature on traffic signal control. In particular, the main contribution of the presented
work is applying percolation theory to characterize the spatial propagation of congested
queues in road networks and designing a traffic signal control scheme that leverages this
analysis to effectively prevent the propagation of congestion.

Our proposed traffic signal control strategy was developed to improve the traffic dynam-
ics in a network with respect to a region of particular importance. Such a hotspot region
can be easily recognized in real city networks by its relatively high level of trip attraction
or generation. A fixed perimeter was implemented at the boundary of the hotspot region
of our simulated network. Intersections at this fixed perimeter were controlled by monitor-
ing the traffic and according to the Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) describing
the traffic dynamics within the hotspot region. A characteristic drawback of protecting a
hotspot region with perimeter control is the possibility that the control causes congestion
by hindering the flows at perimeter intersections.

The second component of our proposed control scheme was designed to resolve the above
issue. As soon as the fixed perimeter was activated to protect the hotspot region, we moni-
tored the traffic dynamics outside the perimeter. A percolation analysis was applied to each
snapshot of the network in time to unpack the organization of different levels of congestion
around the boundary of the fixed perimeter. Thereby, based on the concept of percolation
criticality, a component (i.e., percolating congested cluster) containing the small pockets of
congestion merging to form a large congested cluster can be identified. We controlled the
traffic at the boundary of this percolating congested cluster with the aim of balancing the
queues formed at the upstream of the first perimeter and mitigating the congestion within

7A strategy to modify the timing of traffic signals at intersections with the aim of controlling the traffic
dynamics in the network.
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the identified cluster. This second perimeter creates a buffer space around the hotspot re-
gion and resists the propagation of congestion as a result of control at the first perimeter.
The result of our numerical simulations demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proach in boosting the capacity of the network by mitigating the propagation of congestion
around a hotspot region of interest in the network. The outcome suggests that the proposed
control can be used in city road operation and planning, especially to locally treat and im-
prove the traffic of a hotspot zone, such as a city center or a shopping center, independent
from the rest of the network.

In our simulations we introduced heterogeneity to the link dynamics and introduced
complexity to the traffic dynamics through simple approaches such as considering drivers
with different routing behaviors8. Yet, some aspects of the experiments can be delved into
more, to investigate the effect of higher levels of complexity on traffic congestion dynam-
ics and the effectiveness of percolation approaches in characterizing them. Most obvious
steps are experimenting with more complicated demand scenarios and with networks hav-
ing more complex topologies. Ultimately, with increasing availability of detailed empirical
urban traffic data [169], the proposed dynamic perimeter control approach may be tested on
road network structures extracted from real-world data to verify its strengths and identify
its downsides to further extend and improve this control strategy.

As mentioned above, complex and uncertain demand is an important feature of real
transportation networks. In real-world scenarios the complex demand and its variations
throughout the day can easily affect the signal control performance [170]. Thus, to estab-
lish the practical value of the proposed control strategy, its robustness should be tested
under more realistic simulations. The second element of more elaborate experiments is the
topological complexity of the network. Percolation theory has gained its popularity in net-
work science due to its ability to accurately characterize networks with various topological
properties, thus, it is generally expected that our proposed idea works well in realistic net-
work. However, the percolation-based signal timing scheme as proposed here, can be tested
in more irregular networks to establish the method’s flexibility or seek possible improve-
ments. Generally, our efforts in this work were focused more on development of analysis
tools and their integration into traffic control schemes, thus improving the signal timing
methods to achieve optimality in network traffic can be a direction for future works.

8We divided drivers into 80% of informed and 20% of uninformed agents. Informed agents were assumed
to have access to real-time condition of roads over the network and taking the path with shortest travel time
between their origin-destination points, while uninformed agents choose the path that minimizes their travel
distance.
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6.4 Final remarks

In this dissertation, percolation approaches were applied to different problems related to
congestion in transportation networks. Due to rapid urbanization, congestion has become a
growing issue in urban transportation systems around the world. Although the underlying
dynamics of congestion in road networks has been heavily studied, there is still room to
study other aspects of congestion in transportation systems from a complex network per-
spective. Here, we attempted at demonstrating the ability of percolation analyses to unpack
the organization of different levels of congestion on network structures and used it for dif-
ferent purposes aiming at improving transportation networks. We hope the work presented
in this manuscript opens new avenues for future research on transportation networks and
congestion phenomena using new concepts and analysis tools.
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